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Foreward:
The lean and slippered pantaloon sits by the ingle-nook in his easy chair enjoying a good
cigar, while dreamingly reviewing in reminiscence the bygone events that bridge the gap
lying between his first and second childhood:
I was thankfully content and appreciative of the many blessings bestowed during a long
and placid journey on this earthly sphere.
Finding no solution as to why he is on this planet or where he is to go from there,
speculation ceases. Whatever the reason for life, satisfaction causes him to believe that
God Reigns All is well.

Born in Mystic (now called Old Mystic) in the house still standing high on the edge of
the brook and west side of the stream in the town of Groton State of Connecticut.
September 17, 1864.
At the age of 4 moved to Mystic Bridge (now called Mystic) – residing for six months in
what is now known s the Methodist Parsonage located on north side of Church St. Six
months later we again moved to #7 Haley St. in the same village. After renting this
house for some years it was purchased by my father. This property remained in the
Tingley family name until sold in 1945. Here were spent my youthful years up to the
age of 23 at which time Nov. 1887 I took unto myself a wife on the same date as the
wedding anniversary of my father and mother had occurred many years before (Nov.
1887)

MY NATIVE VILLAGE
In the early 17th century the Dutch explorer Adrian Block discovered and named the
stream( on the edge of which I was born)
Rover van Siccanamos”
This stream flows peacefully down to the sea, dividing the lands that at a much earlier
period had been the happy hunting grounds of the noble Red Man.

On the one hand lived the Mohican and Pequot tribes, on the other the Narragansett and
Wampanoags
That this region was once a thickly occupied country of the Indians, is attested by the
spattered circle of names surrounding this village.
Here are a few names that have survived since the departure of the Pequots in 1637:
Chippechaug, Chippedago, Quanquataug, Quiambaug, Wequetequok, Wamphassek,
Wicopesit, Weekapaug, Pawcutuck, Poquonnock, Pequotsepos, Poquetannock, Anguilla,
Nauyeaug, and Taugwank..
No, you are wrong. Aunt Zervioh did not discover me in the bulrushes. The exact
spot was high above the rushes in the south east chamber of the second floor of the
house. The sheer east wall of the building reared high above the stream. Its foundation
had been built up from the edge of the stream to the level of the bridge street. Beneath the
keystone of this bridge the sweet waters of the Great Brook have for untold years flowed
down to meet the incoming tide of the river, there to be united and borne to the
welcoming arms of the briny deep. Had Aunt Zervioh dropped me from the window to
the stream – but not she decided – after carefully inspecting me that it would be better to
give me a chance to ‘extinguish’ myself. Should she have decided otherwise, the current
would have carried me to my present abode four and a half years earlier/ As a
consequence of her decision my life has been an extended journey over a period of eighty
seven years. Today finds me struggling in this attempt to entertain three generations of
descendants while ‘sifting my ashes’ of reminiscence.
The date: Just two years to a day after the battle of Antietam. My name was not Moses,
nor was Miriam in the neighborhood at the time. I discovered Miriam 36 years later, at
which time she lay snuggled close in the arms of her mother. Both were sleeping
peacefully as if fatigued and in need of rest after their long journey together. My
Madonna and my child!
Though nearly 82 years had passed since opportunity afforded me the privilege of
visiting my birth-place, the chance to do so came recently while attending an outing of
my associates in a nearby grove. This grove was but a stones throw from the house
where my voice was first heard in the land. An irresistible desire to visit this spot drew
me on until I was standing on the stone arched bridge that spans the “Siccanamo” . It
was mid-day, instead of midnight and no bell tolled the hour. Not a soul was in sight.
The spirit of peace prevailed which brought to mind may mothers story of – Midnight
Alarm
It was Sunday. It was also a warm sunny September day. Nostalgia possessed me. My
hand could touch the house as my eye sought the window of the second floor chamber.
In dreamy meditation I viewed the scene looking up the stream, banked on either hand by
trees whose tops formed an arch high up and over the stream, it was as if looking in an
ever-narrowing funnel that ended in a small central black disc.

On the right bank stood a maiden maple sapling, perhaps twenty feet in height, gowned in
autumns high golden colors, bending gracefully forward, as if in adoration, and thankful
devotion for the continuous blessings bestowed by the gently flowing stream.
There looking west along the north side of the road stood first, the house where I was
born - the home from which we eventually moved.
Again we saunter westward, noting the site of what once was a tanyard with its numerous
vats abandoned and cleared long ago. The familiar triangular shaped Green with its
public signpost at the fork of the road and across the road at the foot of the hill, still
stands the Ancient Tavern of Colonial days. Directly behind and above this inn towers
stands the Oldest Baptist church in the state, founded in 1705 this church stands high
against the heavens, the crowning glory of a charming colonial village. Crossing the
street, turn east and return toward the bridge. There is no change in the residences, no
loss, no gain, just the same as of yore. All in splendid condition, these houses give
promise of enduring for another century.
Arrived at the last structure standing on the high bank of the stream an aged forlorn and
vacant building occupied for many years as grocery store confronts us. In the olden days
any evening would find gathered here the “Brains of the Town “- seated around the sandbox in the center of which stood the small pot-bellied stove. Here the issues of the day
both national and local were discussed, covering both the tales and reports from the war
front, to the gossip and guesses on the home front. Witty relaters of tall stories, wags and
practical jokers, weather prophets and sundry, could be found congenially enjoying their
tobacco and each other.
Among the regular attendants were the village physician and the ice man. They provided
much of the jollity of any session. The following stories were told me by my father:
PHILANDER AND THE KICKING COW
Philander on one occasion consulted the old doctor, telling him his trouble and asking his
advice.
He said: “Doctor, I’ve got trouble. I’ve got a kicking cow. Every time, right in the
middle of the milking, by gravy, she ups with her hind leg and kicks the pail over – that’s
just what she does, gosh damn her!! Now, can you tell me what to do to stop it?”
Doctor: “Well Phil, you certainly do need advice! It is a little out of my line, but your
necessity and my sympathy, urge me to prescribe or recommend a remedy that may do
the trick. “If she does it again, why not try grabbing her leg, placing both arms tightly
around it? Seems like that ought to break the habit”.
Phil: “By gosh, doctor, I never thought of that. I’ll try it.”

On a later occasion, meeting at the store, the doctor enquired if the cow had kicked since
last they met.
Phil: “By gosh doctor, she did ! I did just as you told me. Something must have
happened for when I came to, I just wondered why I was sleeping out doors on the
manure heap. Well, I got to thinking, and it just comes to me. Do you know doctor,
somehow, I shall always think that darned critter kicked me”.
Doctor: “Somehow, I feel that perhaps I was somewhat to blame in that I neglected to
caution you, to be sure to hold on firmly.”
MIDNIGHT ALARM
As my mother was able to nurse me for but a short time recourse to the nursing bottle
became necessary. She told me, that awakening about 3 am, I would announce my
hunger, by howling continuously until the nipple of the bottle, was placed in my mouth.
My father worked hard, for long hours each day. He needed sleep. Because of my
screaming his slumber became disturbed and abbreviated. Patience became no virtue.
He took me in hand. Mother dear told me many years later, the shaking he applied, was
the severest she ever saw given an eight months old baby.
They also tell me, I never again indulged in Midnight Alarms.
Who can deny that a child too young to remember must have been subconsciously
impressed and aware of the purpose of the punishment
GREAT OIL DISCOVERY
Soon after the discovery of coal oil in the State of Pennsylvania became known, it was a
common topic of the day, even in so remote a place as this quiet village. Satan must have
aided and instigated these jolly men in carrying out some of their plans. The inner circle
conceived the idea of placing a pool of oil in a hollow spot just at the rear of the store, in
the garden of one of their own crowd whose property it was.
Money was collected, sufficient to purchase the necessary oil and just before dawn, the
oil was secretly poured into the hollow.
Soon after daybreak, one of the conspirators rapped at the door of the owner of the
garden, which was immediately opened by the man he sought. The joker appeared
nearly out of breath and highly excited. In stuttering words he announced: “ Oil! I have
just discovered oil in your garden!
The owner accompanied by the discoverer, hurriedly rushed to the spot. The discoverer
said: “I ‘m interested in purchasing the rights for its extraction. How much will you sell
for?” The proprietor turning to this man said: “Not for Sale”!

The man then made him the offer of a very large sum for a share in exploitation and
marketing of the product. He was curtly refused and in addition was told that no partner
was desired and that he considered himself entirely capable of handling the situation
without aid or advice.
The news of the discovery spread rapidly. A large crowd gathered and among them the
jokers who came singly and made offers of goodly sums for an interest in a proposed
company.

All offers were bluntly rejected. The owner spoke to the large curious and excited throng
before him, thanking them for their kind interest. Would they please add to his happiness
by retiring at once?
They quietly retired and disappeared, as did the oil, soon after. In fact, it sank with the
Sun.
NO SMALL CHANGE
If Charley was ever called “Brick Top” it is impossible for me to state. A brick mason by
profession, together with this Titian locks, certainly entitled him to such a nick-name.
Usually employed at long distances from his home, he welcomed any opportunity of
returning there ostensibly for a visit to his folks. The real activating reason, was,
something else again: the truth was, that he had an inamorato residing in our neck of the
woods. At home? He spent most of his time at her home. While there he discovered the
smallest kind of money he had was a $20 bill. Having urgent need of some small
change, he decided to walk to a bank in a quite distant village. Receiving directions and
being excused by his sweetheart, he departed on his long walk. Suffering from the heat
and the rough road he arrived at the bank and finding the door open, entered.
All was still as death; no one to be seen. He tiredly leaned against the counter,
wondering at the why of it. On the point of leaving to make inquiries he heard the
regular tapping sounds of metal against gravel, coming nearer. He was soon made sure
of his guess by the entrance of a little old man, grasping the long handle of a garden hoe
which evidently used as a staff, had announced his approaching footsteps.
Short in stature, serious in manner, a countenance that was tanned and marked by the
finger of time; garbed in dungarees and butternut working shirt, a greasy old cap and a
pair of low cowhide shoes, it was quite certain that he had been working in a garden.
Silently passing Charlie, he entered a small side room, quietly removed his cap and put
away his hoe. Soon emerging and standing behind the counter he inquired “Sire, is
there something I could do for you?”
There was, Charlie replied. “I would like to get the change of a twenty dollar bill”.

The reply was: “I am very sorry sir, we haven’t so much money in the bank”. This
faithful cashier, bookkeeper and general factotum, had served from the founding to the
finish of the bank, scratching his living with a pen. The bank had recently been
liquidated and discontinued. In recognition of his valued services, he had been
graciously permitted the run of the place, where he could continue to scratch for a living
with his hoe.
Charlie commented: “Sort of a consolation prize, to keep you from feeling too homesick
and lonesome. What?” Turning homeward tired and disappointed, in need of consolation
and sympathy he was confidant there would be no change on the home front.
Arrived, his sweetheart greeted, admitted and at the same time asked “ What luck Charlie
Boy?” He replied “Bad luck. No change in the Bank!” “ Never mind Charlie: I hope
the unpleasant announcement of No Change at the bank may be wholly overcome in the
enjoyment of knowing that “no change” has happened here.”
MOVING DAY
Pausing in the midst of moving a family, just to tell stories, was surely not the correct
thing to do. If you can overlook my fault, we will proceed with the task of removing our
goods and chattels to their new home, near the sea coast.
Though but four and one half years of age, it was to me an interesting job, in which it
pleased me to assist. Mother said: “Smartest boy I ever saw. You were of great aid to
me”. Needless to say I soon outgrew this habit.
NEW HOME
At the age of five I was kept busy sewing strips of cloth end to end and winding same in
large balls, ready for weaving a rag carpet by my Aunt Martha on her ancient and
massive home made loom of oak. Also, I was rocking cradles, ironing baby’s
‘didies’ etc. at age 6 ½
.
THE POWER OF DICTATORS
At age of 6 ½ years having acquired the alphabet and some spelling of short names of
domestic pets and farm animals at my mother’s knee, I was permitted rather reluctantly at
attend the primary department of Mystic Public School. Here happened the most bitterly
regretted but never forgotten event in my life. It was the habit of the boys in entering
school to throw their hats on the floor of the entry. Two boys were appointed each
session to gather these hats and place them in good order upon the hooks provided for
them. This privilege was eagerly sought by the boys. I had on this particular day, asked
my teacher for and obtained this permission for myself and another boy. The teacher
kindly granted my request for both sessions of that day.

At this time (P.M. session) two other boys having obtained teacher’s consent informed us
that we were to vacate and enter the school room. This, because of previous promise by
teacher to me, I refused to do. Teacher was informed of my refusal came and grabbed me
by the scruff of the neck and dragged me protesting and telling her of her promise, but to
no avail. The struggle was of short duration. Though bare legged and bare footed I must
have put up strong resistance by kicking her in the shins. She at any rate desisted and
sent a note to the Principal of the School begging him to come to her aid. He came
immediately.
A six year old boy mentally injured by the broken promise was now to be physically
injured by two adults. One held my by both hands, while the other applied the switch,
with such strength and severity as to leave two long wounds burned through the skin of
each leg for a length of six inches.
A broken hearted, sobbing, suffering lad it was that finally arrived home.
Mother after questioning me referred the case to my father. He listened to my story and
said “Zekie, you should always obey your teacher.” That was all.
A long time afterward, someone told me of my father’s meeting with the Principal of the
School and reminded him that if it needed two adults to chastise a six year old boy that
neither of them were qualified to teach school. Then to the man Principal: “One more
episode of this character and I shall, without aid and without mercy, see you are properly
repaid.
My Father was never a cruel parent. The good result achieved proved the value of the
treatment. From that day forth, he never found cause to chastise me.

SCARED
At the age of seven my bed was in the attic, third floor.
Mother and father slept in a chamber on the first floor of the house. Two long flights of
stairs lay between us. Something awakened me in the night: it was not a lamp or candle:
jumping out of bed to the window I fled, to learn what caused the glow. It was to me a
terrifying sight. The heavens were glowingly alight, reflected from a most serious fire.
The large mansion on the east hill was aflame from top to bottom. Very scared, in
nightgown and bare footed, down the two flights of stairs I hastily pattered, reached my
parents room and bumping the door open, stopped, as my ‘daddy’ sat up in bed and with
hands held high above his head shouted: “Don’t shoot, don’t shoot!”
He looked so ridiculous! I tried as hard as possible to keep from laughing and shouted as
loud as had he:”Dad, there is an awful big fire on the East hill! Somebody’s home is
burning down; thought you’d like to know about it!” Daddy now fully awake
declared:”You gave an awful scare when you burst that door open! Now you go straight

back to your bed before you catch your death of cold!” The splendid mansion burned to
the ground.
There was nothing we could do! My chilled feet led me shivering to the soft goosefeather bed in the attic, there to be comforted in its warm embrace.

BLAZE - A Dog’s Story
Blaze was a large dog; this gentle and highly intelligent Mastiff had been acquired by
father soon after marriage. Away at his market, frequently for the entire day, he believed
the dog would be both company and protection for mother, little thinking the dog would
also become her trusted errand boy and messenger.
Each morning Blaze would appear at father’s market, get the newspaper and mail (if
any) and bring it home. Should Mother need groceries, meat or other supplies, a list
would be made. The list would be placed in a sizeable round covered basket that had a
strong arched handle. Blaze would pick it up with his jaws, and await her request to “Go,
and find your master” This he did, day after day; going leisurely down to this master’s
meat market and when the needed articles had been placed in the basket he would just as
leisurely start for home where he would deliver same without mishap.
Though there was meat in the basket he was never known to touch it. On the single
occasion that he was interfered with by another dog, who scenting meat from a safe
distance had followed him. As he got gradually bolder and nearer Blaze had ignored him
until irritated to such an extent he placed his basket carefully at the side of the road. The
other dog, in anticipation, had crept up quite close. Turning quickly, Blaze grabbed the
intruder, shaking him so roughly that the air was soon filled with dust, hair and howls of
pain. Finally, dropping his mutilated enemy (who crawled away as fast as his injuries
would permit). Blaze walked to his basket calmly, picked it up and safely brought it
home.
The gentleman who witnessed the ‘scrap’, reported the details, also his enjoyment of the
punishment inflicted. No dog bothered him again.
When the wood-box was empty, Mother would call Blaze and say “Wood” at the same
time pointing at the pile in the backyard. He would at once begin bringing it in the house
one stick at a time, until she said “stop” Little do we know what the future holds for us.

Two gentlemen (strangers) seated in a smart looking turn out, driving by our house were
seen to suddenly stop – apparently attracted by Blaze, who happened to be standing in
the yard. One of the gentlemen leaving his carriage and meeting father, asked if he
owned the dog and if so, did he care to sell him.
Replying to the first question, ”Yes,” and to the second “No”. he explained to him how
much Mother cared for the dog as his reason for not wishing to sell him, even if offered a
very high price.
After much talk, the stranger said “Would you please name a price”. Tiring of talking
and thinking to end same, Father finally, in the belief that it was too high to even be
considered, yielded and said “Fifty dollars”! “Here is your fifty dollars” handing same
to Father, who was too stunned to find words. The buyer, carrying Blaze, drove on and
away from us forever.
Father said ”Somebody please kick me”! Mother wept.
EARLY DAYS
At 8 I worked perforated cardboard mottos in cross-stitch with colored worsted, to be
framed and hung on the living room wall, reading ‘Welcome’. They ever seemed to
extend a hearty greeting and speak a living truth.
At 9 I had pieced sufficient blocks to make a bed quilt which Mother had put together.
The Ladies Aid Society held a quilting party at our home, where I became a deeply
interested spectator of the typing of this quilt.
At 10 -11 Pictures of female figures cut from Godey’s or Peterson’s Magazine served as
foundation with which costumes designed, styled and colored by my self, clothed them.
At 12, reading and drawing were most gratifying pleasures. To find a copy of the
“Chatter Box” of the current year under the Christmas tree - a book of pictures and short
stories - or a box of paints and brushes, served to entertain and instruct me until the
coming of the next Yuletide. At a very early age, Mother had announced to Father
“Zeke” is going to be an artist”. Father replied “Well, he will always be a poor man!”
Both were surely right in their predictions. The above confessions expose me, and cause
you to believe that I was a typical ‘sissy’. Well, you are as wrong as was the person who
observing Uncle Beriah Grant lying in the gutter, said “ Well, here is another of those
drunken Democrats!” Uncle Beriah hearing him, raising both his head and his voice said
”Every symptom mister, but you are wrong this time! I am a Republican!”
At age 12 there was a fire at the Oceanic Woolen Mill, located on “Pistol Point”, which
extended from the river to the road – a distance of 300 feet . The mill burned to the
ground. Saturated more or less with oil, incident to the manufacture of cloth, together
with a tar and gravel roof, it quickly became a most spectacular and terrifying sight. A

strong southwest wind lifted both large and small islands of tar and gravel roofing which
generating gasses buoyed and floated most of them high aloft and over the village,
scattering them for miles inland in blazing and alarming profusion. Nevertheless, a large
percentage of the smaller pieces constantly fell near-by, which alarmed me. Begging my
Father to let me have a bucket of water and permission to sit on the ridge-board of our
house, which was more than dangerous, in fact it was impossible, he did not oppose my
crazy notion. He was wise enough to suggest that I take the pail of water into the
backyard and guard the green cord – wood that had recently been piled there to become
more seasoned. An absolutely necessary precaution – but it did appease me. Diplomacy!
MY JULY 4TH CELEBRATION
This same year my Father was lying seriously ill of typhoid fever. July 4th was at hand.
In anticipation of the event I had bought one bunch of the smallest red covered firecrackers and a five cent package of so-called torpedoes – bits of grit with a cap enclosed
in tissue paper twists that usually would explode if hurled with force against a hard
surface.
No noise could be permitted. Denial of my planned celebration must not be thought of. It
was arranged to send me and the fireworks to my Aunt Martha and Uncle Charles – some
miles distant. Shortly after arriving and asking for my fireworks, they handed me the
torpedoes and told me to go to the center of a hillside three acre lot before exploding
them. The fire crackers were not to be found. Up to date they have failed to put in an
appearance so finally, after waiting seventy years I have abandoned all hope.
Recently their fate has been revealed. They had lost their lives in a bucket of water! My
dear relatives, scared to death of consequences, had thus calmed their fears and worries
concerning wounds and conflagrations. My feeling can be but expressed by the
following story
THE SHOE BOX EXPRESS
In the day of the trolley car our town was strictly no license. Many thirsty citizens would
ride to a neighboring city during the early evenings, do their shopping and take the eleven
o’clock car for home. It was noted that some of them were bringing what to all outward
appearances was a pair of new shoes in a cardboard box . Appearances are deceiving as
was demonstrated one Christmas Eve when a tall handsome colored man, in stepping
down from the car stubbed his toe and in the exertion of saving himself from falling,
caused his shoe box to drop from his arms, hitting the concrete curb with such force that
it crashed with a tinkling sound as of glass. The man appeared as if stunned as he
watched the gurgling contents rapidly flow into the gutter. As this stream ceased to flow,
he was heard to say:
“Christmas am come, and Christmas am gone!”
ASTOUNDING

According to my Mother I never saw a well day until I was twelve years of age.
Athletics never became a specialty with me, though I did try. Lack of physique forbade.
Very fond of base ball, it became my duty to keep score. Only when one more player
became a necessity and none other than myself at hand, would I be asked to play.
This contingency arising on one occasion, it was decided to accept me as the ninth
played, but they put me way out in centre field where I could do the least harm.
One of the players on the opposing team hit a long, high fly in my direction. Getting
under it in time and putting up my paws, it landed and stayed clutched in my hands.
Some one yelled “By Christ! he caught it. What do you know about that.”
TEEN NOTIONS
Of course six hours of the day were spent in Public School. A diversity of other duties
kept me occupied during the period between my 12th and 16th birthdays. Among these
chores were the necessary attentions of feeding and milking twice daily, also leading our
cow to and from pasture, during the warmer grazing months; feeding a horse that
required hay and grain in proper style and proportion; currying, brushing and rubbing
down until the animal shone resplendently in any light is an art in any language.
Planting, cultivating and harvesting our back yard garden also devolved upon me.
Having fulfilled the requirements of these various tasks I had nothing to do until
tomorrow.
TEEN NOTIONS
It was at the age of 12 that I had about decided to become a farmer. For several years my
uncle welcomed me to his farm for a two weeks vacation during the haying season.
Accompanying him, his two sons and the hired man together with the little brown jug of
switchel we reached the meadow. A pitch fork was handed me with which to spread the
hay for quicker curing. I loved the outdoor life and the contents of the little brown jug,
but soon becoming ‘ wringing wet’, completely tired and so exhausted as to disillusion
me of all desire to seek a living as a harmer. Too damp for me!. .
At fifteen I was in Washington Hall, attending the weekly evening drill of Co. A 3rd
Regt. CNG Here I watched the bewildering maneuvers of this fully equipped and
uniformed body of men. So alluring were they, that I had about decided that a soldiers
life would constitute a perfectly glorious career.
If the course of turning the picture over for examination and decision, it suddenly struck
me that soldiers sometimes were wounded and even killed. Notion abandoned!!
TEEN YEARS
Old Granny Holmes lived on the second floor of her home where during warm weather
she would sit at an open window watching the world go by and listen to its whisperings.

Employed in the next yard as hostler for Dr. Barber, whose barn was located nearly under
her window, she could see and hear me while performing my duties. She told my Mother
how pleased and entertained she was by my cheerfulness which was communicated to her
by my endless singing. Pshaw, she had never heard me at my best!
Each Autumn our family, following an old New England custom of the early settlers,
would stock up on various items of food, which we stored in the cellar. Here one could
be certain of finding a quarter of beef – a portion of which would be used while fresh and
the balance would be corned: a half barrel of salt pork; couple barrels of apples; several
bushes of potatoes and turnips; 30 lbs. of butter in a crock and best of all a barrel of sweet
cider , the unconsumed portion of which matured and became vinegar.
A pitcher of this delectable fluid was drawn and served with our dinner. Each day as the
days grew longer, the cider grew stronger. Usually I would be the first to finish the meal,
during which I had drunk a tumbler full of this exhilarating elixir. This expressed itself
in my journey to the parlor where I would seat myself at the organ and striking a few
chords on the keyboard I’d lift up my second tenor voice in ecstatic enjoyment while
rendering the dear old songs of Stephen Foster: “ Swanee River”, “Oh Susannah”, “
Take Me Back to Old Virginia”’ each time winding up the concert with my favorite “Old
Black Joe”. No, gentle reader, Granny Holmes lived just out of the reach of my voice.
Consequently she had never heard me at my exalted best.
Granny was Mother of Sarah with whom she made her home. Sarah’s husband was
universally known and addressed as “Major”, though his Christian name was Sylvester.
He was tall, thin and angular. His light blue eyes, set in deep sockets above high cheek
bones were always smiling and good naturedly joking with his friends and neighbors.
To all outward appearances, nothing worried him. Though a carpenter by trade, he often
arrived home ‘plastered’. From the story about to be told, you will readily understand
how we were lead to believe that on these recurring occasions he had listened to many of
Sarah’s curtain lectures.
LAUNCHING OF THE SHIP
Finding spare time hanging on his hands, the Major decided to build a flat-bottomed
sharpey shaped row boat. After finishing this fine job, there remained the necessity of
painting. Calling ‘Jute’ who was a friend, a wag, and who had a hundred other abilities
for advice and aid, he told his story.
After listening to his wishes Jute asked “Why not paint her a good old Shamrock
Green ?” That same day she was clothed in a dark heavy coat of green.
Some days later he called on Jute again and told him he expected soon to launch her. It
had occurred to him that it was necessary to have the craft named for such an event. Jute
said “Sure Major, you are right. How could we properly christen her without a name?
What do you say to calling her “Sarah Go Easy” in honor of your wife. “ Unanimously

adopted, Jute painted this name in bright scarlet script on both sides of the prow and also
the stern in a very attractive and artistic manner.
The day after tomorrow at high tide was set for the launching. To Jute was assigned the
duty of bringing the christening liquid in a suitable container that would easily break
when it should come in contact with the bow of the skiff. With the arrival of launching
day came Jute with his bottle of sparkling liquid which he was to swing and crash against
‘Sarah’s’ nose.
Everything was now set for the final act. The boat was resting on a sandy shore, sloping
slightly toward the water. With both men pushing she was soon at the water’s edge,
when with one strong shove, away she shot from the shore completely out of hand.
Evidently Jute was not prepared for this move. Certainly he failed to perform his
assigned duty, as the bottle though swung, was just too late to hit the mark.
History has no record of sponsoring a ship by following it into the water. The Major, after
his alarmed surprise had passed said:”Jute, what can we do now? Er, what was it the
Governor of North Carolina said to that other governor?” While Jute was very busy with
a corkscrew he said “I won’t guarantee to quote him, word for word but as I recall it, he
said ‘It’s a long time between launchings and besides I never was in favor of strewing a
bathing beach with broken glass. Here’s looking at you’”

SKOKE
Father was fond of horses. For many years he had owned horses of various types which
were used to please Mother in drives about our rural country-side.
A new horse had been purchased and now was placed in a stall of Uncle Bill’s large
stable. It became my duty to care for the animal. Uncle Bill and myself were very close
friends. Both of us were fond of ‘skoke’ greens. The season when the ‘Bullrushes are
out and the Cowslips about’ was at hand, so we planned a trip to gather skokes. The new
horse was harnessed to a light buggy and with baskets and knives started for the long
abandoned Horse Pound Road through the woods seeking a place where all timber had
been cut down a year or more ago. Skoke is one of the first shrubs to push its sprouts
above ground and like asparagus should be cut while young and tender.
We soon turned off this road going through brush that had overgrown an old cart path,
dotted with stumps of trees, round top bounders and puddles. Uncle Bill let me do the
steering of the horse through and around these obstructions while he kept a watchful eye
over all. Presently was seen on my side a large rock, on Uncle Bill’s side a deep pot hole.
Pulling on the reins to avoid a threatened disaster until the head of our horse nearly to his
rump, did not succeed in changing our course. He continued straight ahead though I had
pulled his head almost to his tail and looking at me with wicked eyes had his own way
which resulted in placing my side of the buggy high upon the rock while Uncle Bill’s side

dropped down in a deep pothole. Wedged in at an acute angle we could not stir. The
horse seeming quite satisfied with our position stood still. As I attempted to step down
from my high perch, the heavy hand of Uncle Bill grabbed my shoulder and said: “No
you don’t young man!” “I’m on the down side, should you take your 110 pounds away
my 300 pounds would be unbalanced, causing the wagon to top and completely upset us.
Stay where you are and save Uncle Bill’s life!”
It took some time and all our strength to extricate and place the buggy on a level spot.
We remained, gathered our ‘skoke’ and started for home on two badly sprung axles – a
rather high price for a half bushed of greens.
THE LITTLE SOREL MARE
“Hitch up the little sorel mare to the top buggy and tie her to the post in the back yard
drive” was a standing order.
This mare besides being small, was a nervous high strung beast. Easily alarmed she
would rear up on her hind legs and pull back with all her might on the tie rope. It was not
often that she succeeded in freeing herself, but when she had done so, it became a long
chase after a runaway horse.
It was my sixteenth birthday. ‘The doctor had told me to drive her in the barn and
unhitch. A crazy notion struck me, that I would rider her horseback while she was still
harnessed to the carriage. I realized the danger enough to forbid my young brother
getting in the vehicle, knowing that horseback riding had never been a success with me.
Yet we were not more than thirty feet from the barn door, directly ahead. It looked too
easy ! Scarcely astride of her, she started like a shot. How she could gather so much
speed in so short a distance was a most surprising revelation. Faster and faster, until she
fetched up against the interior west wall of the barn with such terrific force it drove the
planks away from the sill for six inches and at the same time toppled me off sideways
out of the north door, which landed me safely upon the waste sweeping of the barn.
The horse finding that further progress was impossible, settled down and stood still. As
for me, I was aroused from my soft bed by the shrieks of that young brother of mine,
who as the carriage had jumped the four inch rise between the level of the road and the
barn floor, had been caught between the leaves of the rear spring, which responding to
the jolt had opened and closed and in doing so had caught his blouse and held him fast.
My jack-knife cut him out of his predicament but some of his blouse remained in the iron
jaws of the rear spring. Not to be denied, he had quietly sneaked up and ‘cut on’ behind.
My Mother. sitting at her front window saw from across the street this lightning flash of
speed as it entered the barn and fetched up with a resounding crash. She screamed “Oh,
go get a doctor and see if they are all killed!” Buy the time the doctor arrived every
evidence of my foolhardy act had been sufficiently obliterated for him to report. “No
harm done”. The doctor had at that time been sitting on his front veranda reading.. More
habituated to ministering to the living than viewing the remains of the dead he took his

time about arriving on the scene of the supposed fatality. This fortunately gave sufficient
time for me to clear away any incriminating evidence that might be noticed during the
superficial examination he had made. The only damage incurred lay in the palm of my
hand where a small patch of skin was missing. I kept my hand closed and opened my
mouth to answer when absolutely necessary . His query “What’s the matter here?” by
saying “Not a thing, doctor” During the following year all kinds of misfortunes became
my lot to such an extent that I dared not leave my home grounds on my 17th birthday.
PEACE MEETING
Scared and penitent I had celebrated my 17th birthday by remaining the entire day at
home endeavoring to reestablish a degree of confidence in myself. To that end I began to
again circulate among my fellows in new gained assurance and hopeful trust that a period
of good luck had now returned.
Nor was I deceived. My 17th year was most happy and enjoyable. Among the events of
the year eagerly awaited was the Convention of the Universal Peace Union, held in the
open forested grove near the river. Here assembled not only members of this peace
society, but also hosts of pilgrims from near and far. It seemed a precursor of our more
modern Old Home Week.
The Rev. Alfred Love of Philadelphia as President with many another noted speakers,
among whom (the only one I can recall by name was Amanda Deyo) together with all
the important people of Quakertown, occupied chairs on the large platform. Here also
would be seen and heard the Whipple Quartette (two brothers and two sisters, same
family) rendering their admirable songs in sweetest of harmonies.
Many gathered about this platform, but the vast majority were to be found scattered from
one limit to the other, covering the entire area with strolling couples or in small groups
seated on the ground, interested in visiting with friends of other days.
As one of the habitual attendants at this great annual out of doors picnic, this season
again found me participating in the joys of the occasion. The voice of the barkers
shouting “ Right away to the Peace Meeting 10 cents”, was very effective and like an
invisible windy tunnel seemed to be drawing the village from home and business to a
promised land. The village had the appearance of a deserted hamlet. transported to the
grove, the first thing heard was the cheerful voice of Timmie Whipple announcing from
his ice cream stand: “Four flavors: Vanilla, Strawberry, Lemon and Chocolate
Strawberry all gone! “
The last sounds heard as we were leaving the grounds would be the voice of Solomon
Willis accompanying his accordion in mournful tones that gradually weakened until the
last least whisper was lost in remoteness.
It was in this large grove of tall oaks that I was privileged to meet the young lady that
years later became my wife. I cannot recall how it came about. All I can remember is,

that she was with an older cousin, that she was beautiful and that she wore not the “Red
Badge of Courage” but rather a White Badge of ‘Domestic Ability’. The wide white
cotton bandage about her left wrist interested me and called for an explanation. She told
me the burn had been accidentally received in the course of cooking that same morning.
Later in life she verified my opinion of her perfection as a wife and mother. Furthermore
as a bringer of good luck I facetiously called her “My Mascotte”

BANQUET AND CONCERT
The concert lasted for a full hour. This program comprised a variety of classical embers,
operatic selections and songs of the period. One of the songs ”Rocked in the Cradle of
the Deep” variations, was played as a solo for the Euphonium also called Baritone
horn). It’s rendition called for an expert musician, able to “triple tongue” the last
variation. We had just such a player Neddy Evans gave us a most excellent version of
this popular number. His performance ended the concert. After exchanging
congratulations and best wishes , we proceeded in a body to our boat, preparatory to the
start for home. It is my belief that Neddy was fond of salt water sailing. My judgment of
Neddy was further confirmed while walking to the wharf, half a mile away. He would
occasionally break into song with ‘Life on the ocean wave and a home on the rolling
deep.” As with the rolling gait of a sailor he accompanied us to the Skipjack. Here a very
damp and dense fog hung over the water, requiring good eyes to see the full length of the
launch.
The leader of our band was staying with a relative over Sunday, but had come down with
us. He stood on the wharf hovering over us like an old hen, seeing that all were gathered.
He was talking to the Captain of the launch. The captain must have protested leaving
until it should clear up sufficiently to see his way down this crooked river. I heard the
leader say: “I don’t care if you can’t get over 50 feet from this wharf, but feet away!”
The lines were cast off. With an ebbing tide, we slowly moved down stream, under one
bell, cautiously feeling our way while with a long pole, sounding the depth of water.
The human cargo had scattered some in the small cabin, others in the pilothouse or sitting
on deck in camp chairs. The hatch of the forepeak hold had been removed. This opening
in the deck had proved a temptation to Neddy. He disappeared. No one knew what had
become of him. In the cabin with a half dozen others we were enjoying the contents of a
box of food. These refreshments had been presented to our Bb Clarinet player. He in
turn had generously passed them around. The pleasure of our lunch was interrupted by a
voice on deck shouting “ She’s aground!” Luckily, backing off, the voyage was
continued. It was now 10:34 pm . At this time the fog was so dense, the visibility was
reduced to the point where it was impossible to see beyond the limits of our own deck.
Again we started , but after a short distance again stopped. The bow of our ship had
penetrated the soft mud of the river’s bottom. After a few moments backing, the power of
steam won our freedom and started us once more on our uncertain voyage. We had gone
but a mile or less when the fearsome cry was repeated.. Every possible method was tried

to release the ship from the sticky embrace of the shallow and gooey mud flats. All
efforts to separate her from this grasping clutch were fruitless. We ceased our labors and
interrupted poker to the benevolent mercies of time and tide. Nobody could be censured.
It was impossible to follow the tortuous channel under the prevailing conditions.
Probing, guessing, dead reckoning and the compass had failed to serve us. We were fated
to await the next flood tide before we could be released. Each sought a comforting spot
and tried to sleep. There was no such place. An hour later a most violent squall came
roaring in from the west, bringing constant flashing lightning which leaping from one
cloud to another accompanied by deafening claps of thunder and continuing heavy rain
which lasted for one solid hour The three hired musicians with us were bemoaning their
fate, which precluded them from reaching Providence in time to meet their Sunday
engagements in church. One of them threatened to swim ashore, but thought better of it,
as he recognized the impossibility of success in such a foolhardy attempt.
Seeking shelter, standing in the crowded cabin, two of the fellows came in and piled on
top of me. It was too hot a spot for me. Pulling myself together I started for the pilot
house, where I found the Captain quietly smoking his pipe, the trombone player, the
cymbal player and our treasurer, also one of the passengers, sitting on a bench. Routing
them up and crowding in between them, packed like sardines in a can, I tried to get some
sleep. The constant jam and noise prevented attainment of the desire. In the meanwhile
two of the boys were seen lying on deck just outside of the pilot house. Wrapped in a
piece of canvas, snoring their heads off, little knowing they were wet to the skin. The
ebbing of the tide caused the boat to heel over slowly, finally resting at an angle of forty
five degrees. The sleepers on deck occupied the only comfortable place aboard our craft.
They lay, heads up the incline athwartship. The cabin was a perfect bedlam of uproar and
confusion. Laughing, singing and deviltry of all sorts, it was a rough house. Every seat
was occupied. Someone must have pushed Porter into the cabin where he was seized
and passed back and forth from one lap to another, while the poor boy was wildly vowing
vengeance on the whole bunch.
Had you looked in upon this scene, it would have caused you to shout at the gang to stop
their horseplay. There was a fellow curled up in each of the two large bass horn trying to
get some sleep but not making out very well. Ten or twelve others were crowded in this
small room,. which at best could only hold eight without causing discomfort. The storm
which had driven them to shelter had in passing left behind it an almost indescribable
situation. The forced confinement promoted mischief. In the struggle for space the
property of the band suffered. Shouting, pinching and kicking, together with throwing
things about had resulted in a scattered confusion of equipment - helmets, caps, epaulets,
belts, individual music books and cigar stumps, all dimly seen through a veil of tobacco
smoke as the result of a devastating revelry. The far reaching influence of an electric
storm had never been fully realized until we looked in at that cabin door.
The storm had wiped out the fog and had passed on. The welcome flood tide began to lift
us gradually, finally putting us on an even keel. The noise in the cabin ceased as we, in
safety, moved down the stream. Tired and sleepy, taking a chair and going aft, I sat in
dreamy slumber until someone aroused me and said: “Wake up, we are in port!”

During all these weary hours, wonder and worry concerning the whereabouts of Neddy,
Evans compelled me to look him up. Fearing the worst while hoping for the best, ashore
I went inquiring and searching along the way in the old barn like depot. Soon ,he came
into view. Hurrying to him I said: ”Where in the world have you been hiding?” I am so
glad to find you: The possibility of your falling overboard – “Hoot mon!” “ Foolish Boy
!” all nonsense!” He smilingly looked up at me saying: “I think you know my fondness
for and deep interest in the song which was played during our concert at the fire house.
“Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep”? Nodding my head in assent he continued, “After
the concert, some of the firemen were so pleased that they insisted on entertaining me.
Taking me down to a small square room the four of us sat down to a table where a small
colored man brought tall glasses of refreshing drink. “Talk lead to our having another and
another – how many I don’t know. I only remember the first one and the last one. Due to
their kindness and praise of my solo, I could not find it in my heart to refuse their
hospitality” We were forced to break up this jovial party as a call was heard announcing
our departure. Excusing myself and thanking them for a very enjoyable evening, I was
able to break away and joining the gang, as you know, walked to the boat.
Unseen by anyone, I walked forward – awfully tired, stumbled upon that square opening
in the deck through which I slid down and landed on a soft coil of rope and a bit of
canvas, laid right down in peace to sleep. There the rocking of my cradle lulled me to
rest, until that rowdy deck hand sailor routed me out. He broke into song: “Life on the
Ocean Wave, Home on the Rolling Deep” Say! Twas a nice, cozy soothingly quiet spot
dreaming of the lovely mermaids gathered about me strengthened and confirmed my love
of the rolling deep Joy! Why are stopping here? When do we start for home?” It was
Sunday morning, the only train of the day gone.
The weather was too rough to venture out in the heavy seas of the Sound. We decided to
walk home a distance of 9 miles. To that end we persuaded the Captain to land us on the
other side of the river. This done, we at once began reducing the distance between us and
home. It was not raining when we started. Broken up in small groups most of them
silently sped past on the other side. Two miles out it began to pour down again, adding
weight of water to my already heavy burden. Here is a list of my load:
l. Heavily padded uniform of National Guard blue, decorated with metal epaulets and a
double row of golden buttons.
2. A heavy spiked helmet with long horse hair plume draping down.
3. A fatigue cap attached to my leather belt.
4. All the concert music in a shoulder strap case of leather, swung at my side.
5. A heavy nickel plated music rack in one hand.
6. My cornet in a wooden case in the other. A light pair of shoes housed my feet.
Some load for a 17 year old boy with delicate lungs!
At this juncture a tall rapidly moving fellow traveler – a Good Samaritan – caught up
and noting the heavy weather I was making of it in the downpour, relieved me of the

satchel and nickel plated rack. Looking up he proved to be our long legged bass
drummer. ‘Twas a most blessed relief. May the good Lord bless him!
My breast was full of hope but my shoes were full of water and covered with the sticky
mud of the highway. Every step caused perceptible sounds, a smack of a kiss as it left the
mud and the ‘sush-sush’ of the foot inside of the water logged shoes. One of the
passengers on our boat trip stayed by me – a boyhood friend. A long high hill
confronted us with dragging feet we slowly surmounted it. Here we found shelter
beneath a woodshed. Sitting on a chipping log as the rain lessened. My time was
occupied with emptying shoes and gathering a ‘second wind.’ We were half way home
and at long last reached town at 8:30 AM My mother, anxiously waiting and watching
met me at the door, assisted me in, helped strip me down, brewed a bowl of
‘Composition Tea” and putting on dry night clothes tucked me up in bed and kissed me.
Here, forgetful of all external events I slept until 4 PM. Following a hearty dinner, the
world looked invitingly rosy. Faith and hope restored my equanimity. Of the many other
sea trips made, the best of fortunes attends us. Never again on an ill-omened 13th.

WE HAD COMPANY
Two of Mother’s nieces having married prosperous farmers, living but a few miles apart
– though many miles back in the country from us – decided they deserved a vacation. So
they wrote my Mother that they proposed accepting one of her many invitations to make
a visit, if agreeable. In reply they were told how happy we should be to see and
welcome them in our home.
Neither of them had ever seen salt water. So they with their husbands became our guests
for a week during the month of September. We planned as food, all the various items
that are taken from our sea, such as fish, clams, oysters, scallops, lobsters and crabs;
excursions to nearby ocean beaches by steamer “Summer Girl”; sailing down to the
sound in one of our cat boats on a fishing trip, or rowing on our calm river, furnished
much entertainment. In the conversations, Ralph had said that they would need a school
teacher in his district for the coming winter term. He further stated he could obtain the
position for me, should I be willing to undertake the job.
Mother’s pride and my love of adventure caused our unanimous approval and acceptance
of the plan. Later, if he succeeded in his effort, he would inform us when I was to come
- some few days before the school term began and take my examination. In due time a
letter was received advising of the date at which time he would meet me at the nearest
railroad station.

BURNING BRIDGES
All details having been arranged upon my simple preparations for departure being
completed, now was to come the ‘Tug of War’ - the breaking away from my Mother’s
apron strings, my home and my sweetheart! Devastation was playing a doleful tune upon
the tense strings of my heart. Though not yet had I reached the heights of a High School
Senior, the morrow was destined to be Commencement Day for me.
My Father was away on a coastal cruise in his newly built schooner “Live Yankee” and
my sister had bid me a fond good bye and departed for school. Mother stood at our front
door and handed me my valise, which she had carefully packed and with it her final
advice. “Be a good boy and keep your nose clean” - punctuating her statement with a
loving kiss. My reply was: “Sure Mom!” I was just a green 17 year old kid..
Bag in hand and alone, I walked to the Railroad Station realizing that for the first time I
was entirely on my own. A feeling of lonesomeness possessed me as I boarded the train.
However, the sunshine of this warm October day encouraged and comforted me, easing
and gradually dispersing my morbid mood. In the clear light of reason, it dawned upon
me that a grand good chance to ‘paddle my own canoe’ had been granted me, driving out
all doubts and worries and in their place brought cheer and confidence with a firm
determination to succeed.
We were moving rapidly away from home. The rhythmic drone of the train accompanied
by the clicking of the wheels as they registered our progress with the regularity of a
metronome, must have conduced to dreaming. A sudden jolt aroused me from my
reverie. Surprised to find that sub-consciously I was humming a song of the period –
something like this:
“It was in the month of September
I remember, I remember
And the mocking bird was singing in the tree “.
Now, fully aroused, it became quite evident that we had come to a stop. A voice was
calling: “End of the line, all out. Change cars for points North!” Following this advice
we were soon again on our way. After a further journey of 65 miles our train drew in at
the station of Stafford just as the town clock announced mid-day. I was relieving to find
Ralph awaiting me. Taking my baggage in hand he guided me to the team (a bay, farm
horse and buggy) which was to convey us a further journey of some five miles inland.
About two and one half miles out, we stopped at a neatly kept (though small) school
house during the noon recess. No. this was not the schoolhouse in which I was to teach.
It appeared that many of the pupils had brought their lunches. A majority of them had
eaten hastily and were now boisterously engaged in some outdoor game which seemed to
require constant shouting and screaming. No noise, no fun! They were shrieking at the
top of their lungs. Entering the quiet school house where we now awaited the Examiner,
I soon busied myself with a piece of chalk at the black board. A few children were

gathered about me whom I was questioning in Arithmetic and Spelling. As I was writing
the word “Constantinople” upon the board a kindly voice was heard to say,” Well, I shall
not have to examine you in Arithmetic or Spelling” Turning about, there stood the
Examiner – a stocky venerable individual dressed in black, his gray beard, ruddy
complexion, twinkling brown eyes and affable manner seeming to personify that type of
the Old New England Country Gentleman often mentioned yet so rarely met with now-adays. His cordial greeting was positively reassuring to me who had been a trifle worried
by fear of possible failure.
It was easy to imagine him as one of God’s chosen people – possibly a minister of the
gospel. He began by asking me to name the eight parts of speech, also several other
questions in grammar, all of which were answered to his satisfaction. Evidently grammar
was his strong point. Alas, it was my weakest. You may guess how pleased it made me
feel when he said: “That will be all”. The last hurdle had been safely cleared.
“Mr. George E. Tingley has been examined and is approbated to teach school the
ensuing winter in Dist. #2 in the West Parish of Stafford West Stafford Oct. 29th 1881
Z. W. Ellis Acting School Visitor”
Using purple ink, this document was written in beautiful long hand on a bit of paper 3
½ x 6 ¼ inches that had been torn from a small note book. Paper of any kind was not in
plenty and the use of writing paper was employed in strictly necessary cases only. Now,
let us return to the group of children standing about me. In this group was a vary
attractive little maid - not only attractive because of the golden locks framing the deep
blue eyes and rosy cheeks, but also for her noticeable deep interest in all that was said.
Her close attention, eager questioning and keen recollection of what she had been told,
endeared and impressed in my memory a picture of innocence and beauty that remains
fresh to this day. Asked her name and age, she replied “My name is Mamie Gold. I am
eight years old” How symbolic was her name! How great my good fortune to have
found such a shining golden nugget in human form!
The name of the octogenarian examiner and this eight year old child are the only ones of
this group whose identities I have never forgotten. In dreaming visions I see them as
symbolic of St. Peter and The Angel Child. That would be 70 years ago.
Time and Tide on schedule ran
(runs)
Nor deigned to Pause for Tardy man
(sons)
Our farewells having been said, we once again resumed our way across country. My
feelings of relief were much the same as were those of a couple of newly rich young
ladies who had been boating on Lake Hopatcong, when as the story goes, they were
suddenly overtaken by a violent squall. The heavens opened, Old Boreas bore down with
his heaviest blasts, flashes of lightning zigzagged across the firmament and the rain
poured. One of these terrified young women after being safely landed, exclaimed:
“Thank God we are once more on ‘vice versa’ !”
Dobbin was jogging along over another miles of hard dirt road to the “ Smith’s Corners”.

As we passed through this small village of perhaps four dozen homes, located mostly on
the north side of the street, we noticed groups of the people taking their ease and
enjoyment of their short rest, under the comforting rays of an autumn mid-day sun. The
noticeable lack of shade trees in and about the village together with the vast surrounding
acres has been cleared of all timber. This suggested that it would become an excessively
hot spot in haying time Leaving the village, this road was bordered by thick forest on the
one side and tangled brush on the other proving an absence of habitation most
monotonous and uninteresting. Yet, we were to be pleasantly surprised,
My attention was soon drawn to a large group of handsome evergreen trees. Majestic in
their lofty dignity, capped by their tiny tops reaching for the heavens, their massive
trunks extending along lateral arms which intermingled with its fellows – all richly
clothed in a deep perennial verdure. They stood in serried ranks as does a fully armed and
equipped battalion of soldiers at ease. Yet, unlike them, in that they were entirely
helpless to protect themselves. Two years later because of their very perfection they had
been cut down. This beautiful White Pine Grove had been sacrificed to utilitarian
purposes for a few paltry dollars.
A short distance onward brought us to the “Corners’ where our route made a right angle
turn. Which entered us upon the last lap of our journey. A mile and a half up and over an
undulating road, we must travel before reaching our destination. Up and down but ever
gaining elevation we slowly crawled over the ridges of the buttress of a mountain. A
caterpillar slowly climbing a slanting corrugated washboard should in miniature
demonstrate our slow uneven progress. About halfway up the road we passed a large old
time New England house – the only home on this road which otherwise was forest of
second growth on either hand. This old Colonial home and its aged occupant of whom
we in passing had caught a glimpse, impressed me as an example of perfect harmony.
This old manse had served as a secure shelter in quiet peacefulness through their long
lives of association and still gave promise of continuing comfort of Home Sweet Home
during the years to come. I was told it was ‘Old Man Kendall’s place’. We were still
climbing this lonesome lane admiring the varied tints with which nature had colored the
autumn foliage until at last emerging from surrounding woods had reached the final
height. An involuntary exclamation of admiration escaped me. as an ideal vista of rustic
beauty presented itself. In the foreground nearby stood our haven. A white one and a
half story Cape Cod type of building. We can see ‘Mum’ standing in the East doorway
her daughter Lottie had advanced to the near rail fence and Wilbur (the son) stood in the
front yard waiting to meet and greet the new teacher with hearty welcomes. We had
arrived at what was to become my happy home for the next three months.
Being quite late, I had developed a good appetite. Entering by the East door, we found
ourselves in the kitchen, where the table had been previously readied. The food removed
from the warming chamber was placed on the table. The menu: A roast of beef, a large
dish of boiled potatoes; delicious home made bread, custard pie, cookies, cheese, sweet
cider and tea; all the great plenty, cooked, seasoned and served by the skillful hand of
‘Eliza’.(Mrs. Ralph) This foretaste promised a wonderful bill of fare – nor were we ever
disappointed. This kitchen served as the center of all activities of the family. A sink in

the southeast corner, a dining table in the southwest with the back door between, opening
on the outer world. A lean-to shed, filled to its roof with White Birch wood in stove
length, provided shelter for the only fuel used.. The kitchen range with its hot water back
or tank, served the double purpose for all cooking by the housewife as well as all heat for
the comfort of the family. The water needed was supplied by a pump located in the
farther end of the sink bench which drew if from a deep well outside the house.
The firewood had been cut in the preceding autumn. It’s bark was peeled and served as
tinder with which to kindle the fire each morning. Paper was scarce and never used for
this purpose. A pantry at the left and a bedroom at the right covered the remaining floor
space on the south side of the house. On the north side was the front door, giving
entrance to a very small hall used as a store-room. The outer door was never opened
during my stay. Among the items stored, I recall a valuable antique writing desk, two
chairs and one of three old colonial (1776) deep snare drums with the needful drumsticks. This item belonged to the master, a very expert player who had been a member of
a drum corps. This Drum Corps was made up of men and boys of the surrounding
countryside. Their annual appearance at the County Fair was eagerly anticipated with
pleasure as testified by genuine and hearty applause. On either side of the front door
was a large room. One was a parlor (on the East) the other bed-chamber on the West.
Entrance to either was by doors from the kitchen. The parlor was neatly furnished
including an Este organ. The chamber was assigned to me. It contained a full size
bedstead fitted with one of those old time feather beds of great depth – a real luxury in
which one sank nearly out of sight. Its warm embrace guaranteed sound slumber and
sweet repose during severe winter nights.
THE LAY OF THE LAND
My baggage having been disposed of and my appetite appeased, desiring to more
thoroughly study the lay of the land, I returned to the road at the place where the 180’
panorama had first been glimpsed. Here, turning sharply to my left was a narrow country
lane. Parallel wheel ruts suggested a narrow gauge rail track, that if once entered must
necessarily be followed to their terminus. Heavy grass grew between and on either side
of these deep wheel tracks (the only dirt to be seen) claimed you, unless you dared to
risk a sprung axle or a broken wheel in extricating yourself from their clutching grip.
You might just as well wind your reins about the whip stock and take a nap. Down this
lane at a distance could be seen a tiny cottage – the one lone habitation on the road. This
route led to the chapel nine miles distant. On my right stood a rather dilapidated old
house occupied by a retired lawyer, wife and three children. A wider ribbon of road
descended slightly past an orchard in which the snath of two scythes were seen hanging
from the crotch of an apple tree with the grind stone beneath them; a pair of temporarily
detached wagon wheels leaned lazily against the rail fence that separated the orchard
from the yard in which haven house stood. The broad meadows sloping gently away
from the house to the South, assured ample pasture for grazing during warm weather, and
also promised a full bay of hay for winter feeding of the one horse and numerous cattle
that would be housed in the barn. This barn - absolutely innocent of paint - was very
substantial in its rough weathered native lumber. A cow yard on its South side and stalls

within for the cattle; a lean-to on the North side and placed well within was the horse
stall. The front served as a shelter for carriages. A hayrack and dump cars stood outside.
There was a dove cote on the East end, pigs in their pen, pigeons and poultry scattered
all over the place. Here the road dropped gently crossing a brooklet. Just beyond on the
opposite side of the road we see another of those old time New England farm houses and
various out-buildings. This was the home of Palmer Martin the School Committee man
of that year.
Several years later while visiting here it was my pleasure to pose him for a portrait, a
photograph of which is before me as I try to write this sketch. He is sitting on a wheel
barrow, chin up and attentive; a dark soft felt hat with up–turned brim is on his head, gray
eyes, not large; luxuriant white galways three inches in depth, extending from ear to ear
beneath his chin in horse shoe shape. In his shirtsleeves, hands grasping the head of a
very crooked cane, the point of which rested on the ground between his heavy cowhide
shoes. A brown vest and breeches of well worn corduroy completed his costume. A
tranquil countenance looked up at me in earnest enjoyment of the occasion. He must
have been 75 or 80 winters.
A short distance further we crossed another road that disappeared in the dense woods.
High above me was the upthrust face of mountain of which my study in geography had
somewhat acquainted me. It was known as Soapstone Mountain. Its height must have
exceeded a thousand (1061 ft.) above sea level. Its skyline resembled the arched roof of
an opened umbrella. Well clothed with a growth of wild bush and trees quite trackless, it
posed a sinister threat to any stranger lost in its wilderness. From where I stood it lifts a
broad face before a back drop of gleaming golden western sky completing a grand and
impressive scene. Many nights my sleep was to be disturbed by the deep baying of
hounds. Intermittent flashes of lanterns searching the tree tops trying to flash the eyes of
a treed coon, told the story. The occasional report of a rifle confirmed this opinion and
testified that hunters were enjoying the interesting sport of a real coon hunt

PERSONALITIES

During our drive from the railroad station Ralph had spoken of several things that
interested me. First and foremost was the very important one, dealing with the amount of
my salary as well as the cost of my board. He told me he had persuaded the authorities
to pay me the highest sum they had ever paid a teacher, viz: $7.50 per week. This sum
represented a raise of $.50 per week. My board was to be $2.50 a week. Multiplying 12
weeks @$5.00 per, would leave me $60.00 of take home money. This arrangement was
perfectly satisfactory to me.
Very recently, while reading the autobiography of his Excellency Wilbur L. Cross, who
served for four term s as Governor of the State of Connecticut, it was pleasing to learn
that he also was teaching a District School during the winter term of ’81-’82.. It

interested me more particularly, in that he states his age as 19 and his salary as $6.00 per
week. At this writing we are both alive and should be privileged to boast of our ages and
salaries.
RALPH
Seeking information as to my program in conducting this school, I was told ‘There is no
stated plan or form. You are to act as you wish without let or hindrance ‘ Ralph said he
always knew when he had finished teaching school in Suffield that there would surely
be one person who was perfectly satisfied with his management. That person was
himself!
Sorry I neglected introducing the family before describing the live stock and the
neighbors. I hope it may not be too late to do so now. It was a happy, prosperous family
enjoying the peace freedom and contentment of the wide out-of-doors. Here they are:
Father 41; Mother 40; Son 16 ½ ; Daughter 11 years of age.
The father, rather spare in flesh, stood 6 feet tall, hair gray, blue eyes, and white chin
whiskers of medium length, twinkling and mischievously laughing eyes, especially if he
could pull off a good trick or innocent joke. Most young men finding a little down on
their upper lip are anxious to begin shaving early, that they may the sooner acquire
manhood in their own estimation. My ideas must have been along this line of reasoning.
At any rate, mentioning my need of a shave, I was offered the use of shaving cup and
razor, together with his willingness to perform the operation. This was very kind of him
and was gladly accepted. The tin shaving mug about 4 inches deep and hanging on a
hook in the kitchen ceiling was taken down by his long arm; one of the long razors of that
period was brought forth from a closet; hot water was poured on and off the soap in the
mug; the brush was vigorously stirred about until the lather showed a white collar above
the rim of the mug. All being ready, I sat in a stiff backed kitchen chair and the attack
was on. He carefully applied the lather to my face which confirmed my faith in his
ability to do a good job. In the course of applying the lather he was talking to me and
joking. We both got to laughing. I must have shut my eyes and opened my mouth. It
offered such a fine opening, one could not blame him for availing himself of this grand
opportunity to play a smart joke on me by inserting the well lathered brush and thus
filling the gap. In the kitchen the rest of the family sat and watched. Everybody roared
with unrestrained laughter and a good time was had by all, including myself. Thereafter,
my shaving was done without aid.
Again upon the occasion of an evening call, accompanied by his sweetheart whom he
desired us to meet, Cousin Frank Curtis (very near-sighted) afforded Ralph a grand
opportunity to play a joke on him which could not be neglected. Frank’s lady being
introduced was cordially received and seated in our family circle, where she contributed
her share of neighborhood news and chatter. As the ladies were absorbed in
conversation. Ralph beckoned Frank to join him outside the family group. I saw Frank
do so at the same time Ralph was whispering in his ear – evidently very confidential and
earnest. Each, returned to their seats, Frank sat by his sweetheart and Ralph beside me.

After a few minutes Ralph quietly pulled my sleeve and with a nod pointed to Frank, who
at that very instant was busily engaged in examining the nape of his lady love’s neck.
Asking Ralph what it all meant, he whispered to me that ‘he had asked Frank if he had
noticed a mole back of the young lady’s ear? “He is now very busy trying to locate it, but
he will never find it because there is no mole”.
Every week end, if Wilbur did not forget to stop at the post office three miles distant from
the farm while returning from his butter route, he would bring what purported to be a
weekly eight page newspaper. It’s contents consisting chiefly of ‘boiler plate’ and
syndicated ads. Among them in every issue, appeared an ad of Lydia Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound. Regularly as it arrived and before reading a word, he first turned
to the page on which her so called portrait was shown. Reaching in his vest pocket, he
extracted a bit of lead pencil with which he proceeded to adorn her features with a
mustache and goatee. This done, with a sigh of satisfied relief, closed the incident until
the next issue came to hand.
THE TURNKEY
How he ever acquired the instrument. No one seemed to know. The first time I saw it,
occurred one evening soon after my arrival. We, the family, were all gathered in the
kitchen, when suddenly the South door swung in with a bang followed by the apparition
of a bedraggled young woman in the greatest distress. She really scared us. He damp
disordered hair had been blown about her face. She was sobbing and the tears were
running down her rosey freckled cheeks, and like Tennyson’s Brook, bid fair to ‘run on
forever’. The family knew her as Esther Ede, housekeeper for Ralph’s aged father, living
a half mile away. She had come ‘cross-lots’ crying alone in the night’s darkness,
climbing fences and crossing a brook. Holding her swollen cheek in the hollow of her
hand, indicated the cause of her convulsive sobs and deep distress, as a stabbing ,
jumping thumping toothache. Without delaying for further evidence of the cause of her
predicament, he went to the cupboard and took down what I believe to have been his
most cherished instrument. It was called a ‘turnkey’ – a dangerous looking tool, built in
the shape of a corkscrew yet with this difference – the upright shank had no spiral,
simply a plain round stem which was set in the center of a carved ivory handle across the
top, and a movable claw fixed by a link to the shaft about a half inch above the shaft end
that permitted the turning of it sidewise. It resembled a diminutive canthook or peavey of
the lumberman. One of the first devices ever used for the extraction of teeth, it was a
fearsome thing to view. Esther finally ceased crying and began to tell her story just at this
juncture Ralph told her he would extract the bothersome tooth. She agreeing, seated
herself with tenderest caution in the kitchen chair. He identified the offending tooth. All
being now ready, he incautiously let her see this instrument of torture – at the sight of
which she attempted to arise. His restraining hand kept her seated while he assured her it
was very simple, and soon over, that it would cost her nothing and besides he would have
me ‘Zeke’ hold her head while he operated. Once again she got a glimpse of the
contraption. She jumped up, threw a shawl about her head, rushed out the door pell-mell
and running as if the Old Nick was after her, flew across the meadow disappearing in

the gloom of night. Yes, she failed to even say good-night. One must not blame her for
this omission, since from her standpoint it had been a very bad night.
It was rarely he was seen without his clay pipe. A very severe spasm of asthma would
often attack him during the night, the stirring about in the kitchen would awaken me. I
knew he was burning ‘Kidders Pastilles’ and inhaling the smoke or vapor to relieve his
suffering. His pipe saved him during the day time.
Hi great pride and chief interest was in the four yoke of oxen. Attached to the hay rack,
in tandem - Ralph holding his five foot goad, standing at their head in satisfied
admiration..
ELIZA

Eliza, whose culinary arts and abilities I previously mentioned, was certainly tops in all
her duties as a wife, mother and housekeeper. She must have had a hundred various tasks
that fully demanded her capable management. At that time, owing to my youthful age. I
was not so interested in the constantly require labors of a housewife. Every day the wide
oak boards of the kitchen floor had their faces mopped and cleansed; four beds to be
made; dishes to be washed, dried and put away three times daily, after having been used
gathered and cleared from the table; washing and ironing of the week’s laundry; sewing
and mending, cooking enough food for a family of five and yes, churning butter too, to
supply the need of customers of Wilbur’s butter route as well as our own family – and so
on, ad infinitum.
No longer do I wonder why the words of an old saw were written: “Maw works from sun
to sun, woman’s work is never done.”
She had cared for and raised her two children without assistance. Today, with what aid
her eleven year old daughter could give, she kept her domestic duties up to the minute.
One Saturday morning, Lottie, slight and frail, was in the living room, seated at the Estey
organ, busy at her music and playing occasionally a few songs of the day. I joined her
and together we were singing lustily a song of that period. It went like this: “No one to
love, none to caress”, the rest of the words fail me. Something, I do remember, was the
voice of her mothering irritated intensity say: “Stop that racket! Come out here and churn
this butter!” Whether it was the lack of harmony in our singing, the necessity of keeping
the work up to date, or just a case of nerves, we never learned. At any rate, Lottie ran to
the kitchen, grasped the handle, began turning the churn as if playing a tune on a hand
organ, in which act she was fully as expert, as were her efforts at the Estey organ. As the
curds coagulated, the task of turning the churn required more strength to keep the paddles
moving. At this juncture, my proffered assistance was gladly accepted. My hand worked
the handle until the butter had ‘come’. Then Eliza took over the job. Separating the curds
– now a heavy mass – from the whey by pressing into a solid lump, the butter was ready
to be washed and salted, then molded into shapes ready for market. The two commands

of Eliza were the only words of complaint heard by me while with them – entirely
excusable under the circumstances.
LOTTIE
Lottie was of a clear complexion with a slight trace of color, light brown hair and eyes;
modest, innocent, eager to help, a quiet and happy disposition.. Her recreation consisted
in playing with a large doll, a white and gray kitten and her music – never a word of
complaint or impatience – she became one of my smartest pupils.
WILBUR
Wilbur completes the family group. How shall I ever describe Him? Six feet tall, well
rounded body hardened and sun-tanned, suggesting great strength, innocent eyes of blue,
hair light brown and a guileless, inoffensive - a happy country lad. Garbed in blue
overalls, in which was a very noticeable right angle rent of four inches each way: the
corner of the tear dropping down, disclosed underclothes. No, just flesh. Did it worry
him? Not in the slightest. His upper teeth had been extracted, a plate made. He called for
it put it in his mouth drove five miles to his home, took out his false teeth, said they hurt
him. Never after did he use them. As a result his speech thickened. I think he must
have ‘gummed it’ for the rest of his days in comfort.
An old worn cap sat on that wise head. Always smilingly happy, his ingratiating voice
and manner would to a stranger make him appear like an easy mark to ‘shoot at’. These
latter characteristics were the lure that invited the approach of the smart alecs and city
slickers to try their various arts upon the unsuspecting and innocent country lad. He
related one of his experiences to me as follows: “I had bought a smart stepping horse. Of
course the neighbors knew of it, and of course the news spread despite the distances
between habitations. Soon after purchasing the horse I drove him to Springfield and
attended the New England States Exposition. While strolling about the Fair grounds
examining the various exhibits, a couple of fellows accosted me, asked my name and
finally inquired if I owned the horse they had been admiring (describing him and his
location). I said ‘yes’. One of them then ventured to say. “ Well he looks good to us, in
fact if he was mine I would want to enter him in a ‘free for all’ class to be run off a few
hours hence; the winner to receive a very substantial cash prize. Why don’t you enter
it?” I said: “ No – never have raced, no desire to: besides I have no rig”. Replied the
slickers: “ Oh, if that is all, we will be pleased to furnish the necessary outfit – a sulky,
harness, whip and jockey cap etc.” As I still held off, they resumed their flattering talk,
until finally I reluctantly yielded to their entreaties. They showed me the trappings they
would lend me – they were OK. As the our of the race neared, we harnessed my horse to
their sulky, I mounted the seat; a blue silk cap on my head, the ribbons in one hand, the
whip in the other, with my legs so wide apart that it almost split me in two equal pieces.
Not letting them suspect (their sly glances whispering, chuckles and snickerings were
noticed by me) I kept telling them, how I dreaded and feared the risks of the race. They
patted me on the back and encouraged me to win, then leaving me alone, they placed
their money on another horse; then returned to the race track to enjoy the fun expected to

develop from their deep laid plans. We were off! A half dozen of us in all. At the half
mile, contrary to their plans and prayers, I was driving neck and neck with the other
leading horse and gaining inch by inch until reaching the three quarter mark. Then I
turned on the juice, easily passed and took the pole down the home stretch winning
comfortably by a full length. I had won the cash prize – a goodly one! The sports had
won a surprise, but lost both fun and wages. While changing again to my own outfit, they
said “You will surely try again tomorrow” I said: “Not any, its too darn dangerous!”
LONG LONG AGO
A man identified as an ardent partisan and political worked once lived not too many
miles from my school district. In after years he had moved his business and family to my
home village. Meeting him on the street one day long, long ago, I asked him if he knew
Wilbur. “Knew him? Everybody knew him! He was the shrewdest peddler that ever
drove a butter route in our township. He was continually trading and sapping anything
and everything – especially if he received a bit of cash ‘to boot’ in the transaction.”
“I must tell you a story about him, It was on a national election day that he had driven
into town to deliver his butter and eggs, also to buy the necessary groceries for the
coming week. Looking down the street he spied a considerably throng gathered about the
depot. His curiosity drew him toward the station to learn what was going on. The
Republican party workers were located at one end of the platform. The Democrats at the
other. Upon arriving he was promptly button holed, invited around the corner and
informed that his vote was very much desired for ‘so and so’ and if cast it would be worth
ten dollars to him “Here is your ballot all prepared and the envelope in which you seal it.
And here is the ‘long green’. - all of which were accepted without any special promise.
He then walked to the further end of the station where the Democratic workers were
grouped. Accosted by the leaded he was very quietly led to a private shelter, listened to
another pleading request explanation, desire and appreciation if he would vote the ticket
that was handed him together with a ‘fiver’ Small favours thankfully viewed without
obligation. The polling booth was located up the street. He left the depot and proceeded
to the grocery store to buy his list of needs. He asked and obtained a detailed receipted
statement of his purchases. Placing this statement in and sealing the envelope he voted
for neither party but he did put this envelope in the ballot box. He said: “I guess now,
they will know where their money went!” Wilbur, neither smoked or chewed tobacco.
He never drank alcoholic liquors or used a stronger cuss word than ‘gosh’ or ‘darn’. Six
months younger than myself, he towered six inches above me. Quiet and gentle in all his
actions his conduct and loyalty to me was most exemplary and respectful. In a latter
incident he will be shown this fullness of his loyalty to me.
TEACHING SCHOOL
“Tomorrow never comes” nevertheless we had prepared for a tomorrow which happened
to be called Monday and also the appointed day for the opening of the twelve week
winter term of school.

At 8:30 AM the clans having gathered we started in search of the school house – the
location of which as yet had not been disclosed to me. Having counted noses in our
neighborhood it added up to six potential pupils, all of whom were present viz:
Jennie
aged 9
Fred
“ 8
Halsey
“ 7
Wilbur
“ 16 ½
Lottie
“ 11
Merrill called ‘Jack’ aged 14

From North
End District

We moved down the same road we had covered in arriving at the farm, a distance of a
mile, passing no residence. We were stepping high, wide and handsome. Our mid-day
lunch in pails swinging back and forth making twinkling sounds of good promise for the
noon repast. Distances were too great to travel and return during the noon hour. Once
arrived we must remain from 9 AM to 4 PM. Sessions were broken by a fifteen minute
recess both morning and afternoon. There was also an intermission from 12 to 1 o’clock.
After walking a mile then turning sharp right crossing the road passing a gap and over a
stone wall we traversed a 50 ft. cleared lot, then entered on a narrow trail, that for a
quarter mile lead through a forest of white birch and various other trees of tall hard wood.
Much underbrush and wild growth bordered our path. Trudging on we eventually
emerged in a clearing. The trail had guided us to a sunlit road, suitable for ox cart travel.
Here, facing the road, stood our school house. I surely answered the poet’s description:
“Still sits the schoolhouse by the road, A ragged begger sunning.”
The foundation of this once white peak-roofed structure was about 28 X 36 feet. The
roof of shingles had been recently patched and as a consequence showed what might have
looked like the face of a checkerboard had they been applied in a more regular pattern.
As it was, the roof appeared as if the white squares scattered hither and yon more nearly
resembled a crazy quilt. Stretching its neck out of the East end was a tall brick chimney
– tall enough to provide a good draft for the stove. On the South front and sunny side
was the entrance . At the West end were two windows - one of which boasted a wooden
shutter - the last survivor of a half dozen that originally protected the six windows. Two
almost smooth native stone steps lay before the entrance which gave into a narrow hall, in
the rear of which was stored the winter’s fuel to be used in keeping the schoolroom
comfortably warm. A water bucket and tin dipper stood on a shelf. A door on the near
right opened into the schoolroom. The number of desks and seats did not exceed twenty.
A space six or seven ft wide extended across the room from north to south bounded on
the west by a partition wall. This space was clear, save for the teacher’s desk, one kitchen
chair and an airtight stove.
This desk was a wonderful example of Yankee ingenuity. Mounted on what originally
must have been the four legs and frame of an old-time wash stand was a box made of
one inch thick spruce or pine. High at the back but low in front a sloping lid secured by
hinges at the top permitted the raising and lowering of the lid. This box had never seen
paint or varnish. However, time and human usage had put a smooth transparent glaze on

its exterior surface that allowed the dust, which time had deposited, in the grain of the
wood to show through this tawny colored patina in delicate graceful traceries. This
condition demonstrated without argument, the fact that it was truly an ‘old settler’ that
through long years had faithfully served many a young ‘schoolmarm’ or master prior to
my arrival on the scene.
Thus the pupils faced my desk as well as the black-board which was located on the west
wall behind me. The stove was a honey! Hot sketch!! In shape it was a rectangular box
about 30 inches long, 18 inches high, 20 inches wide. A door opened at the front end
permitting the feeding of logs of wood, two feet in length. All this was mounted on four
red bricks, one at each corner, which raised it a safe distance from the floor. The floor of
wide hardwood boards tightly fitted together with side walls and ceiling of plaster, aided
the stove in keeping us very cozy and comfortable during that severe winter.
Peeled birch bark, cured and dried, served as tinder (no paper used) then white birch
wood and finally a log or two of maple or oak and a match. In ten minutes you are
willing to seek a cooler spot. This stove of which never before nor have I since seen the
like, because of its low lying hippopotamus shape, No! That comparison is not fair to
the hippo, as he has four sturdy short legs on which to rest his gracefully rounded bulk.
The stove on the other hand qualified only in bulk and dimension, but otherwise was all
angles and sharp corners. It decisively classified itself as an apod. - It had ‘not a leg to
stand on”. Though this cast iron fire-box had never been introduced to a blacking brush,
it qualified and did give excellent and satisfying service when properly attended. The
only drawback was a new fire must be built each morning.
The comfort cubicle near-by had never been painted. This small tower in all its
discolored dinginess stood perceptibly off the perpendicular; leaning toward the East as if
aping or seeking sympathy (I could not be certain which) of its ancient prototype. The
leaning tower of Pisa – ‘Nuf sed”!
The school room being now warm and the hour near for beginning the morning session,
we were waiting the arrival of a group of pupils from the South End. In another
moment, coming around the bend in the road, we saw five boys and two girls with their
books and lunches in hand approaching. Arrived I designated the desks they were to
occupy. Calling the roll, checked the newcomers as:
Perlin
Collins
Warren
Bertie
Kitty
Josie
Willie

Age 14
11
6
4
12
10
4

From South
End District

The assorted ages of these children comprised 8 grades plus Kindergarten. In looking
over the books they had brought, it really made me nervous and worried by reason of

their wide variety, different vintages, and authorities. Knowing some of these children
were of needy families and the wherewithal for the purchase of new books was scarce, I
determined to do my best with the aid of the blackboard. Some of these books must have
been handed down from one generation to another.
Being left to my own devices, in the absence of any precedent would it be advisable, after
calling the roll, to repeat the Lord’s Prayer in unison and also read a chapter in the New
Testament, as was practiced in my early school experiences? I dreaded doing so. Yet the
act of so doing was warranted by the result. Some ladies of the church which our folks
occasionally attended, told how pleased they were that I had introduced devotional
services in school. It hitherto had not occurred within their recollection. They also
expressed their desire to meet and congratulate the young teacher on his action. Upon the
insistence of the family, I yielded to their pleading and accompanied them to the little
church three miles distant where I met the dear creatures and gracefully absorbed their
praises. Any doubts in my mind as to favorably establishing myself among the people of
this community were now happily dismissed.
The next problem to be solved concerned the fate of three minor children: two of whom
were but four years of age. We had no books or toys with which to meet this
constituency. The third child, age six, did bring a new primer. It finally dawned upon
me that their mothers must have rejoiced in the opportunity it offered to have the care and
worry of these infants lifted from their shoulders. It looked to me as if they expected me
to become a nurse and caretaker as well as an educator. How rejoiced they must have
felt to see the rear elevations of their kids trudging off to a safe deposit box where they
would be constantly under the eye of the teacher, for at least eight hours of the day.
Fortunately the situation solved itself. The two youngest came one day only. The other
was with me three days. This one, would sit with elbows on his desk hands supporting
his head hour after hour, gazing vacantly like a prisoner serving his sentence. For those
three days all that was required of him was to keep his primer on his desk. Instead, he
kept it out of sight in his desk. No kindness or persuasion availed on the third day his
hand was lightly slapped and he never returned! My thought: “Eureka” nursery
discontinued”! Now my problem was easily solved by creating two grades or classes
which cleared the path for action. Lessons were assigned for study. Recitations to be
heard next day. At the noon hour, coming to the door with lunch in hand, I stepped out to
look about and note more fully the surroundings.
Walking slowly I entered the edge of the forest. Finding a seat on the bole of a fallen tree
enabled me to meditate while eating my lunch. As I reviewed the scene before me a
question arose in my mind: What in the world could have caused the people to decide on
this spot as a suitable site for a school? Standing in a very small clearing that sloped
toward the cart path, shut in and completely surrounded by woods; shut off from all
communication and contact by reason of distance form human habitation; its solitary,
silent lonesomeness appealed to my sensitive emotions. “ Schoolhouse in the Forest!”
does sound romantically poetical. Arriving home after this first day of school I put the
question up to Ralph for an explanation. He told me that the whole community many

long years ago had assembled in force to decide on a proper site for a district
schoolhouse.
Tom wanted it as did many others including Dick and Harry, near their own homes. But
no two of them could agree, At this point, to put a stop to fruitless discussion one bright
and shining light arose, made a motion that the building be erected in the geographical
center of the District. This motion was put and unanimously carried. A real panacea that
cured all differences and reunited all hands in perfect harmony. The hot winds ceased; the
ruffled waters smoothed down. Once again the dove of peace had descended bearing the
olive branch to a troubled people. So it had this day fallen to my lot to discover a
schoolhouse hidden in the wilds of a forest. I no longer envied Columbus.
Our evenings usually spent in the kitchen, were of short duration. We smoked and
chatted, recounting the days happenings – if any. Nine o’clock would find me sunk
almost out of sight in one of those wonderful old fashioned goose feather beds, which
would rise up about one as does the water while lying in a bath tub. Its embraces comfort
induced a prompt and peaceful slumber. Should it happen that company had called, the
length of the evening was extended to satisfy the courtesies of the occasion. Rural
families have clung to, and practiced this old axiom: “Early to bed and early to rise make
a man healthy, wealthy and wise”. One evening we welcomed two young ladies who had
walked a mile all uphill to our house for a neighborly call. They had brought an
autograph album, which was left with us for our sentiment and signature. Wilbur and
myself saw them safely home. The chance of meeting anyone on that road which had its
good points, was one in a million. But then – ahem – a few days later a well dressed
young man stopped at our place, had dinner and visited for several hours. A splendid type
of manhood – healthy, handsome and happy. His bright snappy eyes, black hair and
heavy curled moustache, ruddy cheeks a fine proportioned figure and congenial
personality quite impressed me. Noticing the autograph album which lay on the table, he
picked it up, ran rapidly through its pages, then asked for a pen that he might write his
name in the album. Of all the gall and nerve I ever saw, he certainly exhibited by writing
in this album entirely unsolicited the following lines: (seemingly original)
“As to you old maids who sleep alone
And lie awake to sneeze.
When you grow old and pinched with cold
I swear I hope you freeze.”
Anderson was his name and a son-of-a-gun he was! First prize a “Concrete Cantaloupe”
was mentally awarded him for his unrestrained audacity ! He was a husky woodsman
who cut down trimmed out, cut in four foot lengths, split the larger pieces, piled these
neatly until they measured 8 x 4 x 4 ft. For cutting this cord of wood he would receive 75
cents. Those were the good old days.
SATURDAY DIVERSIONS

Not all the necessities of housekeeping can possibly be produced on a farm. Each
Saturday Old Dobbin was harnessed to the family buggy for the purpose of transportation
of the family head to the city markets to procure the additional needs of life.
A standing invitation to accompany Ralph on these trips was gladly accepted as my
roving locks needed trimming by a competent barber. Sitting beside Ralph as he drove
The five mile journey was pleasure that ended as we drew up and stopped at a grocery
store. Entering, we were met by the proprietor. I was introduced as our new school
teacher. As Ralph handed him his list of wants, it gave me a chance to study the grocer.
He was a picture about 5 ½ feet tall, aged 65 , are guesses. His thin furrowed anemic
face adorned by a short scanty ginger colored chin whisker and a very pious expression
conspired to sum him up as a world reformer or religious enthusiast who was bearing the
cares of this world on his shoulders
His pale blue watery eyes were all that saved him from an appearance of complete
dehydration. Leaving this depressing atmosphere a short walk brought me to the barber
ship where my hair was soon trimmed. While peacefully smoking my pipe I sauntered
along on the nature trip to the grocer’s, entirely unaware that another kind of trimming
awaited me. Entering while still enjoying the comfort of my pipe, the grocer in a ‘holier
than thou’ manner looked me thoroughly over, seemingly sizing me up as to how far it
was safe to venture in approaching me. Fanatics are ever bold! His subject was tobacco.
He lectured on the evils of using the filthy weed. He declared it to be wicked for a school
teacher to set an example that could at best serve but to lower the morals of the pupils.
Following this sermon we gravely thanked him for his kindly interest in humanity.
Under his very nose we relit our pipes, climbed aboard our wagon and drove away
leaving two quite noticeable smoke trails streaming behind us. While on the road to
peaceful home surroundings. Ralph caught me chuckling and asked: “Why are you
laughing?” “I am wondering how the old duffer can take on so many of the worries of
this world.” “If he wishes to be a grocer why not stay behind his counter? If he desires
to be a teacher, why not hire a hall and stand behind his pulpit? “ “He is trying to serve
both God and Mammon. He cannot serve two widely differing masters equally well.”
Some few days later a lad called at the house to see me and ask permission to attend my
school. Coming from an adjoining district necessitated an inquiry. He said: “I am an
orphan, 12 years of age, Ernest is my name. I live a short distance over the line that
marks the boundary between the district. My grandfather with whom I am living is a
charcoal burner. I have been expelled by my teacher because of misbehavior. I wish to
continue my studies/ Would you please let me become one of your pupils?” “There is
only one thing; we shall expect you to be a good boy and gladly receive you on your
promise to behave”. Nor did I ever have to regret my action during the time he attended
our school. Each morning he called promptly and joining Wilbur, Jack and myself. We
four would march company front stepping off in the “Spirit of ‘76” pausing several times
to assist ‘Jack’ to his feet. ‘Jack’ was a poor unfortunate lad. Strobismus in both eyes
may have accounted somewhat for his stumbling, though more likely the heavy ‘jack’
boots had much to do with it. He was under size – sort of a Tiny Tim – wore a flop brim
soft black hat too large for him. His boots were high and the hat brim flapping low,

seemed to emphasize his short stature which resulted in his looking like a little old man.
We all loved ‘Jack’ and aided him over the rough road. Ernest and myself lit our pipes,
and with the smoke streaming away behind us, moved rapidly ahead enjoying ourselves
and our companions. Ernest, tall and thin, had a good kind and purposeful countenance.
Honest prompt and studious he eventually became a highly successful businessman.
The second day of school with one exception, moved along perfectly. School had opened
with the usual preliminaries. An hour for studying lessons ensued during which quietness
reigns supreme. I had tilted back against the wall in my kitchen chair. The silence was
so pervasive that a dropped pin would have been startling. Suddenly a piecing whistle
was heard. Rousing myself from the reverie into which I had obviously fallen, searching
for its possible source, I noticed every eye in the room was smilingly directed at me. Not
a word was said by pupil or teacher until recess. One of the boys came to me and asked:
“Teacher, didn’t you whistle in school this morning?” As I had recovered consciousness
sufficiently to realize that I was the guilty party, my answer was; ‘Yes, unconsciously.”
No comment was necessary. We both smiled as we parted. I had that day received two
letters: one from my mother, the other from my sweetheart who had enclosed a splendid
carte de visite photograph of her dear face. Just any wonder that I had temporarily passed
from the school to my home town?
A rat-tat-tat on the door announced we were about to entertain our first visitor. Opening
the door, there before me stood our District Committeeman cane in hand, with which he
had announced his arrival. Extending the right hand of fellowship together with an
invitation to enter, he passed me puffing and blowing. I realized he was tired or excited –
perhaps both. My chair, the only one in the room, was immediately placed at his
disposal. Sitting down well our on its edge, he soon recovered his breath but not his
speech. He sat uneasily for perhaps five or ten minutes. Evidently a legal requirement- therefore a compulsory duty – had forced him to visit us. Certainly it was for him a
disagreeable and much dreaded performance to be completed in short order. Arising he
said:” Wal, don’t forget to credit me for this visit”. These were his first, last and only
words while with us.
THE STORY OF THE BATTLE AXE
Among other things in earlier talks Ralph had told his story and at the same time uttered a
prophesy that proved only too true. “A well known man in the vicinity had moved his
numerous family to Chicago. Something besides home sickness must have happened
which caused him after the end of just one year to return bag and baggage to his former
home. “I am fearful that you will have trouble with him. He is considered as mentally
unbalanced ‘got bats in his belfry’ - also a dangerous fellow and prone to make trouble.
Quite recently this story is told about him. He had gotten into an altercation with a ‘Son
of the Old Sod’. Chewing the rag resulted in creating greater friction and therefore more
heat until he became frantic, rushed to his truck, unslung an axe, advanced menacingly
toward this smiling son of Erin. The latter perceiving that war was inevitable reached up
to his truck, grabbed a four foot stick of hard wood and with this shillelagh advanced to
the fray. The party of the first part having failed to frighten the object of his wrath, now

was himself scared. Somewhere he must have heard that ‘discretion is the better part of
valor’. It appeared to the audience that prudence dictated his retirement from the battle
front. He fled! Thereafter if his name was mentioned people would point the forefinger
to their forehead and at the same time tried to keep in touch with a four foot stick of hard
wood – just in case. ‘As this man will surely send some of his many children to your
school, I fear your chance of escaping trouble are very slim. He is a bad actor.
‘Forewarned is Forearmed’. I hope time will prove me wrong.”
We were now past the middle of our school term. As was often my custom at the noon
recess, I had with my lunch, moved to my seat on the fallen tree just within the edge of
the wood. Something, I cannot now recall just what it was, caused me to feel my
presence was needed on the school ground. Hurrying to the clearing I was shocked by
this tableau and scene spread before me. Not a pupil moved or spoke. The disposition of
the actors, the disarranged clothing and hair together with highly flushed faces and
labored breathing and lastly one girl sobbing as if her heart was broken. Tears running
down her cheeks, hysterical and frantic, she acted as if demented.. A fight had been in
progress but had ceased as if someone had shouted ‘cheese it, here comes the teacher’
From the position of the two largest boys I inferred that they were more to be blamed as
instigators and encouragers of the fighting than the real participants. What little I could
gather from the spectators showed that the eleven year old boy had boasted that he could
‘lick’ the two brothers aged seven and eight respectively. The brothers did not think he
could do so. This was ‘all talk’. Nothing would have happened if left to themselves.
The condition of the big boy indicated that the two little brothers had been rather two
much for him. The weeping of his sister confirmed this belief. No one else was crying.
No physical damage had been inflicted – not a scratch. Much time was spent in
comforting the sister who repeatedly declared her intention to come to school no more.
Finally she became calmer and promised she would return the next day but in the words
of an old song: “She never came back, she never came back, she never came back any
more. For disturbance of the peace, the three gladiators also the two inciters, were
penalized by denial of all recesses for a period of three weeks. Of course this ruling
obliged me to share and obey the same restrictions in order to keep an eye on them.
Without complaints we faithfully served our punishment in the interest of preserving
better deportment.
Upon our return home, we recounted the happening of the day to our host and counselor.
He said: “Here is where trouble begins for you. You can count on receiving a caller
tomorrow in the person of the one I have previously mentioned. His three oldest children
were involved in this regrettable affair. Prepare to entertain him!” As we plodded along
the road the next morning to renew our school duties my loyal and faithful friend Wilbur
sidled up to me and whispered in my ear: “You and I can lick him” Assured of his
physical aid and fealty we continued on our way without fear or worry. In the very midst
of our regular morning exercises our door blew in with a loud bang. This noise
announced the arrival of the expected guest. An exceeding tall, thin, cadaverous and
bristly man – so tall he was obliged to bend his head to prevent bumping against the
lintel. Stepping lively and silently to the rear of the room he managed to squeeze into a
vacant seat designed for a pupil of much smaller bulk and dimension. Without a word he

sat until recess was announced. Arising, after some exertion in extricating himself from
his seat, he came to me and without any preliminary said:” So you are the new teacher!”
Replying, I said “I think you are wonderful! You hit the bull’s eye exactly with your
first shot. Your keen mentality is astonishingly magnificent and unsurpassed. How did
you guess it? Do you use a mathematical theorem or formula or is it intuitive. Let me
congratulate you and your divining rod”. He said: “Er, hurumph! What? Don’t you
think you’re too young to teach school?” I replied: “If like a prosecuting attorney you are
asking the accused to answer a question that might incriminate him, I shall have to seek
the shelter of the laws that excuse the accused in such a case”. Again, in asking me for
an opinion you are really asking me to act as judge. You ought to know that the accused
cannot act as a judge. The court does permit him to act as his own attorney. Acting as
such, may I now offer some advice. For which there will be no charge? My advice is that
you consult the Examiner who granted me a certificate that authorized me to teach this
school, and with him thresh out the question of my age and ability. He is the only one
who can answer your question.” This harangue seemed to confuse and quiet him. He
then asked if I didn’t have some relatives residing in the vicinity. Truthfully, I told him
‘some relatives and many friends did live in the district.’ He had not said good-day when
he entered nor did he say good-bye as he made his exit. My relief that no violence had
occurred can be imagined. His relief consisted in sending via his eldest son, two verses
written on a torn piece of wrapping paper, so scurrilous and nasty that they would not
stand printing or quoting in polite society. The 11 year old son became # 2 of four of his
family to reject further study under my guidance. Yet I did not neglect to credit him in the
register as my second visitor. Thus. but one of this family remained and he had suffered
punishment at my hands for a saucy remark made to me. A slap of my open hand was the
penalty. He stayed with me to the end., despite the fact that he alone had received
physical chastisement. He became my friend. With the going of four of the five children
from this abnormal family, came a calm and studious serenity which continued until I had
turned the key in the schoolhouse door for the last time.
SNOW STORM
There were many snow storms that winter. In February, about two weeks before the
close of the term, we passed through a howling blizzard. We were not sure of reaching
the school if we started. We were sure if the day was lost that if must be regained by
teaching an extra Saturday. Deciding to try and make it through 2 ½ feet of deep snow,
rather than teach an extra day – by Herculean effort, with the snow at our waist much of
the time. Wilbur and I finally reached our destination without mishap. It was fortunate
we were present when a sleigh drove up on our sloping foreground and three pupils found
themselves half buried in the deep soft snow without any exertion on their parts. We
succeeded in digging them out, brushing them off and guiding them in beside the stove
where accompanied by happy laughter and frolicsome banter their damp garments were
soon dried. So despite the storm we held school that day, with an attendance of four
pupils.
Thanksgiving Day came and with it the families of Eliza’s two half sisters to join in our
celebration of the day This family reunion was an event eagerly anticipated and greatly

enjoyed. Each sister was accompanied by her husband and two children. There had been
a great bustle of preparation. The bountiful dinner served, all were feeling exceedingly
happy as they adjourned to the front room.
Songs were sung accompanied by Lottie on the Estey Organ. All of the experiences of
the past year were recounted and exchanged in the joys of family communion. The only
sad note was occasioned by the pain Cousin Henry was suffering because of a severe
tooth ache. My attention was drawn to the kitchen by conversation between he and Ralph.
The latter was examining while listening. Henry had opened his mouth and was pointing
at the offending tooth. Such an opportunity to operate in his chosen field could not be
thrown away. Ralph patted him on the back and assured him it was a simple problem
which he could easily solve by extraction and going to the closet obtained his turnkey.
Returning and again examining the tooth which was a large three pronged molar, he
fastened on the tooth, turned the key tightly about it, and pulled with about all his
strength until suddenly the turnkey came away minus the tooth. Henry grabbing his sore
jaw exclaimed ‘How that hurt me!” Ralph said: “It’s half was out now, let me try once
more”. This was done, but the turnkey slipped again The victim said: ‘No more! You
have almost killed me!” Ralph said: “Now Henry, I have got it almost clear, let’s try
again.” It was on the sixth trial that the tooth let go and came out in the jaws of the
turnkey. Henry shrieked: “Oh my God, Ralph you have killed me!” “Pshaw, Henry, no
such thing. The tooth is out and you have much to be thankful for, especially as I have
saved you fifty cents on this Thanksgiving Day.”
Christmas was largely a repetition of Thanksgiving Day, except that we went visiting.
We found Henry was still living and feeling OK. Our joy was unconfined. Nothing
further occurred to disturb our equanimity. Henry’s daughter (same age as myself) was a
handsome, buxom, rosy cheeked lass. Her hair was raven black and so were her eyes that
sparkled with gladness and the delight of living. She was the sweetest thing that I had
ever – but what’s the use any how – she could be favorably compared to a luscious
Jacqueminot Rose! Remembrance of a previous maid, whom I had left behind me,
precluded any serious attention on my part toward this sweet Cousin. Nevertheless we
did not let this thought spoil the enjoyment of our Christmas Day.
A good portion of my last Saturday was occupied at the request of the District
Committeman in enumerating the children of school age living in this District.
Furnishing transportation via the horse and buggy method together with a driver who also
acted as guide, I canvassed the children of school age – 29 in number. Of the 14
registered at my school, 10 remained with me until the end. At various times, 4
registered pupils withdrew (all of the same family). The average attendance for term was
8 ½ . The total who had attended, as compared with those who did not, indicated that one
half of those eligible were not greatly interested in education.
Friday, the last day of the term, witnessed my turning the key in the schoolhouse door
after taking the School Register. These two items were delivered in exchange with the
Committeeman for my entire salary. One third of the amount received was immediately

paid to the lady of the house in return for all the many kindnesses she had rendered me,
together with my heartfelt thanks and appreciation.
About every two weeks we would look forward to a neighborhood ‘kitchen’ dance with
pleasurable anticipation. This section of the country had its share of ‘old time fiddlers’ –
no less than five of them in our area. How they could saw off the bars of music! No note
required – all by ear – they seemed to put their whole souls into the effort of enlivening
both the spirits and the feet of all present . Only square dances were used. Quadrilles,
Lancers, Virginia Reel and Money Must etc. were prompted by one of the many present
capable of doing so. Certainly the kitchen dances were the ‘ tops’ of entertainment
during the winter months. Informality and freedom of step, traveling fast over the floor,
the ladies slippers and the men’s cowhides boots marked the time. Always present were
those who had acquired some fancy step or caper and could be counted upon to exhibit
their various arts and flourishes. It was common practice of the prompter to interlard
original calls, such as ‘swing the fellow you love best’ or ‘swing the fellow with the
cowhides boots’. In response to the first of these calls, it was amusing to see three young
ladies from as many different directions hurriedly gliding to the same focal point – a
bashful young man who overcome by this onslaught was helplessly dragged on, swung
around by the one who first clutched him. The Saturday Eve of the week ending the
close of school for that term, our folks had accepted an invitation to the last dance that I
would be able to attend. The return to my hometown was to be the following Monday.
We prepared for the necessary four mile journey by placing an extra seat in the open box
body of a general utility wagon, which body was painted green. In the center of each side
panel was a very decorative decalcomania picture displaying the word “Pausing”. With
straw placed on the floor to help keep our feet warm and plenty of blankets to wrap about
our bodies, we started on our way. Old Dobbin drew us slowly along over the snow
covered road to our destination. Here we found friends, relatives and a few strangers – a
mixed party out for a good time. It is beyond the power of my pen to describe the details
and delights of the occasion: among which we were especially entertained by the 75 year
old host who danced the Sailors Hornpipe and Jig. He was still light and lively on his
feet. We paused in the midst of our festivities to partake of a hot oyster stew, which from
previous experience had convinced me that this was considered as representing the most
highly appreciated dish and a rare specialty for parties held so far away from seafood
shores. Turkey or chicken were too commonplace because of familiarity ad entire lack of
novelty
Following this repast, the fiddlers once again tuned up to concert pitch and away we went
with a light foot and a happy heart, until an early morning hour. It was a wonderful
night. The round full moon in splendor shone high over head through the crystal clear
and frigid atmosphere. The low temperature of that night has been recorded in my
memory as the coldest ride of a lifetime. The only time during all the severities of that
winter that I felt cold. Arriving home at 2 AM we hurriedly built a fire in the kitchen
range where the quick white birch wood soon radiated its warmth to us overcoming in a
few minutes our frosty feelings and so to bed where we remained until late Sunday
morning. Ai slept peacefully through my last night, accompanied by pleasant dreams of
the loving welcome awaiting me upon my arrival.

POWDER MILL
Some ten miles distant from the farm lay a very small hamlet called Perilville – separated
from the residential section sufficiently distant to relieve the fears and quiet the nerves of
its inhabitants, stands a Powder Mill. This plant consists of an office building and several
smaller structures, widely separated. These shacks, unpainted, built of time-weathered
rough lumber from a sawmill, looked like neglected and abandoned orphans. On the
contrary their shabby condition and isolation was the result of experience, planning,
carefully designed to avoid disaster. An explosion might come at the most unexpected
time. Therefore, economy and isolation were adopted to provide greater safety, also to
reduce the cost of rebuilding after one of those dreaded ‘blow up’ had scattered
everything within a given radius to the four winds of heaven.
Gun powder consists of saltpeter, sulphur and charcoal, which in the process requires
toasting or baking. This work is done in the most distant building on the premises,
requiring an exact period of time. Should this operation continue beyond the mark of
safety, everyone nearby ran for their lives to escape a ‘blow up’ that was certain to
follow. This plant required much wood in its operation. In the past, only maple and
swamp alder had been used. The maple had to be split and peeled, alders slim and very
crooked must be rid of its bark by abrasion, which was accomplished by placing the
crooked sticks on a stump or other firm base, and pounding with a heavy wooden mallet
– a slow and tedious job. Upon delivery at the factory they would be paid $8. for maple
per cord, $14 for alder.
All this back country was celebrated for its extensive growth of White Birch. The
Powder Company decided to experiment with this kind of wood. Accordingly the news
of this plan had been announced to the farmers and woodsmen of the vicinity. They
would pay $6 per cord delivered provided it was cut in four foot lengths that had been
split in two pieces. As there were more White Birches on Ralph’s land than all other
trees combined, it could be a profitable source of income and at the same time clear up
much of his land. He talked the matter over with me and wound up by asking: “How
would you like to assist in such an undertaking?” Confessing that I had never cut down a
tree nor had I used an exe save I splitting kindling. My lack of experience caused me to
fear that instead of cutting down a tree I was more likely to cut off my legs. He said:
“Only experienced woodsmen did that – greenhorns never.” If willing to try my hand at
it, he would pay me at the rate of $3.00 a cord when the wood had been split. The job
meant chopping down, .trimming out and cutting the trunk of the tree in four foot lengths.
Knowing the need of exercise, realizing it would keep me out of mischief and hoping it
might supply me with a little spending money, a verbal contract was ‘signed and sealed’
in the presence of Wilbur who was to be my instructor and co-worker. On Saturday we
started together for the wood lot. Work immediately began. About an hour later Old
Mother Goose began sending down scattering feathers of snow. We toiled on for another
hour. The snow fell heavier and faster, driven by a howling blizzard. While seeking
material to aid in the manufacture of black powder we had become victims of a white
powder that not only ‘blew up’ but also blew down crazily from all directions, covering

the product of our labors as well as our persons. We .must have looked like advance
agents of St. Nicholas.
We had overstayed our safety. It was past the time we should have quit. Picking up the
tools, we shouldered our axes and followed our leader (Indian file) looking like dim
wraiths or shivering shadows wandering through the all enveloping smother. We might
have been thought to be three desperados taking advantage of the weather conditions to
raid some isolated chicken farm under cover of the dense curtain of falling snow. But no!
We were seeking a warm fireside where we could thaw out and once again look like
human beings. At long last we reached our home. As we stumbled over the back doorstep and entered, a happy though quite husky voice was heard to exclaim ‘Thank God!”
Were we disappointed? Yes! Discouraged? No! Some two weeks later the snow had
melted enough to permit our trying again. Some snow and an occasional spot of ice still
lingered under our feet. The weather did not hold any threat to our enterprise. We
worked along satisfactorily though the sun was not to be seen. Following some few
hours of labor, the scattered advance warning of light snow flakes indicated we were
about to undergo another blizzard. By common consent we decided to retire from the
field and rapidly wended our way home as this new threat came on and on with
increasing vigor. It snowed continually throughout the night and all of the following day
and night. Upon awakening Monday morning it had cleared leaving behind a two or
more foot deep deposit of the ‘beautiful’ to wallow through as we struggled to reach our
school house. No more chopping was possible. After moderate temperature had
gradually cleared the ground the wood that had been left where it fell was retrieved,
brought home and split. It was a very previous dollar bill that Ralph paid me for my
labor. It brought back to mind the memory of a 7 year old lad who had patiently saved
his pennies until at last he had accumulated a sun large enough to ask his father if he
would give him a dollar greenback in exchange for his savings. Receiving the dollar bill
he carefully placed it in his vest pocket. Without telling his parents of his intention the
first dollar he had ever earned was carried to school. An immature childish judgment
based upon his desire to show his \highly valued possession, drove him to exhibit and
flaunt his wealth before the eyes of boy friends and classmates not realizing such action
would sere but to excite their avaricious envy rather than the expected congratulations
and good wishes. Their ridicule and belittling side remarks extinguished the last spark of
his pride. Disturbed, humiliated and alone – absorbed in meditation- he entered the
school room, sat at his desk and pondered.
This lesson learned in the schoolyard lasted longer in memory than any instruction
acquired in the schoolroom. At recess time he was feeling enough better to enter in the
sports of the playground. Returning after recess, he thought to make sure of the lovely
dollar. After a thorough search he realized it was no longer in his possession. This loss
which was considered a major misfortune subsequently proved to be his first successful
though an involuntary investment. The education received more than compensated for the
loss of the money, though it did undermine his faith in humanity. The years quietly
slipped away as did the greenback. He no longer mourns his loss, as the dollar earned in
cutting White Birches balanced within five cents his book memory.

In explanation of this 5 cent deficit, Aunt Pricilla’s woodshed had been reshingled. The
job of clearing up the resulting litter, scattered over the greensward that lay between the
shed and highway, had been awarded to J.T.B. an odd job man, Strolling from my
home down this street to see what was going on, J.T.B. hailed me and said: “If you will
help me clear up these shingles I’ll pay you 5 cents. I helped until all rubbish had been
gathered. , then asking for my pay, he said: “I’ll pay you later. I have no money with
me” Every time we met I ‘dunned’ him. Putting me off with the same answer by
claiming he was without ‘change’. The end finally came with this angry answer:
“You’ve bothered me so much I’ll never pay you!” The only promise he ever kept. We
never learned what became of him until 3 years ago, at which time a severe case of
pneumonia lasting 3 weeks kept me company. During this experience there were 3 days
and nights in which delirium possessed me.
One night there came to me this wonderful and realistic vision, fully detailed in picture
and speech, as clearly as a dramatic performance upon a real stage. Announcer said “the
story of the missing man” would be told as he recalled it. “Long years ago he had passed
from this village on an expedition in search of a new home. The trail he followed lead
him to the Pearly Gates and Throne of St. Peter. Rapping loudly, the wicket was opened.
A voice asked “Who are you?” “What do you want?” “I am J.T.B. and want to come in”
S.P Enter quietly and be seated. “Gabriel! Examine your records and report your
findings, regarding the Earthly career of J.T.B.
S.P “Well, Gabe, what did you find?” “It says among other things that he hired a little
boy to help him gather old shingles at Aunt Priscilla’s home promising to pay him 5
cents. He not only failed to do so, but declared he never would pay it because the boy
had bothered and irritated him in asking for his nickel”
S.P “You have heard, J.T.B? Is it true? Do you plead guilty?”
J.T.B “Yes”
S.P. “OK that settles it. As you leave here do not slam the gate. You’ll find a cordial
welcome about ten doors down the line. It is impossible for me to harbor such a petty
offender because of constant fear and worry. Loss of a hairbrush, comb or safety pins
would completely upset our household. Your record and name is Just Too Bad.
HOME AGAIN
Highly elated by the successful conclusion of my first employment away from home, it
was with real joy that I arrived without incident to be greeted by my sister and brother as
I stepped down from the train. In the following few days my thoughts were occupied in
wondering as to ‘where do we go from here’. It was soon decided that it was best for me
to return to my studies at the place where I had abandoned them during a period of three
months, namely, back to High School.
It was with much satisfaction that the early days of the following autumn brought me an
invitation from the new District Committeeman to teach the winter term of ’82-’83, as it
indicated my previous efforts had not been entirely in vain. Therefore while deeply
appreciating the honor, it was with real regret that new plans for my future had been so
arranged that they necessarily precluded acceptance of the kind offer

In the summer of ’82 was witnessed the commencement exercises of a class consisting of
but three young men. This class was the final one of senior grade to be graduated from
this High School building, which thereafter was used solely for the 8 elementary grades
and Kindergarten. My education was completed in the School of Hard Knocks..
SUBSEQUENT VISITS
All down through the years it became my custom to revisit these kind people with whom
I had lived. Two years later, having caught one cold after another until my cough bid fair
to never cease, and having patronized our local physician for three weeks without
improvement it was hoped a change of air might prove beneficial. I could think of no
better place than this farm. Here were true friends to minister to my needs. Here also,
the four freedoms of the country to aid in restoring my health: Fresh Milk, Fresh Butter,
Fresh Eggs, Fresh Air. After the first week of this visit during which no medicine was
taken, all coughing ceased never to return.
During this period I witnessed several minor incidents, both novel and amusing. At the
evening milking hour a black kitten would follow my host as he left the house with milk
pail and stool. At the cow yard Ralph located himself beside one of the cows. The cat
took up a position about four feet distant in anticipation as the milking began. The reason
for so doing soon became evident as turning toward the cat Ralph would squeeze at the
cat – whose mouth wide open with tongue lapping rapidly tried to catch as much as
possible of the spurting fluid. The milk quickly spattered all over the black body and
filling the eyes caused frantic action of the paws in an attempt to brush the milk from
them. Still, despite the weeping eyes, the cat stuck to the job until the steam cased to
flow. The glossy black body temporarily spotted with white polka dots made me smile.
Wilbur had brought home an unweaned calf. A wet nurse became a necessity. Calling
me to the barn, he showed the calf and said he had made a substitute nurse for it. He
pointed to a large tin funnel fastened in a right angle corner of the barn. This funnel was
triangular in shape with its front lip bent outward holding the right quantity of milk. At
the bottom of the funnel was attached a rubber nipple the size of a cow’s teat. The calf
tied nearby would work diligently until the last drop had been extracted.
On another day he came home from one of his trading trips so pleased with his days work
because of the purchase of two very small pigs which had been tied in a burlap bag and
placed in his wagon. He had paused before the house to show the family whom he called
come and see what he had bought, curious to learn what he might have. We all hurried
out to the wagon, he reached for the bag and drawing toward him discovered it was
empty. It had slipped the string and the two pigs were neither in the bag or wagon. This
was a real calamity. Surprised, alarmed, dismayed and chagrined, though supper was
ready, he would not stop to eat. Turning his horse, he back-trecked over his course,
scanning both sides of the road. He luckily found rooting by the wayside, two miles
away. By delaying his meal he had recovered enough bacon to satisfy many a meal. In
contentment the evening food tasted even better than usual.

Quite often my visits were made at the time of the County Fair. Attending the fair
without notifying the folks of my intention, I could safely rely on finding Wilbur there. In
this particular instance, all I had to do to locate him among the ten thousand others in
attendance, was to step up in the grand stand and look over the entire ground. Searching
revealed one lone straw hat in that multitude. Hastening in that direction, I soon located
him and announced my intention of staying overnight, attending the fair on the morrow
and then return home the same day. He regretted that his wagon was already overloaded,
having brought some of the neighbors children as well as his own folks. Fortunately,
since my last previous visit a new trolley line had been established. This line would carry
me to within a mile of the farm, which could be walked. I arrived at my destination,. I
immediately sought the back door of the farmhouse which was open. Not a soul at
home!! It is my belief that this door was never locked, nor was anyone ever turned away
empty from it. Down the road I proceeded to the house of my old District
Committeeman, which was now the residence of Wilbur and his large family. Here was
found Ralph ‘caring’ for some of his grandchildren. In the course of our confab it was
decided that we would, in the morning drive over and attend the Fair. The day was fine,
the attendance large, the sights many and of great variety. In prospecting about we had
entered the ‘Midway’. Our attention soon was drawn to a pair of handsome bay horses
attached to an open body wagon with a generous cab top over the seat. It was an elegant
outfit in its fresh decorations of paint and varnish. The silver trimmed harness glittered.
The richly capersoned horses covered with blankets of deep maroon bordered by gold
tape an inch in width, sparkled with radiant luster. On these blankets could be read the .
following inscription. “Dr. Murray the kind dentist is here. Teeth extracted free and
without pain. Use Dr. Murray’s ‘Cyclone Liniment.” Standing bareheaded in the open
body of the wagon was the doctor – a large tall and bearded man expatiating on the
merits of his pain killing Cyclone Liniment. A set of three steps at the rear gave access
to the wagon, in which were placed a plain straight back kitchen chair, a table, strewn
with suitable dental accessories including a bottle of the liniment a tumbler and swab. Do
you think it was possible to lead Ralph away from this spot? Not on your life! We
stopped. We listened to his spiel, which dwelt on the subject of dentistry and happened
to be the one topic on which Ralph was ‘hipped’. Presently the doctor announced his
willingness to extract teeth of anyone of his audience of 500 or more absolutely free and
without pain. In response to this invitation a robust sturdy and well rounded figure of a
tall young man stepped up and sat in the chair. The doctor identified the aching molar,
then pouring some of the liniment in a glass, winding a pledget of cotton on the end of a
stick as a swab, he dipped it in the liniment then applied it about the gum surrounding
the tooth, waiting a few moments for the medicine to take effect. Talking all the while of
its pain easing properties. The patient was facing the audience. The doctor stood behind
him with his forceps puts his left arm around and under the chin of his patient. Then
introducing the forceps and fastening them he pulls. He tugged, pulled and twisted
apparently exerting his entire strength. It must have been a wicked old ‘sinner’! In the
meanwhile the young man was gradually slipping down till he was actually sitting on the
extreme edge of the chair, held only by the doctors grip from touching the floor. At this
juncture the tooth came away and before the patient could sit up he was heard by all to
shriek: “Je-ee-sus Chri-ist free and without pain!!” The doctor roared: “Next!”

In general response to the invitation of the doctor an elderly lady not less than 75 years of
age – if one may judge by outward appearances – came forward, nimbly climbed the
steps, and sat in the chair. Bareheaded, her thin silvered hair parted in the middle, was
drawn down smoothly on either side and united in a knot or ‘bun’ at the back of the head.
Her deeply wrinkled face, sober and sallow, displayed no emotion. She sat in her calico
gown – no hat, no shawl, no coat, as calm and fearless as if surely there would be nothing
new or worse than she had already experienced during a lifetime. With patient
submission she had bowed to the inevitable necessity; had accepted this golden
opportunity for the removal of seven front teeth in her lower jaw. The doctor having gone
through with all necessary preliminaries, began the extraction. It was soon over, the
speediest job ever witnessed by a vast audience. It could not have taken more than sixty
seconds before the seven ‘shoe-pegs’ were resting from their labors on the doctors table
and the case dismissed.
During this episode the silent sufferer had not spoken. In my imagination she
exemplified and illustrated the ancient comparison: “Patience on a Monument”. It was
with great difficulty that I finally persuaded Ralph to come down off the car steps, which
he had mounted and where he seemed to hover over the operation entirely absorbed and
wholly unconscious of his intrusion. No one had noticed him! During the next several
hours left before my train was due , we went the rounds of the various exhibits, seated on
the Grand Stand we rested our legs and viewed the sage performances; horse racing,
balloon ascension, and a thrilling high dive from a 30 ft. platform to a 16 x 20 oval vat of
water, 4 ft. deep. The water as well as the board belt of the diver was evidently thinly
covered with gasoline, both of which were ignited at the proper instant. The diver had no
choice other than to plunge head foremost into the sea of flame, covering the water of the
vat. This he did perfectly and on emerging, splashed the water with his hands and then
extinguished the flames.. It was nearing train time, so with decided regret I said good
bye and thanks for the kind hospitality. I will write you soon after my arrival home.

THE HUNT
On another occasion upon my arrival at the farm, a hearty welcome greeted me. My
chamber of former years had been reserved for me. Duly installed, I was told to make
myself at home. Following my recovery a new whim popped forth. Needing some
exercise, what could be more interesting than a walk with gun in hand to the woods, in
search of game. Due to the lack of any former experience in handling a loaded gun, it
was trust on my part, to ask if they could outfit me for the hunt. Maybe this privilege was
stretched to the limit, when at my request their double barreled shot gun was handed me.
This very ancient musket had been loaded and was ready for use, even to the copper caps
sitting on the nipples. No one knew how long before it had been hung up in its present
condition. At any rate, it saved the trouble of preparing it. With the gun resting across
the hollow of my left arm, walking down the road for a half mile brought me to the shady
depths of the forest – just too far beyond human call for aid. Wandering alone through

brush and bramble at the base of the mountain, seeking something to shoot at, not a
living bird or beast had been seen. Disappointed and tired of carrying the heavy gun
caused me to think of returning to the farm, but just then a tiny blackbird attracted my
attention. Shamelessly, the gun was raised to my shoulder and carefully aimed at the
target.. Then pulling the trigger the hammer hit the cap without causing the usual
explosion. Astonished and bewildered, the muzzle dropping to an angle of 45 degrees
ahead of my feet, with a shattering crash unexpectedly exploded discharged its contents
just one foot ahead of my two feet. The gun had ‘hung fire’. Holy Smoke! Someone
please fan me!. This sudden shock completely unnerved me. After recovering
sufficiently to realize my narrow escape from disaster, caused me to bow my head in
reverence to the Divine Providence that had directed the aim of the gun, which saved the
small bird from a premature end and my feet from mutilation. The sheer wantonness of
destructive mankind itself so strongly impressed it lesson that never again did I ape the
habits of a Nimrod.

A PASTOR CALLS
Upon returning from the hunt I was surprised to find present, the minister of the chapel
our folks occasionally attended. He was making one of his semi-annual rounds of calls
on his parishioners, with each of whom he usually spent several days. About 35 years of
age, single, no stated salary, depending for his living on two semi-annual donations and
visits to members of his congregation, he appeared eminently satisfied with his station in
life. He wore a black Prince Albert coat and striped trousers. The absence of all worry
and the presence of enjoyable ease was stamped deeply upon him, despite the lack of
worldly possessions. Yes, Peace of Mind is the richest blessing of mankind.
Piety, poverty and peace of mind provide happiness,
Pomp, power and temporary possession are apt to become
More disturbing and less comforting as time marches on.
SUBSEQUENT VISITS
Many years later returning to the scene of my early activities, desiring once again to view
my old schoolhouse, I tried to follow the old trail. All trace of the path through the
woods had become lost, and so was I in the surrounding underbrush. Finally succeeding
in making my way back to the road, I was fortunate in meeting a man whom I had known
many years before.
He informed me that a new school house had been built further down the road on which
we were then standing; also that the oxcart road that ran by the front of the old school
house had continued downhill for a quarter of a mile until at the point of an acute angle
these two roads merged and here was located the new building. Proceeding thence, we
found the small white and well cared-for modern structure. Peeking in the window, it
proved to be nicely furnished – even to including a melodeon.

From here we went up the oxcart road to the site of the old schoolhouse, which, now
overgrown with young trees was indicated by a few scattered foundation stones. Two
years ago, upon revisiting the newer schoolhouse, disclosed that it was now occupied as a
family residence.
The centralization of education seems an ideal result of the changes made during the last
65 years under the supervision of the State Board of Education. The transportation of
pupils of rural districts to and from an urban center permits placing them regardless of
age, in the proper grade. This eliminates the pupil excuse for non-attendance, and
affording much more individual attention by the teacher.
ZEKE’S COURTING DAYS
My sweetheart resided three miles distant from my home – not too far for an enamored
young man to walk. How well I recollect the distance between our hamlets. To shorten
the journey somewhat we could and did use the track of the railroad. For some years I
walked back and forth over the very awkwardly placed ties of the road, counting them
until I learned how many of these ‘sleepers’ had to be covered in going to or from my
young lady. For quite long periods other young men accompanied me. Then would
come times when traveling alone became my lot. Walking alone, a mile of railroad tract
located upon a steep embankment, a river on the right hand and a cove on the left during
a heavy fog is an eerie, lonesome and silent trip. She was aware of her enticing
magnetism and female curves and so was I. Set in a rosy complexion were a pair of
mischievous sparkling black eyes, which looked into mine and inquired “Do you know
me?” “Why yes, but by hearsay only” was my answer. “Well, “ she confessed “I am the
chambermaid at the hotel. My name is Mary Castle”. “Glad to know you by your
correct name, though I much prefer “Merry” Castle which was the way it was understood
by me, which information was furnished by a young buck of the village”. There, that’s
just enough!” “Listen to me. You are the young man from across the way who makes
those awful noises. Don’t you ever stop to catch your breath? It seems to be my duty to
inform you that it is simply impossible for the babies of Capt. ____ or Mr. B____(our
permanent boarders) to get any sleep”. By the way Capt. ____ was age 72 and Mr. B
had seen 90 years). She winked one eye at me and said: “You will be a nice boy now,
so we can all be happy once again.” Admiring her diplomatic approach how could I
refuse her request? Gladly giving her my promise to reform, she winked the other eye as
she laughingly said good bye and again the band played on.
The slightest sound would be as startling and disturbing as a thunder clap out of a clear
sky during daylight. While hastening home in the wee small hours of a Monday morn,
through a very dense and foggy atmosphere – wholly occupied in keeping my speeding
feet out of the deep and narrow spaces between the ties while speeding to reach home
quickly as I was already behind schedule, suddenly through the enshrouding mist an
apparition in the vague form of a man loomed. Ahead. The fog coupled with my
imagination seemed to magnify this blurred figure enormously. A ghostly ogre!! Not
willing to startle him, as this ghostly experience had started me while coming up behind

him on the run, I reduced my speed to a rapid walk. He slowed his steps until he stopped,
turned and awaited me. Approaching him and saluting him him with “Good Evening
Sir”. He responded with a grunt that was not in the least reassuring. It so happened that
this night for the first, last and only time, there lay in my right hand overcoat pocket, a 22
caliber revolver, also a Malacca cane protruded from beneath my left arm. I slowly
passed while he fell in close behind trailing me. My right hand clasped the small gun in
my pocket in my left the cane. So with a scant sense of security I led this silent
procession to the steel drawbridge which spanned our river. There arrived, I quickly
‘shook’ him because of my knowledge of the open structure under foot with which he
was unfamiliar. My nervous condition eased perceptibly. My temperature must have
dropped back to normal as I stepped from the rails to the good old dirt highway and
continued to my home, happy and thankfully content. When but fifty feet more would
have completed my journey - alas it is impossible to foresee – especially on such a night
accompanied by wild scratching sounds as hissing it cleared the solid board fence that
stood at my side. “Whew!” Caesar’s Ghost!! What a sensation!!! I actually felt my hair
rise and stand stiffly on end. There is no doubt about it, I was scared numb and dumb
when that cat jumped over the fence. The aroused commotions that had chiefly lodged in
me, gave way to rejoicing laughter as I entered by welcome home happy and hungry.
Safe and sound at home, to satisfy my hunger, I immediately entered the pantry, sought
out the cookie jar, but was at once distracted from my intention by commotion in a
recently emptied flour barrel below the shelf on which the cookie jar rested. Looking in
the barrel, what do you suppose it was? Yes, you guessed it right, it was a lively little
mouse jumping vainly up and at each falling back to the bottom. Its bright shoe button
eyes sparkling like diamonds showed a sorrow and discouragement as it must have begun
to feel the futility of its endeavors. I decided to relieve its worries. Entering the kitchen,
I grabbed a long handled broom, returned with it to the enter of the agitation, where upon
using it in the manner of an eel spear I jabbed with brush end down trying to enmesh him
in the broom corn . He was too smart and quick. Finally I pinned him down under the
edge of the broom and reaching picked him up and before I was able to get my hand out
of the barrel realized he had me, rather than I had him. A stinging in my right thumb
caused me to apply pressure of thumb and forefinger as a vise about his cranium which
ended his interesting wanderings. Yes, he had bitten me as was evident by two bright
pin holes tinted red to be seen on the thumb. Cleansing doctoring was attended to at
once. I ate my cookie and decided that these three experiences occurring in a single night
constituted a strike out and so to bed (hors de combat) with my wounds while assessing
the penalties of tardiness..
The adventure of the previous night’s return happening as it did just outside Uncle Bill
Brown’s fence, caused me the following day to seek Uncle Bill, tell him my story and
ask for his opinion as to the cause of the commotion. I noticed, as I told my story, a
merry twinkle in Uncle Bill’s eyes, as the story proceeded his 3 00 lbs. weight began to
shake with merriment. Finally he ceased his chuckling and looking up to me spoke and
rendered his verdict. Circumstantial evidence is not always conclusive, but after listening
carefully I can piece together this puzzle thus: “You know my old Black Tom. Well, it
is my surmise that he had coaxed Aunt Priscilla’s Tortoise Shell across the street, where

they had become so interested in each other that your approach had not been noticed until
your next step would have crushed Tom to earth. Evidently they were not expecting
intrusion at the hour of 2 AM. You must have inadvertently interjected yourself in their
courting.” At this point my confusion evanesced to be quickly replaced by sympathy, as
Uncle Bill explained the incident. I had previously suspected it might have been a wild
cat. Ending his judgment in the case he said: ”It must certainly was a wild cat. How
would you enjoy interruption of your wooing by an unknown intruder on your premises
at midnight?:” This was followed by a loud series of haw, haw, haws.... .
LEFT TO THE GOD OF DREAMS
One of my young friends, deeply interested in the many attractions of a fascinating
charmers lying in the same village as did mine, usually walked the railroad track with me
on the return trip. He would stop and whistle as he reached the gate and awaited my
appearance. One bitter cold night as we started for home, moving rapidly in order to
keep warm as possible by our exertions, we soon reached the railroad, always alert to our
surroundings and the passing trains. During our years of travel less than six people had
been killed in taking this short cut between the two villages. On this trip we had covered
about one half of the dangerous way, when a dark bundle was seen at our right lying
upon and among the sharp edges of broken granite ballast.. It was midway to the edge of
the eight foot high embankment, when should he roll over he would drop to the salt
waters of the river. Approaching cautiously, halting and examining this mast we
discovered the body of a man, warmly dressed in a heavy overcoat, a soft felt hat pulled
down tightly covered his head. He was dead to this world, but never the less . very much
alive, while snoring the happy hours away within four feet of the iron rails. “We must
rouse and set him on his was” I exclaimed. “No, no,!” cried my friend. “ He is perfectly
safe now. If we wake him, we shall have to guide him home – possibly to the village we
have just come from. It is late. We can’t do it! He is warmly dressed and perfectly safe
until he comes to life.” This opinion seeming sensible, we left him to the God of Dreams.
Next day eagerly searching the local papers finding of report of a rail accident we
decided he must have survived to reach his destination in safety. Unhonored, unsung and
unknown to this very day.
After eighteen years of continuous living within 200 feet of the river, it seemed quite
natural to be fond of boating. Considerable experiences in sailing and caring for father’s
two catboats, - which we rented to the public – deeply interested I soon became qualified
to sail them. Later, desiring to own a small boat for exercise as well as for convenience
of crabbing, fishing, clamming or shore-edge picnics, who knowing how much this
pastime could be enjoyed if one had a rowboat. To that end, alight built flat bottom
sharpy of shallow draft was purchased new and fresh from the builder. Sitting gaily atop
the water very little effort was necessary to speed along while using the oars. Painted
pure white and launched sitting on the water with the lightness of a feather, she was
named the White Swan. Boasting to my companion of the pleasure and ease of rowing a
boat, an invitation to accompany me by the river route to the village or our sweethearts
was suggested. He said: “In all my life, I have never tried to row a boat. I’m no sailor.”

I told him that was no objection, as I proposed doing all the rowing. “How does that suit
you?” “ All right, I’ll take a chance for the sake of variety.”
It was in the good old summertime at 5 PM of a warm Sunday eve that we sailed for our
haven.. Gee! I almost said heaven! We made this delightful trip without a thing
happening to lessen our enjoyment. Tying our boat to the wharf, we sought the highway.
With the understanding that he would call for me at the usual hour, we parted to walk our
separate primrose paths. As this story relates more to the return trip than to our
enjoyment of the evening we shall confine our further remarks to recording the
happening while on the way home. Emerging in response to his whistle cal at 11 PM I
was surprised to find an unexpected change in the weather had occurred in that a thick
fog had blown in from the sea, veiling everything more than a few feet away. This
condition constituted a problem. No advice or aid from my inexperienced pal could be
expected. He showed no evidence of fretting. Why should I speak of difficulties or
danger?
Reaching our sharpy we climbed aboard and pushed out into the stream, quietly
confident. Didn’t I have a miniature compass attached to my watch chain? You bet I
had!! So putting my faith in something that had never been tested, we had boldly
ventured to push off.. Drifting away it was quickly realized that we were the only objects
to be seen in this otherwise complete shut out. The figures on the tiny compass were not
decipherable. The needle pointer was whirling about in all directions, indicating as great
distraction and uncertainty as were thoughts of this perplexing predicament. Deciding to
reach something with which we were familiar we sought a bridge beneath which a flood
tide was sure to set us inland. We found it! Throughout the correct course it furnished a
first contact with land. It was now known exactly where we were. All we needed do was
keep this bit of tortuous shore and its further continuing edges in sight. We were greatly
encouraged! A light sharpy is no place to practice dancing or to make any rapid change
of position. Every move must be carefully considered and just as carefully carried out to
avoid jigging or tipping – that is, if you care to wear dry clothing.,
My ‘green’ pal in his endeavor to aid had reached out over the side to grab the grass
tufts protruding above water and thereby keep us close in to the shore. His weight tipped
the boat. This unexpected change of position jolted and rocked us back to a level keel,
and at the same time succeeded in yanking and breaking his handhold which came away
clutching a bouquet of broken off sedge tips. The loosening of his grip had caused us to
drift away again. His fist held the only grass in sight. Alarmed, scared and bewildered
he did not know he was still holding these short bits of grass, until told to drop them.
Torn from safety, my companion almost frantic and quite unnerved shouted “My God
Zeke, we are lost! We are drifting out to sea!” We were getting quite crusty, so sharply I
said ‘How in hell can we drift out to sea with a flood tide running to the river?” That
seemed to calm him as the oars once more sent us on. Unexpectedly a row of weathered
white pilings was spotted. We never intended leaving that shore. We clung to and
followed it until again we spied white piling. It was the same we had first seen. We had
held to the shore all right this time and completely circled a small island. Knowing this
island perfectly, my assurance comforted my friend while my oars propelled us in a

different direction as indicated by throws of piles. This direction proved correct as soon
we found familiar land. The land did not escape us again. We hugged the shore. In so
doing we entered every bay and inlet until the fog lessened and a dull glow which we
knew to be the moon gave us belatedly the necessary information to bring us home
damp, hungry and tired. More than an hour behind our regular walking schedule. No
one ever again succeeded in persuading my ‘land-lubber friend to ride in a rowboat.
Fully understanding and sympathizing with his frailty our walking via the railroad was
resumed where fogs never hindered our four mile an hour speed.

SELECTING MY LIFE’S WORK
[The following six paragraphs are taken from an existing copy of autobiographical
material – presumably from Tingley’s own notes. This material is from the Mystic
Seaport archives.]
Upon each return from his seafaring trips, the inevitable recurring topic would bob up as
to what line or vocation, trade or business I would prefer to follow as a means of earning
enough to enjoy the necessities as well as some of the pleasures of life.
Father was profoundly interested and anxious, so much so as to now and then suggest or
question me on the subject – I did not know the answer. Evidently he had investigated
many avenues of approach, in search of the right profession. He came home with his
first selection and out of a clear sky asked: “How would you like to become a boat
builder?:” It was a nice clean trade that paid $3.00 per day – the largest sum attainable at
that time for 10 hours labor. Quite true, but not for me, who had nothing mechanical in
my make-up. A week later, he proposed the vocation of a locomotive engineer as another
high salaried occupation . Again I said no, telling him it was altogether out of the
question, due to my inability to shovel seven tons of coal in a 65 mile run. This labor
was required of a fireman while studying to become an engineer. Again, it was an
apprenticeship to learn the trade of a machinist. I said, “why Dad, I cannot even sharpen
a jackknife correctly!.
Finally, he came home bringing a half dozen photographs which had been copied from an
old daguerreotype of one of our relatives by the local photographer. After showing them
to the family, he said to me “I have had quite a long talk with the man who made these
copies”. Inquiring if he was willing to take you as an apprentice and teach you the
business, he said, “yes, but under certain stipulations “” What do you say” How do you
feel about it.” Slapping my hands together in joyous approval, I said. “that is just exactly
what I wish to be.”
Though I had been unable to name the line of life work that would be most suitable and
satisfying to me, his probings had finally hit the nail so squarely on the head as to cause
me to explain ERIEKA!

The first condition of the contract deals with data and duration. My services were to
begin Jan. 1, 1884 and continue for the term of a year. The reason: January was the
dullest month of the year, December was the busiest, the intervening months would give
time for me to become more proficient and therefore of more assistance to him during
the holiday season, at which time it was most difficult to keep up with the Christmas.
Rush.
Second and final condition: I was to receive no pay for my services, my education must
be considered as ample compensation. Did that scare me? Not on your life: I said, “O.K.
Dad, if you can board and clothe me during that year.” It cost him my board, lodging and
$30.00 worth of clothing to start me on my successful life work of 55 years at the same
location, in my home village. This business record of longevity has never been equaled
in local history.]

[the banquet and concert section should precede teaching experience]
BANGDOODLES DESTINATION
He was a good natured, jovial and care free chap telling tales of his experiences in and
about our countryside in an inimitable manner. He never failed to entertain his listeners,
especially when under the influence of Bacchus..
This story was told me by one of his friends who had accepted ‘Bangdoodles’ invitation
to accompany him on a ride into the wilds of Quakertown and vicinity – always a
delightful trip in Autumn. “We plodded on for many miles during which I was enjoying
the beauties of Nature and the calm of our surroundings. A sudden stop aroused ma from
my meditations. I had not asked his purpose, or what his destination might be. Looking
about me, I saw an isolated house nearby. Without a word, ‘Bang’ jumped out and went
to the rear of our vehicle, reached beneath the seat and pulled out an old fashioned stone
jug and wit it, started for the house which he entered without the ceremony of knocking
at the door. In a few minutes he reappeared still clinging to the jug which surely
indicated that it had gained weight.
In answer to my inquiry he replied: “Cider, the joy of life! Have a drink?! Sorry,
‘Bang’, I’m afraid it may be too old and potent for me. Thank you just the same. He said
”Oh, that’s all right, so much the more for me”. At that he swung the jog up in the crook
of his elbow and tipped the nose of it to his lips, where he held it for so long a time that I
thought he would drown. But no! He finally came up for air, smacking his lips with
great gusto, he declared “Sweet Cider was the water of life” The jug was deposited
between his feet for ready reference.
Headed for home we stopped several times while he demonstrated how satisfying.
Sweet Cider could be. As we jogged on, his talk quickened and his joy seemed complete
until we came abreast the very ancient Quakertown cemetery, amply filed with its grey

moss covered headstones. He suddenly stopped the team, stood up and shouted :”When I
am gone they will plant me just over that wall. People passing will ask “Who lies buried
there?” and the answer will be “Nobody but poor old Bangdoodle. So lonesome!!! So
damn lonesome!! So Goddam lonesome!!!
This emotional declaration must have exhausted his last bit of strength. Dropping back to
his seat he was instantly lost to the world and to me. Picking up the reins and heading
for home we safely reached refuge in the barn. Placing the horse in it’s stall I then laid
him in the new mown hay to rest in peace till a brighter day.
MINUS POLITENESS
At the age of 23 I had married – having previously rented and furnished a small second
floor tenement. Answering the inquiry of a friend as to where we were living, I told him
my street and number. “Oh! I know, up in Mr. K’s chambers” - a common expression of
that period. Our two bed=chambers were more accurately called ‘state-rooms’ because
of their scant dimensions. We were happy and contented. A heavy snow-fall one night
had deposited in our back yard a mass of the ‘beautiful’ to the depth of a foot or more.
Grabbing my snow shovel, down stairs I sped to clear the path from our back door to the
gate, which was hung in a solid wooden fence. This fence separated the back-yard from a
wider short driveway. Directly opposite and across form our gate was another building.
The upstairs tenement was occupied by the family of the son of the man who owned the
building and who occupied the ground floor as a grocery store.
Reaching the gate and finding no room on our side of the fence, I began to shovel some
of the snow over the fence, carefully placing it near the fence, so as to not in the least
block travel – if any. Suddenly was heard a shrill female voice “Do you want that snow
thrown in the road?”, evidently speaking to her husband. She was a very eccentric
woman, celebrated for her queer and constant habit of carrying an opened umbrella rain
or shine. It was said that she had even gone to far as to raise it in the moving picture
theatre. She was advised to take in her sail if she dared to remain. The truth of this story I
cannot vouch for. In responding to her alarm, her husband rushing out bareheaded to the
boxed in landing at the top of a long flight staircase, shouted “What do you think you are
doing?” I replied: “’Shoveling snow so we can be able to get out of the yard” he said “
Quit it. Don’t you throw another shovelful over that fence”. I asked, “Is this your road?”
He said “Yes”. “Well Mister if that is so, I would advise you to take it in if you don’t
want it snowed on”. At the same time depositing another shovelful over the tence. That
was the last straw. The issue was joined, the challenge accepted, making the vote
unanimous for trouble.
Raving mad, he rushed in the house, put on a hat, raced down the stairs, shaking a fist at
me and exclaiming “I’ll have the law on you”. “Lo, how great a fire a little spark
kindleth!” Half an hour later after I had finished my labors he returned form the law
office of Attorney D . who had advised him that as it was my first offense, he had better
forget it. Thus did the attorney smooth his ruffled feathers and soothe his wounded

feeling. A truce of silence, mutually observed, preserved the peace during the five years
we remained in the neighborhood.
BLUE ALOFT AND ALOW
I had wandered down to the river front where located at the south end of a long wharf had
been built a white, two story rectangular building. Just below the eaves of this building
was inserted in black letters two feet in height the words GRIST MILL.. This mill had
been erected by an old ‘sea-dog’ as a side line to the lumber business – a company in
which he had purchased an interest upon his retirement as Captain of a steamship that had
cruised in tropical waters.
Upon his retirement, he had doffed his ‘sou’wester’ oilskins and sea boots, together with
the emphatic speech of a commander. In their stead had donned the barb and manners of
a prosperous merchant of the village. Of easy approach and kindly disposition his round
face, the lower part of which showed a full beard, the upper a tanned complexion and
snappy dark eyes, coupled with his round stocky figure, indicated the jolly good fellow
that he was. The time had come when the tide of trade ebbed, the mill had ceased to
grind for lack of patronage. I cannot recall how my steps lead to this spot. It was a
perfect Sunday morning in springtime, one of those few days when all nature pleases. A
golden sun was pouring its genial warmth through the azure vault of heaven. A perfect
calm prevailed. Not a wrinkle showed on the surface of the river. Silence reigned
supreme on this are and delightful Sabbath morning. Here was seen the Captain, standing
in a safe spot, directing two workmen who were dismantling the grain chute. This chute
housed a revolving, endless belt to which small metal buckets were attached at close,
regular intervals. This contraption was designed for the purpose of discharging bulk rain
from the hold of cargo vessels and by continuous motion hoisted the same through the
second story window of the mill.
The workmen were attempting to detach this chute, when suddenly it broke away from
both building and men. With a deafening noise of tearing, splintering, crashing sounds it
described the high arc of a circle completely inverting itself and with one exulting joyous
bound, plunged headlong through large hole in the old rotten wharf. Here it stood on
end, stuck in the mud of shallow waters, reared itself proudly and maintained as upright
a position as did the sire of the Baptist church, high up and across the river. Surprised
and shocked by this calamity, the doughty captain in an exasperated roar of protest and
distress raising his hands, his face and his voice to the clear cerulean vault overhead.
With the bellow of an enraged bull which began in powerful deep bass and ended in the
highest falsetto of weakness and a language suggestive of a jargon he must have picked
up while navigating in warmer waters, he shouted a terrific invocation. For miles about
the vicinity seemed blue as the sky. The still surface of the river, which serving as
conductor of sound must have borne the noise of this explosion to the streams remotest
source. Hastening from the scene thinking how much more comfort able it would have
been had I remained at home and calmly studied my neglected Sabbath school lesson has
caused me to believe there is no other refuge that can compare with home sweet, sweet
home.

PATRIOT
Some years before my arrival in our new village the population had been noticeably
increased by the influx of emigrants from Ireland. They had settled on the outskirts of
the town where they toiled and saved. These people, were willing and content to live on
the fringe of such society as the town could boast. The unimproved land was cheap,
much of it was under run with ledges that here and there stood out above the soil in
rugged grandeur, forming the east shoulder of the valleys.
Honest, frugal, industrious and peacefully patient, they had carved their homes out of this
stubborn rocky country. At the end of the east ridge where ran a country road, Pat
O’Brien had built his small house. Behind the house the uncovered face of the ledge
with its varying depths of soil extended higher and higher. Not a very promising farm.
Such as it was all the soil that he and his old horse Dick could penetrate with a plow was
cultivated.
Upon return to my studio after lunch this day, I found Jim McDonough standing on the
doorstep awaiting me. He was familiar with my interest in and love of nature. He
informed me that Pat was cultivating his small farm at the top of the hill. Rushing
upstairs and grabbing my camera I hastened to the scene of action, covering the half mile
distance all out of breath and perspiring with excitement. The scene was inspiring. Here
was Pat, walking, driving and guiding the old horse as he dragged the tooth harrow back
and forth over the field. High up, the figures were outlined against a background of azure
in which floated beautiful cloud formations. Watching and waiting until all the detail had
conspired for good, I pushed the button and in 1/25 of a second had recorded a simple
picture of labor that represented it’s title ‘Toil’. His last words as he resumed his labors
were “G’long Dick’ uttered in so high, thin and shrill a voice, that the sound of it still
rings in my ears as if of yesterday instead of yesteryear.
This picture was awarded 1st Prize in both the Photographers Association of America and
the Photographers Association of New ‘England in the Conventions held in 1908.
‘ Toil’
‘One toils by Faith in hope of future reaping
Each weary step, a sacrifice to God
For He, who holds the harvest in his keeping
Has sanctified the steel that rends sod”
Rev. Archibald Wheaton
These lines were written by the Pastor of the Baptist Church of this village.
Many moons later, dear old “Jim” who had become acquainted with all the facts in
connection with “Toil” informed me that he had in conversation with Pat asked him if he
knew “Zeke” had won a prize by entering this picture at an exhibition of the Royal
‘Photographic Society of London. Pat looking up in surprise, lifting his cap and
Scratching his head said: “Why in ‘ell didn’t he send it to Ireland?”

SPRING FEVER
So deeply interested in, and fond of all Nature it became my chief delight, with camera in
hand, to stroll the countryside seeking to discover and record the beauties and secrets of
field and stream as they affected my imagination. It was my entertaining pastime and
‘fancy work’ to portray and convey these personal reactions to paper, thus bringing to the
attention of those who passed – yet never saw or knew – the loveliness of the scenes in
our vicinity.
Each Springtime brought its feverish and irresistible urge to tramp cross-country seeking
and recording my observation was renewed and continued through the various seasons of
the year. These wanderings usually occurred on the Sabbath Day, due to inability of
leaving my studio during the business days of the week. Looking into every crack and
cranny within a radius of many miles brought me happiness, notoriety, reputation, artistic
recognition and financial reward – none of which had been anticipated or foreseen, save
‘happiness’.
All of these good results are credited to my dear Mother from whom I inherited
‘Spring Fever’. My love of nature and rural surroundings was so intense and satisfying
that no longings for the crowded confines of city life ever lured or attracted. The poet
has stated my ideal of existence in these few lines:
“A little health, a little wealth
A little house and Freedom
With some few friends for certain ends,
But little cause to need ’em.” Author unknown
THE RAM AND I
A very dear friends who many times had conveyed me and my impedimenta to more
distant fields in our search for new scenes, remarked it was almost impossible to get me
past any field in which was to be seen cattle, sheep or an occasional horse or the smaller
domestic animals. Having no fears as to my safety, my confidence had grown to such a
degree that I would boldly enter where ‘angels feared to tread’.
An enthusiastic amateur wishing to accompany me on some of my rambles joined me on
one of these Sabbath walks ‘over the hill and far away’. A flock of sheep attracted my
attention because of its representing all branches of the sheep family including many
ewes, young lambs and one large ram. This ram had no horns. He was solid and heavy
and as I soon learned, stood as high as my waist. Saying to my companion “We should
be able to get some fine results in that meadow. Let’s get over the wall and investigate
the possibilities.” He shook his head and said “You can go if you wish, I am afraid of
that ram.” I said, “He looks gentle and besides he has no horns”. He said “No, No. No.!
You go ahead and if he comes for you, I’ll sit on the wall and take your picture”.
All right. Here I go”, and over the wall I went and walked directly to the ram and made
friends with him by scratching between his ears and patting his back. Then as the flock

was moving away from me, I turned to follow them. I had gone perhaps fifteen feet,
when suddenly was heard heavy pounding of the earth behind me. Turning quickly to see
what it was all about, I noticed the flock had disappeared in the adjacent woods. The ram
and I were about to contend for full possession of the premises. There I stood, hampered
by an open camera in my hand, as the ram with head down was charging me with such
reckless speed and bulk as was sure to knock me silly if he ever hit me.
I heard it said ‘one could dodge a ball but once, never the second time.’ Wouldn’t it be
the same with a charging ram? Right or wrong there was nothing I could do but try to
dodge. How many thoughts a man can muster during 1 0 seconds of peril! On he came,
I could not run as that was sure to prove fatal by rear assault. So I stood by my guns as
one he came with the speed of a fast freight train and the power of a battering ram. His
head was down. I stepped quickly aside as he reached me and passed. You should have
seen him stub and brace himself in efforts to stop and reverse his course. I took
advantage of the few seconds of grace granted me, to remove from the center of the field
toward the wall that seemed so far away. Then, turning again, faced him as he repeated
his first assault. This he did six times! Knowing now that I could dodge him every time,
I scanned the ground at my feet, found a large piece of rock – all my on empty hand
could grasp. Standing erect I waited for him and when he arrived swung with all my
strength and without dropping the rock, hit him between the eyes as he again passed me.
That dose was too much for him. He quit and so did I. Reaching the wall safely, I asked
“Ed” if he had kept his promise to take my picture. He said “Guy ! I was so interested
and excited in watching you, that I never thought of it.” So the photographic record was
forever lost because of lack of control of his emotions in a time of stress. I was sadly
disappointed, as it had been my desire to demonstrate a method of handling an ugly old
ram. It would have been proof of my veracity. A picture of the engagement would have
settled all controversy.
LAIR OF THE GREEN DRAGON
On another memorable walk it was my good fortune to be accompanied by two congenial
old friends of sympathetic temperament. One of them – an art instructor and landscape
painter, the other a lawyer. Both were eminent in their professions. Both were highly
sensitive to and appreciative of artistic excellence. We had strolled along a country road
over a hill and down to the seashore where I had exposed a couple of plates. On the
return homeward at the foot of the hill was a marsh. In the center of this marsh lay an
irregular shaped body of stagnant, shallow water unable to escape save by evaporation. A
zigzag stretch of hairy green swamp grass protruded from and seriously wandered across
its surface, bordered by heavy patches of slimy scum which now and again showed clear
patches of water that conformed to the irregularity of the outline of the grasses that rose
above the level of the stagnant pools. These conditions in my fancy suggested the little
of the subject at “The Lair of the Green Dragons.”
To get at this subject it was necessary to begin the picture in the near foreground a few
feet from where we stood. This could only be done by standing in the square open
meshes of a heavy wire fence. I mounted the fence, but soon found myself unable to

control its swaying. Calling my two friends for assistance – one on either side steadied
me so that I was enabled to make the exposure. Some days later a finished copy of the
result was mailed to my artistic lawyer friend. In an acknowledgment of having received
the print, he said:” It is very fine, a wonder and a grand success but tell me where in the
world did you find your subject?” This demonstrates the impossibility of seeing things
as does your neighbor.
I tell this true story of him as my revenge for letting him seduce me to attempt to write
some of my experiences. I confess to being a fool for yielding to his importunities.
Friendship impelled me to try and satisfy a lifelong associate, while at the same time
realizing the futility of attempting the task. May God overlook and forgive my idiotic
indiscretion.
STUDY OF SHEEP
I fear you are tired of my cross country jaunts but doubt you can be half s weary as was
after this five mile trip. At this late day it does not seem possible that it could have been
accomplished by me. Carrying in my right hand a canvas case in which an 8 x 10
camera, six double plate holders containing 12 8 x 10 glass plates, two lenses and other
accessories. Also a 5 x 7 camera with six glass plates and a heavy tripod were in my left
hand. Scaling walls, through woods, crossing streams, up hill and down dale, over rough
terrain we plodded on this glorious Sunday afternoon. This time another ardent amateur
photographer accompanied me.
With no particular destination in mind we strolled along in hopes of seeing something
worth recording until we had reached the top of a hill. In a field just beyond, we saw a
flock of sheep grazing. Agreeing that the prospect was very promising we crawled over
the wall. We must have scared them, for at this point every sheep ran off and into the
woods. This left us disappointed and apparently helpless. But were we helpless? My
companion looked amazed when after selecting a ledge beneath a tall elm, I set up the 8 x
10 camera on its tripod and completed all necessary arrangements for making a picture of
the sheep. Not a sheep was in sight. It was not the first time for me that things had
appeared hopeless. From prior experience I had found that when the case seemed lost
help usually came to my assistance. Nor did my faith fail me in this instance. Upon
withdrawing my head from under the focusing cloth, I found farmer Brown had joined
us.
After greetings, I asked him if he had a quart of salt at his house and if so, would he be
kind enough to fetch it to me. He would, and did. Scattering it on the ledge in three
spots and then inquiring if he could call sheep as I did not know the pass word. He
replied: “I can call sheep but these sheep do not belong to me. I’ll try.” “Kadee, kadee,
kadee, kadee” he called several times. Soon the sheep emerged from the woods.
Evidently they scented the salt for they went directly to the salted spots, where they
arranged themselves better than I could have done - even if it were possible. The
handsome sheep took and kept the center of the stage. Watching for the best possible
grouping, I pushed the button. In the small fraction of a second’s time, I had them all

safely in the fold. The work of that day had somewhat sapped my strength, but the
success achieved more than counter balanced my weariness.
This picture brought me the 1st Prize silver medal at the 1898 Convention of the
Photographers Association of America, which was held at Celoron on the edge of Lake
Chautauqua. Here I was pleased to meet the three judges looking on the day following
the award at my exhibit. One of them – Mr. J. S. Snyder of the Baker Art Studio of
Columbus Ohio enquired if it was my exhibit they were examining. I plead guilty. He
then stepped up to me, laughingly removed my hat and said, he felt sure I must have very
longhair. He seemed to pretend disappointed when he found to the contrary. He then
said the judges would each appreciate the courtesy of receiving a copy of this picture.
Time proved it to have been the most rewarding dayswork of my entire career.
Excerpt from the Magazine “Studio Light’ of December 1916 Published by
Eastman Kodak Co. Rochester, N.Y.
OUR ILLUSTRATIONS
“There are many kinds of success, all of which are more of less gratifying, depending
upon the desires and inclinations of the man who success and the methods of winning. A
big photographic success in a large city means a continuous struggle. There must be a
steady flow of business for there is a steady flow of expense and the fight to keep the
one fairly in excess of the other often assumes the proportions of a fair sized battle.
Some men enjoy this kind of excitement and are happiest when they are in the thick of
the fight, while others do not.
Jr. Geo. E. Tingley of Mystic, Conn. Is one of the latter. Although often advised to go to
the city where he might place his talents within the reach of a greater number of people,
he has seen fit to enjoy his success in his own way. And who of the city can say he is not
wise?
Mr. Tingley has an ideal New England country home, such as would cost the city dweller
a fortune were it within the reach of his business. His time is his own to choose between
business and pleasure, and he takes exceptional pleasure in his business.
He can make sittings by appointment, work among his flowers when he likes, choose his
time for making those delightful landscape studies for which he is famous over all of
New England.
So there is really much in the life of the successful small town photographer to
compensate for the loss of so-called city advantages. His bank balance at the end of the
year is often as large as that of the city man, he has lived as well or better and under more
healthful conditions and he can always go to the city when he likes.

While Mr. Corey [Tingley crossed out] makes exceptionally fine portraits, he is best
known to he profession by his landscapes, which are not only artistic but thoroughly
typical of the New England country.
At first it was a mere hobby – the love of the outdoors, the ability to see a picture and the
desire to take it. In a short time there were sufficient negatives and a great enough
demand for prints to turn the hobby into a very profitable business.
Mr. Corey [Tingley crossed out] has never given up portraiture however, and probably
never will, for like his home and his flowers, it too is part of his pleasure.
It is our privilege to reproduce a number of these landscapes for our December
illustrations. The half-tone engravings are good, but they give only a fair idea of the
quality of the prints from which they are made..
EXCERPT FROM THE MAGAZINE ‘PHOTOGRAMS’ Sept. 1899 Vol. 6
NO. 69. PP 264
Constructive Criticism.
“One of the most notable pictures of last year’s ‘Royal Photographic Society’s Exhibition
was “Light Beyond” by George E. Tingley a Connecticut worker from whom we may
hope to see more. Photograms of ’98 spoke of it as ‘a curious fascinating and altogether
novel theme, which is worked out in an almost entirely satisfactory manner. The scene is
a grave yard with the bare trunk of a tree and a great number of grave stones, lighted
from a source directly opposite the spectator, and giving an effect of weirdness and
mystery quite in keeping with the spirit of the subject.” I think the critic might have
been even more emphatic in his praise, for the picture in question seemed to fascinate
anyone who once really examined it; and to me, at any rate, it seemed, one of the very
few pieces of real inspiration in the room. The subject was novel – a great virtue when
there is so much execution, with so few ideas – yet the theme was as old as death and
faith. The picture is full of sentiment, which does not verge upon sentimentality. Almost
its every detail is subtle, harmonious and beautiful in tone. The original platinum print
gives what the half-tone reproduction just misses – a faint suggestion of reflected light,
even on the tomb stone and the tree. In fact, only one tomb stone gives an absolutely
black silhouette. The hazy indefiniteness of the neck of water, with a spit of land, a
further stretch of water, and distant hills, is all beautifully graduated each in its proper
place, falling way to the distance. The moon and its light are unusually well rendered and
the sky, away from the moon, full of light but without detail could not have been better
managed.
The hard line of the tree, running from an indefinite mass in the foreground out of the
top of the picture is all wrong according to rule, but I think this is one of the cases where
the successful breaking of a rule proves the hand of the master The tree does much to
make the picture by emphasizing the light, and the fact that the light is beyond.

The sentiment of the scene, absolutely appropriate to the title, appealing to the humblest
intelligence yet with no rough touch to jar on the most delicate sensibility.. carries
conviction at once. It has the charm of the best of the “moaning eventide” work, plus a
note of optimism or faith: and may fairly be described as one of the pictures of which
very few are produced one year in Aug – a picture that will live.
OVERFLOWING 24 HOURS
During the last twenty years of the 19th century it was the common custom of most
municipalities to look to look forward and plan for the annual parade of the Fire
Department.
To further enhance the pleasures of this occasion,, invitations to participate were
extended to companies located in the adjoining towns to assist in the splendor of the
event. Favorable responses assured their attendance accompanied by a band or drum
corps acting as an escort. The City of Norwich has for many years celebrated such a day.
These parades were most spectacular. This grand display of fire fighting apparatus, the
variety of colorful uniforms of the firemen, as company after a company marching to the
quick stepping music of the bands moved down the street. In a long extended line of
fluttering banners, evoked the enthusiastic and spontaneous applause of the admiring
throngs gathered on the sidewalks of the City for this Gala Day of the year.
Our local band had been engaged to furnish music for Hose Company #4 on this
particular occasion. We had agreed to escort them during the parade; also to give a
concert during the evening for the entertainment of families of the members and friends.
We also agreed to furnish our transportation for the round grip. Deciding to travel by
water, the lean and attractive steam launch Skipjack was chartered. All of us looked
forward with eagerness to the anticipated joys of this excursion. Awakening on the
morning of Oct. 13th our spirits wee somewhat dampened to find that this day of
departure was slightly veiled in fog. It was equally impossible to alter the weather or the
obligations of our contract. Three musicians – piccolo Eb Clarinet and Slide Trombone –
hired to round out and coordinate our ensemble had arrived. Together we numbered 24
musicians, 10 passengers and a crew of 3 men.
The accommodation of this narrow beamed boat were at a premium for a passenger list of
37 people. Nevertheless, we managed with the aid of camp chairs seated on deck
smoking, joking and reading the morning papers we passed down our river to the Sound
and soon entered another river. It began to ‘light up’ The sun appearing granted the
privilege of viewing and enjoying the interesting scenery on either hand. Under the
warm rays of rhe sun our fears of bad weather had evaporated with the mist. With this
assurance of a fine day for the parade, the voyage was pronounced a delightful adventure.
Arriving at N [Norwich] we were met by representatives of the Hose Company and
escorted to the Metropolitan Hotel where we at 12:45 PM dined, following which we
walked to the Fire House – headquarters for the Company.

At liberty for an hour we busied ourselves inspecting the details and arrangement of their
home. At the foot of a short stairway I found myself in a small square room containing
four chairs and a table. All surrounding surfaces were wonderfully clean and trim.
Evidently the small colored man, seen in a clean white coat, was the janitor, who had so
carefully prepared this special room and was now left in charge of it. While standing on
the bottom step looking the premises over, a beer keg occupying an obscure corner came
dimly into view. A moment later a tall athletic man surely a member of the company in
civilian clothing came hurriedly through a door opposite me. His suit of black a black
derby on his head. A red flushed face indicated that he was celebrating the day in his best
Sunday outfit. Scanning the room hurriedly he spotted the keg. Rushing to it, he rolled
it to the center of the floor, stood it on end and demanded the necessary tools with which
to tap it. The janitor said:”No! No’! Massah Tom tole me done you lat no one monkey
wid dat kaig.”
“It’s time to open, and every one take a drink”, said the intruder as he left the room.
Returning quickly , holding a spigot in one hand and a heavy mallet in the other, he
placed the spigot upright with its nose directly on the bung then tried to drive in with
lusty strokes of the mallet, but failed in the attempt. Becoming frenzied by the
unexpected resistance and delay, he struck a mighty blow that loosened things up far
exceeding his fondest expectations. The bung slipped in as the spigot slipped out,
displaced by the blow, or the force of a hissing, swishing, solid stream that spurted
upward until it encountered the low ceiling, where with a slap it mushroomed in a
complete circle of a spurting spraying shower of heavy moisture. In the excitement, with
hat blown off, clothing completely soaked and blinded eyes, the operator could do
nothing to ease the dilemma until the power behind the throne weakened after half the
contents of the keg had been lost in its crazy dissipation.
The janitor plugged the leaking bung hole, then turned to aid the wrecked interloper by
mopping his eyes and clothes. Having him at his mercy, he did not neglect to lecture and
threaten him with complete destruction. “If marse Tom find out who dun it, he bust your
head in, sames as you dun de keg.” Standing on the only dry spot viewing the ruins, quick
glances showed both the room and the roving rough who caused the catastrophe had been
wrecked by this geyser and in sore need of a dry-dock for repairs.
It was time to depart from this scene of amusing drama. The only witness of this moving
picture drifted silently up the stairs to mingle with the crowd. Prudence has kept my
mouth shut until this day. Some 65 years later, all fears of becoming implicated, detained
and compelled to testify are dispelled. Now as the sole survivor of the event, freed of all
responsibility, acting again as a ‘soloist’, I am impelled to spin and weave this true yarn.
My sense of security is based on the old maxim ‘Time heals all wounds.’
AND THE BAND PLAYED ON
To defray the running expense of the band it was decided (summer being with us) to offer
our citizens an opportunity to escape temporarily from the sweltering heat. A moonlight
excursion via the good steamer Summer Girl was proposed, adopted and advertised. It

appealed to our public and resulted in a wonderful patronage that fully satisfied our
fondest hopes. The band played a popular air, as the hawsers were cast off. Under a full
moon and on a smooth sea we moved slowly from the wharf. Everybody was happy! As
the music ceased, a young boy squeezing through the throng reached me and said:
“Mister, a young lady would like to have a talk with you”. Surprised, but curious to learn
who this female was and what she wanted, following the boy we soon found and
recognized her as an employee of the hotel across the street. Her figure was outlined by
the daintiest of the Drum Major’s costume.
Ready, march ! Tap, sounds the snare drum. Left foot forward the column moves to the
beats of the drum. Tap tap, - tap, tap tap. Shortly the thin sharp sound of the leader’s
horn is heard calling attention, followed by a ruffling of the drums which quickly ends
with two heavy bangs of the base drum. This customary prelude introduces the music.
We pass down the avenue, escorting the Hose Company and its accompanying apparatus
to take our assigned place in the line. Here our Drum Major arrayed in an exotic uniform
became the center of attention. He stood six feet two inches, straight as a ramrod, a
graceful and pleasing presence, together with his sparkling dark eyes, a delicate black
moustache and hair - a wonderful handsome specimen of young manhood.
The Drum Major’s costume included an ermine shako 10 inches in height resting upon
his head, ornamented by a single golden tassel placed in the exact center front, an eight
inch plume standing in the top center from which a red drape hung over one side of this
shako, tapering down to a point from which depended a bright red tassel. The chalk white
coat displayed red fringed epaulets, belt, cuffs and leafy patterned arabesques, appliqués
across the chest. A broad decorated baldric hung obliquely from shoulder to hip. Double
braided lines of harness falling from shoulder to waist in artistic loops, then continued
upward to fasten on his right breast to droop again and end in miniature drum sticks
emblematic of his title. The trousers were of Fire Department Red, devoid of
decorations. The baton with its golden orb bore glistening tinsel tape entwined around its
full length. Approaching the city square at which place the parade was to start, the baton
of the Major was seen speeding like a rocket soaring high toward the heavens. All eyes
watched it climb, pause, and begin the descent, while we were filled with fear and
trembling doubting his ability to catch it before touching the earth. Quickly extending his
hand, calmly and expertly he plucked it from the ether with the ease of my lady plucking
a flower in her garden. With a whoop of joyous relief, my voice joined in the uproar of
the multitude. Cheer after cheer arose from the admiring and enthusiastic audience.
Do you wonder we were astonished. No one had seen or heard of this spectacular feat,
which had been privately perfected and to his repertoire.
Finally dismissed we returned to the fire house and sat down to a bountiful banquet.
Notified that we had the next hour in which to do as we wished, I sought my friend the
Drum Major. He had changed clothes for a navy blue uniform, similar to mine. We
decided to walk downtown on a sightseeing grip. The first thing noted by me was the
many females we passed, as they almost stopped and looked back at us in whispering
admiration. I should not have said ‘us’. I should have said ‘him’. They never saw me.
They were looking right over my 5 ft. 7 in. to his 6 ft. 2 in. figure, worshipping my

attractive companion. I think he failed to even cast a glance their way. He never had a
sweetheart and died a bachelor. A gentleman of the highest type. The banquet and
concert began at 6:30 pm , at which time it was sprinkling. The bad weather caused the
program to be rendered in the fire house rather than out of doors as planned.
QUEEN OF THE FLEET
While in Boston attending the Annual Convention of the Photographers of New England,
a telegram was received from a shipbuilding company urging me to return home at once
for the purpose of photographing a very large and handsome five masted schooner
recently built and launched from their shore in our village. Sacrificing the last day of the
convention to satisfy this call of duty, caused me to return immediately for the purpose of
pleasing an important patron. The boss builder informed me that the craft was lying in a
neighboring port where she had been fitted out, rigged and prepared for her maiden trip.
It was his wish to obtain pictures of her while under sail.
Arrived at the port of embarkation together with our apparatus, we boarded a tug boat
that had been chartered to tow this craft out of the harbor to the sea. In order to obtain a
large direct picture an 8 x 10 Eastman view camera was used. A tripod to steady this
bulky instrument could not serve us in this case. It had been left at home. This
necessarily obliged me to hold it in my hands and use it as you would a small snap-shot
camera., free to air it in any direction to place the subject in the center of the negative.
Boldly venturesome in those days, experimentation ever intrigued me. Hit or miss, it was
the only chance of success.
Towing the ‘Queen’ of the fleet down the harbor we soon drew away to deeper waters.
As we proceeded to sea, the sails of the five masted schooner were one after another
being hoisted and set. The day was most favorable. Moving slowly on the wings of a
gentle breeze, floating cotton-tufted clouds against the light blue sky, together with the
sun in all its golden splendor, spreading its kindly warmth over the silvery expanse of
slightly rumpled waters, served to create perfect conditions for our undertaking.
A brand new three inch hemp hawser made fast to our stern bitt, stretched behind and
across 250 yards of water to the bow of the ‘Queen’ where it reached up and over through
a chock to the forward bitt of the ship. This giant hawser could withstand any strain that
man could imagine. The sails as they were hoisted filled by the moderate breeze that was
stirring, forced the ship faster and faster ahead – creeping up on the tug until she had soon
passed our less rapid boat. As she drew away, it was noticed that the ship was now
towing the tugboat. A severe strain on the stern of our boat was caused by the advanced
position of the ship – the hawser fastened to her bow would soon place us in great
jeopardy. It could not turn us about. In stead it would careen, tip and surely capsize the
tugboat.
A tug sits much deeper in the water than other draft of comparable size, to afford greater
grip and weight. Thus the freeboard of the tug was not more than 4 feet above water.
Should the tip be sufficient for water to reach the deck, the two manholes would afford

openings for the water to rapidly flood and sink us. Through these gaping mouths all fuel
passed to the burners below. Their iron gratings would not prevail against the inrushing
waters. The wide open doors of the engine room, were but a few inches above deck.
Busily engaged with my own task, I had not noticed how circumstances could alter cases!
The first news of our peril was heard when the Captain shouting from the pilot house to
the deckhand said: “Grab an axe! Step lively and cut that hawser”! In great haste, the
axe which hung on the outside wall of the engine house above deck, was taken down by
the sailor who rushed to the hawser, which by this time was hanging over our port
gunwale.
Can you imagine seeing the “Queen” 100 yards away on our left and an equal distance
ahead? The hawser leading from this ship bow at an acute angle to our stern, placed us in
a very precarious position, if not immediately cast off. This could not be done due to the
intense strain which prevented disconnections. It required three lusty chops using the rail
as a chopping block of this broad blade before the last strand let go with a snap. It
certainly was a ‘ tough baby’. It had yielded reluctantly, not a minute too soon and in
doing so preserved us from a watery grace in the deep and rapid tides that lead to ‘Davy
Jones locker’. And now the ‘Queen’ of the fleet was speeding rapidly away seeking fame
and fortune in the all embracing arms of King Neptune’s realm. A five masted schooner
under full sail is a magnificent sight! A white streamlined hull, her sheer line gracefully
sweeping aft, from a sharp high bow to the upthrust of the poop deck was perfect. The
vast spread of sails of white canvas mainsails, topsails, jibs and staysails made up a rare
vision of virgin purity. Certainly in appearance, she rated the equal of the most
fashionably dressed ladies of the land. Throwing a kiss and bon voyage as she dropped
below the horizon we turned our prow homeward after three blasts of our whistle for
good luck.
The picture proved a grand success. We also brought home a couple of souvenirs in three
fathoms of a brand new hawser lying on our deck, and three deep scars of the axe
reposing on our rail.
BY DEAD RECKONING
During the teen years many of my greatest pleasures were experienced when permitted to
accompany my father on some of his shorter trips to various ports of commerce, that lie
scattered along the New England coast. An aged menhaden Mill having outlasted its
usefulness had passed on to a condition described by President Cleveland’s famous
words as ‘innocuous desuetude’ was being torn down. The dismantling of this mill had
the quiet blessing of the north shore residents who in earlier years had endured the odors
borne by the south wind, when this scrap mill was processing the boney fish, preparatory
to the manufacture of fertilizer for the use of he farmer. In the demolition of the mill a
large and varied assortment of obsolete metal had been salvaged.
The contract for delivering this scrap metal to a rolling mill was obtained by my father,
whose schooner would transport the same to a not too distant destination. Granted the
privilege of sailing with the crew a sense of pleasing adventure possessed me as we cast

off the lines , set the sails and moved away. The weather was perfect. A light breeze
sped us onward over the rippling water and under the warming rays of the sun, which
reaching down through the bright blue of a cloudless autumn day made one thankful for
its assurance of carefree ease and safety. Other than father and myself, the crew
consisted of the mate and the cook. Both were thoroughly acquainted with their several
duties.
The mate could easily have been mistaken for one of the Green Mountain Boys. Tall,
spare, loose jointed and barefooted he towered six feet, straight as a spar. Born on the
rugged coast of New England where he had spent his mature years in cruising up and
down its ocean front, he had become a thoroughly skilled Yankee seaman, pilot and
master of his art. His blonde complexion had never tanned, but instead had acquired a
warm pink blush on either cheek. Twinkling eyes, blue as the sky above, suggested an
ever readiness to join in merriment or mischief. A slight graying of the hair at the
temples, also noticed in the sandy moustache, indicated he had passed the half century
mark some few years prior to our acquaintance. ‘Cap’n John’, as I was permitted to call
him, seemed to know every object to be seen above water and nearly all that lay hidden
beneath its surface. Quite talkative and chummy, his stories both entertaining and
instructive fascinated me while listening attentively as he reeled off his seafaring
experiences. Thirty years at sea had made him familiar with all the waters lying between
Sandy Hook and the fishing grounds of the Grand Banks. His store of sea lore had been
gained by actual experience. Saying to him ‘of course all seamen have to know how to
swim’, he laughingly replied: “No! I have never learned to swim. No one but a d-fool
gets drowned. Why I was once overboard in Nantucket Sound for an hour, before being
picked up. It is the fear, coupled with violent struggling that exhausts and causes people
to drown. Don’t worry! Keep your mouth closed and lie on your back –“ simple as A.B.
C. ain’t it “ I had my mouth open but could hardly swallow this solution. Once, pointing
with his finger, he asked if I could see that black spar buoy two miles ahead. “No!” It
was not visible to me. Sailors are far sighted while we land lubbers become short sighted
by association with nearby objects. Soon we passed the black spar buoy. The weather
continued to be fine as we ran between a small island and the north mainland shore.
Here we noticed a message by heliograph, being flashed across to the keeper of the
lighthouse who lived alone on the island It was getting late in the day when the mate
called my attention to the weakening light. Looking seaward, a perceptible fog bank was
creeping in and eventually swallowed us completely. This condition did not appear to
bother the navigator who was still at the helm. He held to his course as the gloom of
night settled over all. After an hour of impenetrable. eerie darkness my father spoke to
the mate, inquiring if he thought it time to anchor. He said: “No, let her run a while
longer but in the meantime bring the lead on deck.” This was done and held ready for
taking soundings. The mate’s order to throw the lead was complied with. After the
greased lead had hit bottom, it was hauled in and taken to the mate who examined it and
announced: “By the mark two and a half! We are just over the oyster beds.” Father was
nervous as a witch. I was plenty worried as our ship proceeded on her course. After
fifteen minutes the mate called all hands to listen, saying “It is time we heard a bell
buoy”. All was still as death. We listened a few minutes but none of us heard a sound of
any kind. Then came the order to drop the anchor. You may believe that the ‘hook’ was

hurried overboard with a loud splash. We watched as the anchor caught bottom and the
cable payed out with a rush, passing rapidly through the hawse hole until checked at
twelve fathoms. Our ship swung around on a taut cable that lead to the anchor which
happily swerved to hold and steady us. Sails were lowered and furled. A lantern was
hung in the fore rigging as a riding light. All traces of disturbance to the vessel’s
neatness were cleared up making her ship shape and tidy. Then, out of this weird and
bewildering night came the clear and sweetest sound ever heard. It came from the bell
buoy that the navigator had sought. “Ding – ding – ding-dong’, with the regularity of a
clock pendulum, motivated by the impulse of the sea, which rocked the buoy back and
forth, causing the tongue of the bell to sound its warning notes. It brought to mind the
words of a favorite song a ”Asleep in the Deep.” “Sailor beware, sailor take care,
Danger awaits so beware, beware”! The true explanation for our not hearing the bell
before anchoring has never been satisfactorily presented.
Everything having been made snug for the night, we descended the cabin steps to learn
what the cook had to offer us for supper. He didn’t have to tell. The table already set,
spoke for its self, as we seated ourselves and scanned the layout. The bill of fare
consisted of fresh fried flounder, fried potatoes, a loaf of bread, a large pot of coffee and
of all things, an apple pie – all equal to your grandmother’s highest culinary ability. Boy
oh boy, was I hungry! Gee, but salt water sailing always created an enormous appetite in
me. I asked the cook, where did you learn how to create such a wonderful dinner?
Pointing to the table, he said, “Here you see the good results of an early education. While
still a lad about your age, I went to sea as a cabin boy and grew up with the business. My
hailing port was Dunshocklin, where I spent much of my time, ashore in skunnymugging
along the coast.? I’d a been there yet, only I came back home on a vacation and got so
fussed up by a young gal named Susan that going back to Dunshocklin was not to be
thought of. So I staid by Susan and got married. We hurried over to the sky pilot and
waited quite a few minutes before come in ready prepared to do his best for us. As we
stood waiting before him I said: “Hoe in parson, we are in somewhat of a hurry” Always
merry and light hearted he could not tolerate idle curiosity, yet always he answered with a
smile. These stories are probably just as near the truth as the old ‘sea dog’ intended them
to be. The Cook was neither tall handsome or book educated. On the other hand he was
worldly wise and keen as a crier. His sallow complexion was seen only in small scattered
patches through the heavy and uneven coat of permanent tan acquired by constant sea
duty. Soap and water could not budge it. His face was clean, save for a few bunches of
black hair insufficient to create a beard. Fate had done a poor job in placing his gray
eyes. Of medium height, not announce of flesh to spare, he was spry as a cricket.
Faithful, happy and content, he could be relied on to serve in any duty above or below
deck. That is in other words from the frying pan to the main gaff topsails. His vocabulary
was largely limited to words of his own creation Though understood by us they could not
have been founding any dictionary. In speaking of his better half he always called her
“My little Morocco-Top” I tried to translate or analyse this affectionate title. The word
little could not apply as she would easily outweigh him, two to one. Morocco Top?
Means a beautiful tanned skin of leather, or could it have been intended as ‘leather head’
in disguise? Who can say? My appetite satisfied and the cook’s chatter ended gave me
time to think of turning in for better weather. Nervously exhausted, - though the tensions

of worry were gradually lessening – I realized how tired I had become. Kicking off my
boots, I tumbled into my bunk hoping for a comfortable night’s rest. Physically this rest
served me well. Mentally, the mournful tone of the bell buoy continued to echo its
warning over and over again in my dreams. Awakening from at troubled sleep to find
myself still humming the retrain of the beloved ballad, I stepped on deck to discover
directly ahead a spit of land jutting far out into the sea.
[gap in material – minus page 11 of this ‘tale’ followed by]
to state the reason for our inability to hear it until we had swing around to our anchorage
– probably an atmosphere vacuum.” Remembering his standing aloft the binnacle, an eye
on the compass and a hand on the helm, he had calmly run down his Reckoning Bell or
no bell, time was up as he shouted: “Let go the anchor”.
GREATER INFLUENCE
The successful fishing trip, be it a cruise on the deep salt sea or an overland journey to
some sweet water brook or pond in the forest, depends largely upon the right gear and
correct lure – especially the latter, with which to meet and overcome any unfortunate
situation this might occur. Sea captains invariably include a jug of spirits in the medicine
chest with which to combat misfortune of illness or exhaustion following the rescue of a
seaman from a watery grave.
The sportsman fisher does likewise except he carries a flask upon his hip in case of
snakebite, or if perchance he is caught trespassing by the owner of a posted brook, it
often serves to pacify and adjust the ire of the proprietor, sufficiently to permit fishing of
the entire stream. The above ideas were strengthened, as at my request Cap’n. John spun
one of his sea yarns. He was standing at the helm I was sitting at his feet. Eyes wildly
enlarged and mouth wide open in awed silence listening as he told this true experience.
Cap’n John’s Story: Trading up or down the coast in search of a cargo of freshly caught
fish found us tied up at a wharf in the basin at Block Island awaiting the return of the
fishing fleet for the purpose of buying the day’s catch of one of the incoming boats. The
sun was low and about to bow out for the day as the first boat arrived. We were on the
wharf as they ’tied up’ and could see they had about the quantity needed for retailing in
the small ports along the north mainland coast. Inquiry revealed their willingness to sell
the entire catch. We bought the whole catch. These fish we quickly transferred to our
deck – more than our crew could handle without help. They must be cleaned and iced at
once, which would force our crew to work all night. It was now dark. An offer of good
money was made if they would aid us. One of them said “No, by God! We have been
out since before daylight working hard to catch them. That was our share in getting the
fish to market. We are all in and tired out”. They could not be persuaded. We were
very sorry, but nevertheless would they come aboard and have a nip to brace them up a
bit. Would they? I can hear the heels of their boots as with a rush they hit the deck and
crowded down the companion-way to sit on the cabin floor. The bracing remedy in a
small stone jug was produced and served in tin cups. Some of them took it neat, others
with warm or cold water and another asked for sugar. We sat a while telling tall stories
of fishing adventure as friendship warmed up. Soon our Cap’n spoke up and said, “Well,
we must get a move on, but before going on deck would you care to have a night cap? “

With a roar they shouted “Yes” . They had it. Soon after the Cap’n said :”Now boys we
will have to wish you good night and get to work on the fish, so please excuse us”.
Following them on deck we found them standing in a group, listening to their skipper
who then came to our Cap’n and declared: ’Well Cap’n we have decided not to leave you
in the lurch. We are going to stay with you until your fish are safely placed in cold
storage” They did just that. About to start for home, one of them said “Thank you
Cap’n for a bang up good evening and good luck to you.”

FLOUNDER FISHING
In the early days of my youth no trawlers were in evidence on the waters of this coast.
The only fisherman using seines were the crews of the Menhaden steamers who used
immense purse nets. These boats would daily bring in hundreds of thousands during the
seasonal run of this fish. Locally they were called ‘Bony fish’ a term that quite amply
describes their makeup. These fish ran in large schools near enough to the surface to
look like a broad patch of reddish brown, slightly agitated and rippled by their flapping
fins or tails. Aloft sat the lookout, scanning the sea for signs of fish. Then fish while
being processed for their oil gave off a heavy pungent odor which if wafted by a south
wind would be impartially distributed inland.
The hand line fishermen used these cheap and odorous fish for bait. My Dad,
announcing that he was intending to make a trip to New Shoreham waters and try his luck
at catching flounders said he would take me along if I cared to go. It would satisfy my
boyish desire to go where fish in plenty were to be found. You could bet your last dollar
on my acceptance. For such a trip the first requisite was bait; the second necessity was
ice. If one wanted to catch a fare of flounder sufficient to pay for shipping them to
market, you must first buy a bushel of Boney Fish at the Menhaden factory. Then a ton
of ice must be lowered down the mid-deck hatch, to be used in keeping the fish fresh
until they could be marketed in Fulton Slip, New York City. Outfitted, we sailed from
the home harbor in the forenoon, despite a light fog, which an hour later had become
thick as ‘Bergoo’. Not a breath of air was stirring. A dead calm settled over all, as we
realized that loss of vision and movement ended navigation on our part. Helpless, we
must submit to the whims of tidal currents, while sitting in depressing dampness,
wondering and worrying as to what might be the outcome of our predicament. That the
tide was carrying us quite rapidly was presently proven as we spied a red can buoy which
we narrowly missed hitting. Father asked: “Where are we?” That buoy is on Wicopesit
Channel; the tide is on the flood; we will in a few minutes be in ocean waters. Passing
through this short narrow gut for an hour or two longer we continued to rapidly drift
away from our destination. The red can buoy had been the only object visible. Then the
fog began clearing as the hot sun burned away the last vestige of haze. With the sun had
come a favorable breeze that wafted us to the port we sought, too late, to begin fishing
before the morrow.
Tied up at the wharf and soon had everything ship-shape. Father and Cap’n. John went
ashore and left me with the cook. It so happened that he was a son of the dear old lady

where, while yet a small boy, I had often called to purchase two cents worth of potato
yeast. A veteran of the Civil War, he carried a large scar on his wrist where a rifle bullet
had smashed through. As Color Bearer for his company, he was wounded at Drury’s
Bluff. The army doctors insisted upon amputation. ‘Doug’ refused to let them operate
and thus saved his hand.
There was nothing doing ashore. At a still early hour it was proposed that ‘all hands’
seek their bunks. Bright and early we rounded the north end of the island next day and
sailed down to the south end, then dropping the sail we would drift back to the north end,
there to repeat again and again the same maneuver. The bait had been cut in inch square
pieces. Codfish lines with two hooks had been baited and dropped overside to drag the
bottom, as the schooner drifted slowly north with the tide. That the fish were fond of the
lure was obvious, as rapidly we hauled t hem in and over the rail to be thrashed off the
hooks across the hatch coaming, and dropped in the hold. The sea bottom must have
been shingled with them.
Since early morning we had been tending strictly to fishing. Often hauling in two at a
time that came up resisting as a flat pair of barn doors. At noon, tired, hungry and despite
the woolen cots on my hands, the chafed and raw condition of my fingers made me
willing to quit. Realizing my eagerness to fish had been more than satisfied, nothing less
than a furlough would give me time for rest and recuperation. So with a doughnut in my
hand, my bunk was sought and dropping into it, knew nothing until the cook awakened
me for lunch,. It was decided to return to the old Basin and continue fishing as we slowly
drifted in the right direction. Father, Cap’n John, the cook ‘Doug’ and myself were all
standing at the rail as we rounded the north end of the island. All were still catching fish,
except the cook. He had not a bite for an hour, and as a consequence had to take our
friendly ridicule in silence. Unexpectedly he was seen to come out of the doldrums and
was pulling on his line with all his might and main trying to land some very heavy
object. Watching him slowly gaining we wondered if it could possibly be a whiptail shark
or perhaps a lost anchor. He finally conquered and pulled aboard an immense fish, both
in area and weight. It was the largest flounder ever seen aboard our schooner, weighing
16 pounds and 6 ounces.
To me it seemed probable that the big fish had been nosing around the bait during
‘Doug’s’ unlucky hour, thus keeping the smaller fish away. Patting ‘Doug’ on the
shoulder we took back all our foolish joshings. In its place gave three loud cheers and a
tiger and hoisted the ‘colors’ to the mast head in his honor as ‘King Pin’ and ’High
Hook” aboard our craft.
This incident capped the climax of a highly successful fishing trip. It was getting late as
we slowly drifted to Clay Head on our way to the Basin to again tie up for he night. The
Cook had in the meantime gone below to prepare the meal of the day. As we finished
furling sails, washing down deck and snugging things down spick and span, the cook
cried, ‘ Come and get it.”

Salt water sailing stimulates and whets the appetite to a keen edge. The dinner set before
us became for me toe best remembered meal of a lifetime! Due to an increased appetite
the freshness of the fish and the skillful Cook whose art had taught him when fish were
done to the right turn. He knew how to cook! It’s sweet taste haunts me still! The bill of
fare: Fried Flounder and All the Fixings.
Among the fish caught had been a dogfish - one of the several small species of the shark
family, usually killed and thrown back in the sea by fishermen as no good. After cutting
off the head and tail it had for some unknown reason been retained. The lines had been
cast off. We were heading for home at an early hour of the morning over the rippling
water under the impulse of a favorable breeze. Only a few miles had been covered when
the reason for keeping the detested fish became known. Of course there was no mermaid
or housemaid in our crew! Father said: ”Son, get a bucket of water, a bar of soap. Go
down in the cabin and scrub the floor by first wetting slightly and then use the body of
the dogfish whose skin is like fine sandpaper, and thoroughly work it back and forth to
start the dirt. So with dogfish carcass in hand, the floor was scraped, followed by a soapy
hot bath. While acting as a charwoman, I realized why the Grand Architect of the
Universe had created the dogfish. It is a great help to the seaman in the absence of a
scrubbing brush.
Should we have delayed anchoring for another ten minutes our schooner would have
been driven high on a rocky shore. Gee whiz, what a narrow escape. On this clear
morning it seemed to me that only by a real miracle had we been preserved from disaster.
Mentioning this idea while chatting with the mate, he asked me “Why a miracle?” No,
you are wrong. It was just a sheer case of Dead Reckoning. He then explained: “When
the fog came rolling in, I knew just where we were; where we were going, and the
distance between; also our speed, the tide and depth of water we would have under us, in
sailing a straight course between the two points. I knew where the bell buoy was located
as a warning signal. Yet, I to am unable…………..[missing page 12]
GREENPORT
In the early Spring of the second year of my apprenticeship the boss heard of an
opportunity to revive an old studio located across salt water, in another state. He had
investigated and believed the venture was worth trying, if I was willing to alternate with
him every two weeks in managing the two studios. As I was agreeable to his plan, he
spent the first two weeks in putting the new studio in shape to do business. Coming
home as he did at the end of the first fortnight, it became my turn to take over the duties.
An early morning start would in a couple of hours land me prepared to take over the
responsibility. My first trip had to be made by tugboat as the regular steamer had been
hauled out for repairs. The choppy condition of the sea splashing over the deck of the
low lying boat, found me sitting on the roof of the engine room, with feet dangling over
its edge, trying to keep dry. From this site it was an enjoyable trip. As we drew in to
make our landing, it was noted that a goodly percentage of the idle and curious had
gathered on the pier to watch us tie up. It reminded me of my home people who for want
of something to do on a Sunday afternoon, could be seen strolling toward the RR Station

to watch the four o’clock train come in. Among this group on the wharf was a hack
driver seeking patronage. I heard him hail one of our passengers. “Well, been over to
Yankee land eh? How’s all the Yanks?” I felt like kicking him in the pants. I hurried
past this smart Alec and was by the elderly man whose studio we were to manage. He
conducted me to his residence, where I was to board. Following an introduction to his
wife he accompanied me to the studio. While looking about me as would a cat in a
strange attic and finding no fault, he advised me that lunch would be served at noon and
left me to my own devices.
My first evenings were spent with the family circle, which was enlivened by the presence
of his son and wife and baby, who occupied the tenement on the floor above. For a short
while I became the center of attraction for the inhabitants of this quaint port who after
giving me the ‘once over’, suffered me to become one of them. My cornet was an aid to
acquaintance with the members of the local brass band, who welcomed me at their
rehearsals and became my friends. The young maids and some not so young, took
interest in my comings and going. Their invitations to small evening parties caused me to
accept just once. Seated in the center of their very limited circle – all of the opposite sex,
I received every attention from these kind and interesting spinsters who little dreamed I
was looking over their dear heads in memory of the sweetheart from whom I was to be
separated every fortnight during the period of this uncertain venture.
During the evening of the second day of my arrival in town, we were honored by the call
of an airy sophisticated and attractive matron. Her gay conversation enlivened most of
the hours spent with the family. As she was about to leave us and return to her residence,
a cordial invitation was extended to Fred and wife together with myself and cornet, to
spend an evening at her home. Thanking her, we agreed to do so. Following her departure
the family informed me that she was a ‘grass widow’ an excellent pianist and about thirty
years of age. A few evenings later our promise was made good as we arrived at her door.
I noted it as a nice home, finely furnished and neat as a pin, with the piano at the end of
the parlor. Coming as we had to enjoy an evening of music, preliminary remarks were
soon ended. Miss A. went to the piano while my cornet was being removed from its case.
While tuning my horn to the piano, she brought forth an assortment of sheet music which
must be transposed by me at sight from C to the Key of Bb while standing and peeking
over her shoulder to read the score. Despite this I managed and it was fun. After light
refreshments and much consideration we thanked her for a most pleasant evening and bid
her good night. The very next day I was informed by one of the first ladies group me
with, that they would cut me off their list if they ever heard me playing again at the
widow’s residence. No further contacts with either the widow or the would-be moralists.
They were dropped like hot potatoes.
Lida was employed as operator in the telegraph office across the street. Every day or two
she would run up my stairs to visit and entertain me by recounting the good, bad or
indifferent news of the day, both local and foreign, which she had gathered over her wire
or garnered from acquaintances. She would sit at my side watching me at the work of
retouching negatives and at the same time spill her collection of news items without
interrupting my labors. She afforded me company during many a lonesome day. Lida

was three inches taller, older by six years and quite a distance ahead of me in
conversation. She denied knowing who, shy or how the nickname ‘Snoopie” was
originated, adopted and permanently pinned on herself.
The important entertainment of the week occurred each Sunday evening at the large
white Church. I was urged to attend these services because of the sensational discourse
of the new pastor, and the wonderful singing of the choir. The house was jammed to its
capacity by an audience who seemingly had attended as they would a theatrical
production to listen to an entertaining programme. The preaching? Ah! The preaching
was greased lightning, flitting from mountain top to maintain top in a high key of very
pointed observations on the moral conduct of those ladies who spend the greater part of
their time in adorning with lace and ruffles those garments which should never be seen
s=except then hanging on a clothes line. Wonderfully rich, rare and racy ! At this point
the meeting bid fair to become a dressmakers convention for the purpose of deciding on
new styles of garments suitable for female wear. No additional information in such
matters interested me. I was very content with the present vogue. “Long may they wave
o’re the land of the free and the home of the brave.” ‘Was it possible the pastor preferred
the red flannel petticoat with it‘s large white china button, to the modern artistic triumphs
in feminine attire? Finding his discourse too raw for a delicate digestion, my feet sought
the exit, mumbling. “All hope abandon ye who enter here”. While descending the stairs
to the vestibule this mental ramble was cut short by the firm triumphant notes of that
rousing hymn .”Onward Christian Soldiers”. Always an inspiration, it stopped my
intended exit, to once again listen in joy to the glorious hymn as rendered by the large
choir led by the rich baritone of John Webber. It stirred me from head to foot as had
nothing during the previous proceedings. My dire forebodings were overwhelmed,
submerged and forgotten as I listened enraptured to the grand – yes, grand – inspiring
music while mentally revising my first conclusion. The entire audience, emotionally
uplifted by the stimulating melody, arose and wholeheartedly united with the choir in
rendering this wonderful march in all its exalted fervor. The power of this harmonious
tidal wave of enthusiasm, forces a change in my original opinion and in its place
substitute, “All hope is not lost” The art of the dressmaker is till flourishing, as doubters
can confirm, by stepping out any breezy Monday morning to view the scene. An
unknown poet has written words that seem best to express my feelings toward the choir
and the dressmakers.
“Our hearts, Our Hopes
Our prayers, Our tears
Our faith triumph o’re our fears
Are all with thee are ll with thee.”
The church still stands as an emblem of Hope and Truth.

RUFFLED FEATHERS
On the first Sunday following my arrival in this dear old town our small family could be
seen wending their way to worship. Their earnest invitation to join with them could not
have been easily refused. Walking on this rare and pleasant day soon brought us to their
small chapel. Entering, we sought the family pew, sat down and awaited the opening
ceremonies of which my ignorance was most profound. My dear and cherished mother at
the age of nine years was converted, baptized and united with the Baptist Church whose
doctrine of Christian religion she had espoused. Her lifetime of devotion to this faith was
such as to cause her to be known as one of the staunchest Pillars of the Church. Is it any
wonder that I was not in touch with the rites or ritual of the various other religions sects?
Of course my host knew nothing of the early influence of mother during my youth
formative years. He, in my opinion, desired me to meet as many of the good people of
this town as possible to introduce me as the newly arrived young chap who would be glad
to perpetuate their memory in up-to-date style, by photography. Alas, if such was his
desire, he was to be disappointed. Without any realization on my part of any change, the
morning service had ended and silently we had been merged with a session of the
Sunday School.
Of the entire audience but two people had been seen moving toward the exit. Upon
asking my host what it meant, he explained the situation. Grown up in the Baptist faith,
my knowledge of the customs of the various other branches of religions worship was
practically nil. Feeling very foolish, deeply depressed and humiliated by my lack of
intuition. I asked if he would pardon me for desiring to retire, and take a stroll along the
beach. The beautiful sights to be seen on this bright and joyous June day might ease my
mind and smooth down my ruffled feathers. He said: “Certainly, you are quite excusable
in as much as you have had no time in which to study the Sunday School lesson.” Quietly
moving down the aisle to the exit, a short brisk walk, soon brought me to the edge of the
good black soil step down a foot to the sands of the shelving seashore of the harbor. The
end of a long planting over the drop, suggesting a good seat from which one might enjoy
the balmy breezes while watching the wheeling gulls gracefully soaring over the calm
blue water against a background of unclouded sky.
Here, soaring, floating, dipping and gliding they traced their curves and fascinating
flourishes which are beyond recording save in the memory of the beholder. Moving
toward the plank to rest a quick look decided me to keep on my feet, rather than crush a
large rusty colored spider, with long bowed legs, also a light gray caterpillar with black
stripes down its body. Nose to nose they faced each other, two inches apart in the center
of the plank.
SPIDER AND CATERPILLER
Remaining standing, while watching them, neither had winked an eyelash or showed any
inclination to move. The plank was very wide, affording plenty of room to pass each
other. It seemed a case of fear rather than obstinacy. Watchful, waiting for twenty
minutes with no change in the situation caused me to leave the scene and take a stroll

along the beach, where my attention was drawn to a small dingy shanty standing near by
on higher ground. Drawing nearer revealed in roughly painted letters the following
notice. “The Lord Helps those who help themselves. But God help anyone caught
Helping Himself around Here.” Looking in at the open door two fishermen were seen
busy ‘shucking’ oysters. One of them in looking up, spotted me standing in the doorway
and said “Hello! Come right in and take a seat. You must be the new picture man. Are
you fond of oysters on the half shell?” Confessing my fondness of the mollusks, he
passed to me an opened oyster. “Um, um!” That, I said, was superfine “extra kokum!”
It cemented a friendship that pleases me to recall even at this late day.
It was now certain that this shack was the headquarters of oystermen who had in the past
been bothered by thieves. The told me “Gulls are wonderful scavengers. They clean up
any bits that remain in the shells That is why we throw them outside. You see, we open
them in this shack, can them, and store them here to await the morning market. We have
also learned that the public are good cleaners too, but we object to being cleaned out by
the public.” “We welcome birds but warn the thieves. Since posting the open threat, no
further trouble has been experienced” Thanking them for their kindness and explanation
caused by curiosity, my steps soon took me back to the plant. Both the spider and the
caterpillar had disappeared. Perhaps the spider cared not to dine while under observation
or she may have had a large family to provide for and had slain the poor caterpillar who
had no other protection than the fuzzy hair that covered its body – ticklish mouthful for
the spider. After deep consideration my conclusion is: After assuring herself that the
coast was clear, she tackled the caterpillar, bit off it’s nose and dragged the body home;
picked of the hair and served a dinner to the large family down in the basement of a hole
in the ground. My inquisitive nature had caused me to forget the lunch hour of my
boardinghouse. I did not mind going without lunch. These two events completely
overcame the bad effects of the morning service in church.
THE A O H ANNUAL EXCURSION OUTING
During the brief period in which it was permitted me to associate with the people of this
town, nothing had occurred to upset the peace of this community. No fires, no fights, no
filching – consequently no uniformed police. A half dozen constables found very little
to occupy their time. On this 4th of July day the excursion steamer “Sunshine” had
brought about five hundred passengers associated with some Secret Society to celebrate
with their wives this holiday outing.
Busy in the studio the first intimation of the fact came to me when noisy talk and
trampling of many feet was heard. Going to the window disclosed a horde of strangers
passing. However, not quite all of them passed. Some of them broke away from the
mob, climbed the stairs to enter and crowd the studio reception room. The men were
large and lusty individuals. Rough of speech and alien in appearance, they were carrying
a heavy load that had reached their “ Plimsole Line.” One of these red faced stone
masons or longshoreman said he wanted some tintypes of his family. With very grave
doubt because of his inability to stand still the few seconds necessary for the exposure
they were posed. The result was as anticipated. Showing him the result he said “By God,

try it again! Trying once more with the same result, he was told “It is not possible for
you to keep still. You already owe me two dollars. You are simply wasting my time and
material “ He said,” By Jeeze, you will try again!” Refusing to do so and then telling him
to get out, he replied: “Damned if I will!” The ladies in the party had tried and tried
again to calm him without success. Alright, the noise and confusion became so intense
that he was ordered to take his party and vamoose. He refused to move an inch saying:
”Very well” starting for the street in search of an officer to eject him and then telling him:
“If you are still here upon my return, you will be arrested” Down on the sidewalk but
one constable was in sight and he was quite busy trying to break up a brawl. Far down the
street an immense throng had gathered. Some one told me, all the constables were
down on the wharf trying to break up a riot that was causing complete ruin of the
furnishing of a saloon. Returning from this fruitless search it was a pleasing relief to find
the studio vacated. Not wishing to visit the scene, further details of the scrimmage
caused by this ‘”Ancient Order of Hellions” were related by various witnesses of the
turmoil, including our friend Lida.
THE STORY
The Devil’s Broth, boiling in their kettles, combined with the heat of the day had slopped
over the ships side and in an ever advancing wave the horde spewed across the wharf
seeking more fuel in the nearby saloon. Refusal of any service at the bar only added heat
to their frenzy. Infuriated by this announcement, the leader picked up a billiard ball and
hurled it at the very large mirror on the back bar wall, smashing it to smithereens. The
fest of the besotted rogues following his example, grabbing any movable object, joined in
the attack upon the furnishings of the room. After breaking all the glass in and about the
entire premises, they were finally driven out on the street where they continued the fun by
fighting among themselves. The constables, arriving too late on the scene to have
prevented the carnage and by using their authority and staves, made some impression on
and in the heads of the crazy mob. Yet there was still doubt if they could have fully
succeeded if the captain of the “Sunshine’ had not sounded two long blasts of the
steamer’s whistle. This signal called all passengers aboard the ship as the boat was about
to leave for home.
A grand rush for the boat swept the last of the insurgents from the wharf. Viewing the
consequences of the battle by peering inside through the shattered windows, revealed
complete devastation. The floor of the saloon was strewn with broken bits of glass,
scattered broadcast, with here and there vaguely indicated by the bodies of the injured,
unable to rise because of their wounds. Closer inspection by the authorities reported that
all were suffering from fractures of either their backs, arms or legs which accounted for
their inability to stand. Yes, it was the fractured chairs. Further inquiry, settled the case
of the proprietor and his bartender. Bruised and battered by the flying missiles they sped
for their lives via the back door, but were now accounted for as recovering.
Following his two months experience, my alternating partner felt the business did not
show sufficient income to warrant his further participating in the venture. He wished to
retire from the alliance and suggested that arrangements be made with the proprietor to

the end if it could be agreed upon. The business would be managed by myself at a price
of $12. per week and board. Such a plan would assure a continuation of the business
without detriment to either party. Adopted, this plan prevented visiting my boyhood
home as well as the time of the young lady of my heart. Despite the enjoyment of many
kind friends and my love of the picturesque surroundings of this village, a feeling of
lonesomeness and not quite up to concert pitch possessed me. While thus languishing,
no good reason for the cause could at the moment account for it. In the morning mail
came a letter from my dear Mary stating she expected to visit her cousins living in this
village. Better than any doctor’s prescription, this missive swept my morbid thoughts to
oblivion and forced me to realize what was the real cause of my troubles by opening my
eyes to the true explanation. I was deeply in love. To this day, memory has brought the
pleasure and joys of the week following the arrival of this sweet maid. Every spare
moment from business found us together. She and her cousins came down to the studio,
and there sat in a group for the precious picture now before me. Though it was not
known at the time of her departure, it was to be but a few months before we again met.
During the few remaining months of my stay, many pleasurable trips with the Brass Band
were enjoyed. The .members of this Band were my jolly good friends. The people met
in business were of a rare grade. In their kindness and probity. In fact it was a thriving
and thrifty community of folks who could be depended on in the time of need. After the
brief six months of living among them, it was with real regret I was soon to say good boy,
never to return.
In the early days of September 1886 as letter from my former boss asking “If resigning
my present job were possible.” If so he would like me to come home and enter in
partnership with him. He was to take over a studio in a nearby city and I was to manage
the studio in my home town, where my apprenticeship had been served. After due
consideration and advice his proposition was accepted on his terms. A friend agreed to
take my place. Arriving home, the deal was completed and endured for eight years.
Unsatisfactory sailing in this kind of ship caused us to mutually agree to sever our
business relations, to paddle our own canoes. This resulted in leaving me proprietor of
the studio in my home town where the business was conducted until September’s terrific
hurricane of 1938.
INTRODUCING SOME OF MY NEIGHBORS
The Watchmaker
While yet a small lad, my Mother would send me down street to do her various errands.
All bread was home made. To be successful in making bread yeast was essential. Once a
week or oftener, she would place one of the copper two cent pieces in a small pail and tell
me to go to the home of a dear old lady who made and sold liquid potato yeast and
purchase the money’s worth. This walk would take me by the show windows of the
watchmaker. Even at that early age he became for me such a fascinating picture as to
cause me to pause and watch him at his work. A magnifying glass was set in his eye; the
spectacles he commonly wore simply lifted to his forehead, where they rested during his
inspection of and labor upon the mechanism of the watch. Sixty or more years had

passed before the pleasure of recording this early impression was achieved by
photography. At this time he had reached the age of 92 and was still in business. He had
served his apprenticeship early in the 19th century in making wooden wheels used in the
construction of the clocks of those days. Though time had dealt leniently with him
through a long life, his wavy locks reaching down to his shoulders, together with his
snowy white beard caused some to speak of him as “Old Father Time”. Cheerfully
consenting to pose for me, he had come to the studio, bringing with him the tools of his
profession as had been requested. After making the sittings, excusing myself, I retired to
the dark room and developed the negatives. Sitting at the table with head resting in his
hand he must have dozed, as upon my return roused up, sleepily sighed and slowly said,
“Oh dear, Oh dear.” Then looking out the window he asked, “ Can you tell me who
those two nice looking ladies are across the street” Tho’ four time a widower the cosmic
urge still persisted.
What Price a Century
When Mrs. Ann Eliza Copp celebrated her 100th birthday, it was decided to hold open
house and also have her photographed. Two birthday cakes had been made to provide
sufficient area to accommodate the candles. After concluding the making of several
sittings, an invitation to remain for refreshments was accepted. By request of a guest,
unassisted, she arose from her chair, stepped forward and making a courteous bow,
recited several poems of her youth from an amazing store of memories, with a firm voice
and the accepted elocution style of her girlhood. To me it was a most wonderful
revelation of human vitality. In accepting the congratulations of a young Miss, she was
advised by the centenarian to ‘pray the Lord to not let you live as long as he had me!’.
Sane, sensible, yet surfeited, she survived to complete the second year of a new century.
What price a Century!
The Town Seer
When ‘Gabby the Seer’ was on his stump, nothing on earth would cause him to slump.
He knew all the answers, was of good cheer, never leaving his rostrum for hoot or jeer.
When the power within him had rundown and the people had run away, he closed his
mouth, which stopped his spiel until another day.
Woman’s Work Is Never Done
At her humble cottage, neat and trim
All wiped their feet ere stepping in
Hoops on her rain barrel scoured bright
Windowpanes cleaned, admitting light.
The grocer’s boy coming up the street
Will surely pause and scrape his feet
]She sits at the window nice and slim
And if he fails, may the Lord help him.

The Old Salt
When I was a lad a sailor I would be
Slipping my cable I signed on for sea
Combing the salt seas, calling at all ports
Knowing perils and pleasures of various sorts
Now, with increasing years, I have ceased to roam
And dropped my anchor in the harbor of Home.

The Village Carpenter
Mr. Reamer, who follows the carpenters trade
Would willingly pause and lend his aid
In the midst of trouble he’d shout and sing
While lending a hand in unsnarling the string.
He willingly sat to me – proud as a King
Providing it wouldn’t cost ‘im anything.
So this portrait was made on a dark rainy day
While awaiting clearing of the storm away.
His Majesty’s Order
The studio stairs leading from the street were boxed inside the building. It was possible
to hear and understand any conversation, even with the door closed at the head of the
staircase.
One afternoon was heard the voices of two individuals in vexatious dispute just inside the
street entrance. Curious to know whom they were and the cause of the trouble, prompted
me to open the studio door, which disclosed a lady and her small son engaged in arguing
Their differing ideas. The lad disliked the thought of Mother and he posing together in a
picture. It was beneath his manly dignity! Mother’s persuasions fell on deaf ears. As a
last resort she embraced, kissed and quieted him with some sort of a vague promise, took
him by the hand and slowly dragged him still reluctant up to the studio.
After arranging his blonde surly locks, brushing his clothes and straightening his tiny tie
he was released to run about the room, while mother perfected her toilette during which
time, necessary arrangements were made for taking the picture. The lad watching for a
chance to speak sidled quietly up to me, pulled my head down and whispered in my ear:
“Make if as worse as you can!”
Let’s Forget It
Among my antiques were four chairs which had been added to the furniture of the
reception room. The tall slat back chair – rush-bottom – seat, short arms and shorter
rockers had been placed in the northeast corner near a window that overlooked the busiest

street of the village. An old time feather cushion suggested cozy corner comfort while
the window afforded a good view of the passing public to patrons while awaiting
attention. It was the most popular seat in the room. It had many good points, having
been carefully handled it had never shown a single defect. It had our perfect confidence
in its sturdiness. Nobody realized it was anything but perfection itself.
Outward experiences are often deceiving. Old Mrs. Walton once said “You can never tell
how far a toad can jump by looking at it.” A notice was left on the center table, stating I
was in the dark room. Some one was heard to have entered the studio and had sat down
to await my appearance. Hastily completing my task and while drying my hands, a
piercing shriek was heard, instantly followed by a heavy thud. Quickly opening the door
revealed a catastrophy. In the far corner a confused heap of clothing from which a pair of
legs hung up and dangling over the upturned legs of the chair – agitating the clothes in
vain. Wild struggling to free herself from the antique trap, only resulted in creating
greater disarray. The chair and its victim lay helpless on their backs. Rushing to the
rescue, I cried: “Hold on Little Sister, don’t you move, aid is at hand”.
Reaching under her shoulders, carefully lifting her to an upright position and inquiring if
she was badly hurt, she replied: “Not a bruise”. Then coming closer, she blushingly
admitted it had seriously hurt her pride and upset her strict ideas on modesty. Consoling
her, I said “Let’s forget it”. We are both most fortunate to have escaped injury and like
the chair, have not a scratch on us”. The shortness of the rockers could not tolerate long
swings, which if attempted, resulted in reaching a point of no return. It was now realized
it could shy and rear up, like Dr. Barber’s little sorrel mare.
Having disclosed its secret fault, it was condemned to solitary confinement (for life) in
the attic, while the Lassie and myself are still free. Tho’ sixty years have sped we are
both alive, and as we pass, exchange smiles, while thinking of and realizing the
impossibility of following my own prescription of “Let’s forget it.”
He Wouldn’t Pay It
It happened in the early afternoon of an Indian Summer day. The sun in all its splendor
spread its warm comforting rays over all. Mother Nature had unsparingly applied her
gayest colors to the foliage of the countryside. A day temptingly inviting relaxation from
the daily task,, suggesting recreation in an outdoors excursion, rambling ‘cross country’
with camera in hand. Previous appointments for sittings prevented closing of the studio.
Such a day would surely bring the farmers wife in town to do her shopping.
Aroused from my musing by the chatter of many feet heard climbing the stairs, I opened
the door to admit and greet a family group of six people from up country viz: Father:
short, stout, red headed; Mother: tall, tanned, tired and bulky; also four children clinging
to mothers skirt as if unaccustomed to meeting strangers. The father said he wanted to get
a tintype of the whole damn family. Telling him my camera made four pictures each
sitting, he declared, “But I only want one. How much for one?” Assuring him one would
cost as much as four, he then wanted to know how much will that be?” I told him one

dollar. At which, standing on his toes he stretched out his neck and said: “By God, I
won’t pay it!” ‘Come on he called to his flock, and abruptly clattered down the stairs.
Commissions?
Many new patrons now came from distant points. Among them was an elderly
gentleman and his good wife for whom it had been a pleasure to work in photographing
their fine colonial residence and its beautiful surroundings. The results obtained must
have been pleasing, as soon afterward they had called at the studio to sit for portraits.
Noticing that the aging wife was somewhat nervous, considerable time was devoted to
becoming better acquainted and thus relieve her anxiety.
Their gracious manner and interesting conversation was truly delightful. They
questioned me, without any show of affectation of superiority and quietly listened to the
many details of my chosen profession. There was soon created an air of confidence and
friendship. Now at ease, sufficient sittings were made. Preparing for departure, this dear
lady while holding the door knob in her hand, paused and turning to me said: “No one
can imagine my dread of facing this experience of sitting for photographs. But now I feel
it my duty to confess, that every moment of my visit has been most thoroughly enjoyed.
Accept my thanks for our kindly attention.”
These kind people employed a very able secretary, who had previously been a patron of
mine. A note from her requested that I make a dozen more copies of her likeness, as the
first lot had been exhausted. When finished they were mailed together with the invoice.
In her reply she claimed it was by her advice that these two elderly people had so
generously patronized me. “How much commission do you pay for such service?”
My reply: “Dear Miss ? In answering your valued favor of recent date, it is most
pleasing to learn of one more friend whose influence had been the means of directing
new patrons to my door. Never before had such a proposition been put up to me on the
subject of commissions. I had come to believe in a slogan – which you may possibly
recall. It reads as follows: ‘Mellins Food is advertised by our loving friends’ As I do not
feel competent to set a price on another’s service – will you be kind enough to decide on
an amount, as in your judgment is fitting; deduct same from my invoice and at your
convenience remit the balance? Deeply appreciating your kindness, Believe me truly
yours, Ezeikel Corey.” Two days later a check to cover the full amount of the invoice
was received.
It Must Be Beautiful
Three ladies from a nearby city had called on me at the studio. The younger two women
may have been daughters of the elder matron – they did not say. This elder lady of
perhaps sixty years of age, spent the time in viewing the samples of work displayed on
the walls of the reception room, while the two younger females were posing for portraits.
When finished with posing them, on returning to the reception room the matron spoke
and said: “I notice you have many very handsome pictures of women. Do you suppose it
possible to make a like result, if I was to pose for you? My wish is for a beautiful picture,

regardless of all else. I wish my grandchildren to believe their grandmother was a
handsome lady. It is not necessary that the result look like me, so long as it is beautiful
as they will never have seen me:”. We assured her that with her many attractions it
would be a difficult task. “With your sparkling black eyes and lovely hair, fair
complexion, nicely rounded face and figure and a bit of drapery we were prepared to
satisfy her desire. “Be sure to get a splendid hair do, top it all off with a ‘come hither’
smile and leave the rest to me.” On another day she returned with her hair charmingly
arranged, posed for the picture. After seeing the proofs she ordered by letter to finish one
dozen. After receiving the finished pictures she wrote and declared me a magician to
have produced such a satisfying result.
Not So Often
It was my good fortune to have been called to photograph Squire Nathan Noyes upon the
occasion of his 96th birthday. Arriving on a warm and sunny afternoon it was again good
luck to meet Judge Wheeler, who had called and was visiting with his lifetime friend.
The Judge was no yearling. He was full of reminiscence and anecdotes with which he
regaled his host. It was a real treat to listen as he related a recent occurance. He said:
“Last week found me in attendance at the Superior Court in the City of N It was a
pleasure to catch up with Mr. Edwards. You must remember him. In the course of our
conversation the question of age was brought up and I asked his age. “Well”, he said, “I
don’t mind confessing to 92 winters”. I said: “My God man if I was 92 I should worry
with fear of dying any minute.” “Not so with me”, he replied, “I read the papers every
day and it is very, very seldom I run across anyone dying at that age”.
Her Sweet Request
Accepting their kind invitation to pass an evening with the family, soon found me sitting
in their midst. Among the several children was a bewitchingly attractive little maid.
bright as a sixpence ` fresh from the mint, she now and again smiled sweetly as she
listened to the conversation. For this evening, knowing how acceptable candy is to
children, a box of assorted chocolate creams had been purchased for their enjoyment.
In passing the sweets around the circle, it soon reached this five year old lass, who after
careful examination helped herself to the preferred piece. Just as it was about to be
placed between her lips her Mother said: “Hope, what do you say to the gentleman?”
Rising from her small chair, she came to me, lifter her pleading eyes to mine and with
lisping words said: “Thave ther reth ‘til morning.”
Treasures
On the further side of the street
Passed Aunt Nancy trim and neat
“Dear Lord” I prayed “please send her to me”
‘Twould make me happy as man could be
Within an hour she climbed my stair
Confirming belief in the power of prayer.

A Few Errands
Alone he passes my cottage door
Bound for the village grocery store
His wants are simple and few
A loaf of bread, tobacco, tea
And a bit of meat for a stew.
Raising the Ante
Captain W. conducted a fish market aboard his sloop Lucy which was birthed at the Main
St. wharf. This kind old gentleman lived aboard his craft. His clothes, suited to his
business, plainly advertised his occupation. Ruth, my daughter six years of age, cute,
bright and lovely, in her Tam O’Shanter, with long brown curls, laughing black eyes and
Scotch plaid skirt, had promised to pose with the Captain for the purpose of making a
picture that would answer for an “Ad:” concerning ‘The Hen or the Egg:”
The two models having arrived at the studio were posed and photographed. Retiring to
the dark room the exposed plate was removed and exchanged for another plate, ready for
the next sitting. Coming from the dark room, Ruth stopped, pulled my head down and in
a whispering voice declared she we could not try again. “Oh Papa, he smells of fish so
bad!” “Well, my dear, we must try again.” After much urging she said: “You will have
to give me five cents instead of the two cents you promised!” We made two more
sittings, then I defrayed this additional expense with a shining nickel, fresh from the mint.
Caught Napping
Deacon Ezra and his good wife could be seen sitting in their pew well up in front during
the Sunday morning services. The deacon counted on this day for rest and relaxation
from the laborious duties incident to the life of a farmer. His better half had often chided
him for his weakness in falling asleep during the sermon. Before leaving their home she
had begged him to try and keep awake, as it was her intention to inquire if he could
repeat the Text: He declare: “I always remember the text “ While the Pastor was
announcing the Text as follows: ”An Angel came down from heaven and placed live coal
fire upon the altar.” The good wife was busy in observing the deacon, as his head was
once again nodding as if in drowsy approval. Arrived home she asked him to repeat the
Text. He said: “Ha,, ha, that is easy: now listen carefully, my dear. An Injun came down
from New Haven and snatched a Wild Colt by the tail through the halter.”
He did not have to seek a barber shop His spouse succeeded I giving him a good old
fashioned trimming; she finished the job by saying she was not his Old Dear! She was so
ashamed of him! Then, embracing him tightly, placed a smacking period to his lips,
which at the same happily concluded this story. His unrestrained chuckles kept pace with
her chiding words. Pausing to catch her breath, she quickly saw the light and realized
that Ezra had been jollying her all the while and thus had ‘caught her napping’

Sunday School Lesson
Of course my small daughter was the loveliest little lady in the land. Her mother spent
much time fussing over her appearance..
Finally putting a last touch to her small blue bonnet, then with a kiss set her on the way to
Sabbath School. Recently promoted from the Infant Dept. to the next higher grade, she
became very much interested in the lesson as taught by her teacher.
Arrived home, a good memory enabled her to answer Mother’s questions as to details.
“My dear, what did you learn today? What was the lesson about?” Proudly and promptly
she said “The teacher told us all about ‘The Hen writing on the walk’.” Father dropping
his newspaper, jumped to his feet and exclaimed in an alarmed voice: “What, what,
what’s that! Is my little girl growing deaf?” Mother impatiently told him “If he had
attended church services more often he would have known what the child meant. “The
little dear is not deaf! She has been listening to poor diction and has phonetically adopted
the words as they sounded to her. Everything is OK. Hadn’t you letter sit down?”
AT THE TOWN MEETING
Many of the large audiences had attended this meeting simply to witness and enjoy any
laugh provoking incident which usually could be relied upon to furnish a bit of humor.
Here any citizen could speak his mind. The eloquent lawyer, the ambitions politician or
the humblest voter met on a common level in that all were privileged to arise and be
heard. This particular meeting had been called for the purpose of selecting delegates to
the various conventions of the party. Delegates to the Senatorial State Convention were to
be chosen. The Chairman asked for nominations. The way was now wide open for
naming delegates to the ‘Senatorial convention.’ At this point, a small gray haired man
on the alert for the opportunity, sprang to his feet, and with a flourishing gesture in a high
keyed voice, addressed the Chairman thus; “Misther Modulator, I move a motion that me
son Jerry be sint to the Senitorial Convention:” Before the echo of his voice had faded a
second man – so tall that he was generally spoken of as Long John – jumped forward and
shouted in a loud and positive manner, “Misder moderator, I make a motion, ‘I guess I
nod!”
Spontaneously the audience united in an uproar of convulsive merriment accompanied by
lusty shouts of advice and encouragement to the contenders . This clamorous outburst of
hilarity was finally checked by the incessant pounding of the Chairman’s gavel. It was a
happy crowd of people who had been entertained by this bit of comedy.

MORE LIGHT NEEDED
In the last days of the good old kerosene lamps, the matter of illuminating their quarters
by use of the newly invented Electric bulb was being considered, pro and con, by the

members of the local fire Company. It had been moved that they buy a chandelier in
which to install the necessary lamps. In asking for remarks on the question one of the
members arose and said: “I am opposed. It would be a sheer waste of good money
because there is not a musician in this company who knows how to play the cussed
instrument.”
REVELATION
It is very easy to deceive ourselves as was the case of a woman neighbor of our youth. It
was but a step to her door. My Mother would frequently call and sit with Mrs. T engaged
in friendly and intimate small talk such as ladies do enjoy. Returning home following
one of these calls, she explained the cause of her smiling countenance by saying that Mrs.
T among other things inquired, “Didn’t you think when you had been safely married, that
your troubles were all over?” Mother replied: “No indeed! I thought my troubles just
beginning.!”
A COUPLE OF UMBRELLAS
‘Twas on a dank and doleful day, that two of the most highly respected citizens of our
community were observed on their way to the depot, there to take the early morning train
for the Metropolis, where important business was to be transacted in behalf of the local
National Bank of which the tall man was the president and the shorter one was Head
Bookkeeper. Both dressed in their best Sunday go-to-meeting clothes, carried an
umbrella in view of the uncertainty of the weather.
The fact of having married sisters never interfered in their friendship or caused them to
forgo their fondness of playing jokes on each other. Their train ended it’s run at a station
midway to their destination, where they must wait for a later train. The President had
business in this city. As it no longer threatened rain, his umbrella was left with the bookkeeper who was to await his return, at which time the trip would be continued together .
The Bookkeeper did so, but the President overstayed his time. Becoming tired of waiting
the bookkeeper decided to play a joke on his friend by taking an earlier train. The
President upon making inquiries learned that his comrade had left him in the lurch.
Stepping into the depot he wired Police Headquarters as follows: “Arrest small man close
trimmed ginger whiskers, gray suit, carrying two umbrellas; arriving Grand Union
Station 11:30 AM. Hold. Will arrive 12:30AM. Arriving on time, he sought the vast
concourse where scanning the hurrying throng he located his man still clutching the two
umbrellas, while engaged in earnest conversation with the Police Officer who had
detained him. Approaching them he said: “Officer, accept my congratulations and
heartfelt thanks for your excellent work! Worried, due to his lack of familiarity of the
streets and the people, I feared he would become lost and fall into the hands of a ‘bunkosteerer’ or some worse misfortune.” Then to his friend: “Little man! It is up to you to
thank this kind officer for having noticed you was a ‘greenhorn’, that needed guidance
and protection – and that is no joke! “Aimed in my direction this prank has
boomeranged, returned to you, and now rests squarely on your shoulders all because you
are unacquainted with big city ways. In carrying two umbrellas you became an odd and

unusual sight, as it is not often city folks can be seen using even one umbrella”! Then to
the officer while shaking hands he whispered ‘Boy something for your kiddies. And
aloud once again accept my thanks!” Then to his brother-in-law “Now that I have
rescued you from the policeman, for Heaven’s sake, don’t get out of my sight again while
in the City.”
THE HUMBLE TAXCOLLECTOR
In the early Spring of 1935 the Treasurer of the local District hailed and beckoned me to
join him on the opposite sidewalk of West Main Street in our village. After shaking
hands he asked “How would you like to become the Tax Collector of this Fire District?”
It was so abrupt and unexpected a question, it caused me to pause, consider and also
wonder why this query. Noting my surprise he explained: “The present Collector is no
longer desirous of continuing in the service. He will refuse re-election at our Annual
Meeting. A successor must be chosen and elected to the position.” His explanation had
given me time to form a reply. Looking him squarely in the eye I said: “In my opinion
there is no more disagreeable job than that of a Tax Collector. You certainly know that
no one loves a Collector of Taxes – in fact you must know that many consider him as big
a nuisance as a white faced hornet buzzing about their ears.” After further urgings and
explanations, he asked me to think the proposal over for a week and then give him my
answer.
Some days later we again met on the street. In an encouraging and hopeful voice he
inquired: “Well, what do you say? We need and want you”, because of certain facts
which he recounted. These details I knew to be true. Here is my answer:” I am not a
politician. I have never sought election to any of the few honors bestowed upon me. Yet
I feel it a civic duty, one should accept if the people call me to this post, under the
following stipulations viz: It shall be understood that:
l. I shall not lift a finger to promote my nomination
2. I shall not attend the caucus
3,.If nominated I shall not solicit or canvass the voters by word or gesture.
4. If nominated I will stand for election –
Knowing the opposition that I would be up against, there appeared little danger in
promising to accept the task. We parted, both content - he in his sureness of success and
I in the sureness of failure.
At the caucus, as afterwards told me, the Attorney of the District a ‘dyed in the wool’
politician together with two members of the Executive Board were in favor of another
candidate. In a previous campaign one of them had defeated the other for election to the
post of Chief of the Fire Department. Since then no love had been lost between them –
also as neither of them were fond of me. Their past differences were forgotten in their
common desire to back the candidate of their choice, so they joined forces and quickly
‘crawled into bed’ with the Attorney,. As reported, this caucus must have been quite hot,
lively and entertaining to an audience that as always dearly enjoy a fight. The Attorney

among other qualifications said that his candidate was ‘Not too old, not too young.” That
remark was a sly slap at the 70 years I had been in this world and also in this village.
Despite this three man opposition, the news was brought to me by the Treasurer who told
me he had been victorious in winning the citizens to his cause and that I was the nominee.
He was highly elated, while at the same time I was dumbfounded. I had been hooked by
my promise and must keep that promise no matter what the outcome might be.
At the Annual Meeting held one week later, I went to the polls just long enough to cast
my vote. I did not stay five minutes. At 10 PM my telephone rang and a voice that I
recognized as that of one of the Assessors, inquired: “Have you heard from the election?”
I said: “No I have not”. He then announced as follows: “Of the 114 votes cast you
received 113 the other vote was scratched.” It had been a great disappointment to the
attorney who almost wept while disclosing that it was the first and only failure of the
many whose nominations he had sponsored.
It was evident that I had been drafted, must enlist and serve the community to the est of
my ability, despite my lack of experience or any hope of advice. I was to play a solo part
in the Tax Division of the Fire District. At any rate, playing a solo part had no terrors, as
it had been my pleasure to play such a part for many years both in band and orchestra. So
this work became for me a real interesting and educational venture. Heretofore the
Collector had carried his office under his hat. My Studio became my office for collecting
the funds that must be gathered to carry out the various services rendered. The worries of
gathering the “sinews of war” had been dumped in my lap.
The books had been audited and turned over to me as of April 1st, which date began the
fiscal year. The Auditors report showed that they had placed $ 2500 of back taxes to the
suspense account. There still remained $7500 of back taxes. $10,000 back bills due on an
annual levy of no more than $25,000 was the figure due to be collected. Poor unlucky
me became the heir to this small fortune for the purpose of gathering the same. A
distasteful job. Someone beside the delinquents must have loitered long the way.
Realizing that much Missionary Work would be required for successful accomplishment
of the task, I decided to go out in highways and byways seeking to bring these taxes into
the fold of the Treasury. My idea of the use of the word Diplomacy suddenly changed. I
felt for a softer word in this cause and decided to call it Tact. This plan called for kindly
consideration, a tender word of sympathy and encouragement, together with much
patience and a setting forth of the damaging costs and penalties of delay. These methods
with one exception never occasioned cross words. Many thanked me for the information
given and as a result when purses would permit. Many began to pay by installments as
suggested and many a long delayed account was fully paid, together with interest and lieu
fees, to the delight of both tax payer and Collector. Quarterly statements were mailed to
all in arrears. The response, more than compensated for the labor involved. As a result
of this action it brings to mind two entirely differing cases.

Aunt Sylvia: A statement had been mailed to Aunt Sylvia with a note telling her of our
willingness to call at her home if any assistance was needed or explanation desired. I
would be pleased to call any time after my office hours. As a result a little colored girl
came to my home bearing a note inviting me to please call on Aunt Sylvia. Saying to the
child “I’ll get my hat, you may then guide me to Auntie.” I had known Sylvia for many
years, also her folks as an honest religious family of hard working colored people.
Arrived, Sylvia remembered and welcomed me at her front door. I noticed the moving
finger of time had left its mark on her face, as it had also marked mine. The snow of
many years had whitened her curly hair. The one thing unchanged was her smiling
cordiality and joy as she invited me to be seated in the chair she proffered. She began the
conversation by telling me of the surprise and consequent worry it had occasioned when
she read my note. She told me, she had known nothing about the taxes, that her husband
must have received all previous bills and had failed to inform her. He was now dead.
She then declared that “If the Good Lord spares my life I will pay every cent due.” What
could she do. I advised her to pay in such installments as fitted her purse. She then
asked “How much ought I pay you now?” In explanation I said this account is very old
– covering many years – so old in fact that if it was possible to begin by paying for the
oldest year or two at once, it would remove the danger of a foreclosure (required by law)
and also give her time to pay the balance in monthly installments, each sufficient to cover
the back charges of one year. That would clear the account in about a years time. I think
if you could pay for the 2 oldest years today it would be fine. “How much would that call
for” she asked. I named the amount needed. She found her purse, opened and searched it
“I haven’t quite enough to do it” she announce. At this juncture, Mose, who rented the
upstairs tenement came in. She called and asked him if he could loan her two dollars. He
could and did. She then paid for the two oldest levies. Thus began payments which
continued regularly until the account was liquidated. Aunt Sylvia had long since passed
from this vale of tears to that realm where taxes are never laid.
In my vision, I see Aunt Sylvia standing midst the Heavenly Choir which are singing her
beloved Gospel Hymns. I memory I hear her deep sweet Alto joyously assisting in the
concluding lines of her favorite – “In Heaven above where all is love, there’ll be no
sorrow there.”
TAMING OF THE SHREW
The Dark Room’s door was closed but my ears were open while the development of a
negative was in process. If listening , it was possible to know all that transpired in the
next room. Yes, I was listening and it was possible to know all that transpired, as rapid
noisy footsteps clattered up the stairs, accented by the slamming of the entrance door of
the Studio. I heard the high-keyed voice of a female inquire of Jane (my char woman
who had paused in her work to learn who had entered.) shouting “Is the Tax Collector
here?” also the reply which informed her that Mr. T was busy but would be at liberty to
see her, if she could wait a few minutes. She waited!
Upon my appearance she rushed up and without preliminaries yelled: “Are you the Tax
Collector?” “Yes, Madam, I am the Tax Collector for the Fire District. What can I do

for - ?” Interrupted, I was informed “Well you can get ready for the damnedest
trimming of your life”. In a calm voice I said. “Alright, you may fire when ready
Gridley.” At this point she bore down on me with all her guns, spitting fire. I tried to
stem the tide by asking her what was wrong, but it was of no avail. She never paused in
the rapid flow of her denunciation. There was not a chance of getting a word to her until
she had run completely down and exhausted her ammunition. I noted and patiently waited
as this Niagara flood of words diminished in speed and power and finally ceased in
weakened syllable.
I grasped this opportunity to say :”Madam I am simply a humble Collector of Taxes.
The accounts in my books were made up by the Board of Assessors. I have no power to
change their figures. It is my desire to assist and advise you if you will calmly repeat
your story and answer a few questions that I may ask. If an injustice has been done, you
may get relief by presenting your case to the Executive Board of this fire district.”
Silence gives consent, so my questioning began.
“What is your name?”
“My name is on the bill you sent me”
“Then you must be Mrs. K?”
“You claim your husband is a veteran?” “Yes, World War 1. He is exempt by reason
of his military service. This bill calls for a tax on our car for three different years. They
are 1926-27 and the current year.” Now, “Mrs. K, you have said your husband is a
veteran. Has he ever had his honorable discharge recorded in this town?”
“Yes.”
“When?”
“ Two weeks ago.”
“Sorry, too late to be effective.”
She lifted her eyes as if gathering celestial inspiration, while softly counting with
whispering movements of her lips, then quickly came back to Earth with the decision
that it was “four months ago”. “Well, I am still very sorry that does not go back to the
date of this levy. I was sure that she was fibbing. She then further declared that they wee
not living in this village in 1926 or 1927. I mentioned that the Assessors were usually
correct. “If you wish me, I will be pleased to give you advice.” “Go before the
Executive Board and present your case. If you have been wronged they have the power
to correct the error. “Who are they?” I named them. “Where can I see them?” “Mr. C is
chairman of the Board. You can see him on the street, call at his residence or phone
him.” Petulantly, she declared “I shall do neither! Who are the others?” Mr. J the second
member is in California. Mr. F is in town.” “ Oh , Mr. F the Insurance Man?” “ Yes”
“Well, he is a very nice man!” “I agree entirely with our opinion of him and hope when
this matter is finally cleared up, you may think I am just as fine a man as Mr. F.”
This last remark was made as she was about to descent my stairs, in and not altogether
pleasant mood. Two days later a letter received from the State Vehicle Commissioner,
saying Mrs. K had written him stating her case. Would I please explain and describe the
details of the interview. In an answer to this request all the incidents of our meeting were
set forth in good order. A few days later another letter came from the Commissioner
enclosing a copy of his reply to Mr. K in which he upheld my decisions.

In the morning of the following day again was heard the soft patter of light steps rapidly
coming up my stairs and entering the studio. It was Mrs. K again. Her face was lit up in
a partial smile. Here, had come a completely changed and unexpected visitor. She had a
new hair-do, rough on her cheeks, a handsome party gown with appropriate jewelry, the
more noticeable because of the great change and contrast to the outfit worn in her former
visit. In a nervous but quiet voice, she spoke to me and said: “I have decided to pay this
tax bill.” Telling her I believed she was acting wisely and then assuring her that as her
husband’s honorable discharge had been recorded in the Town Clark’s office, no further
taxes would bother them as he now had a legal exemption of $ 1,000 as long as he
resided in our Town. Handing her a receipt for $12.02 and the correct change, she
started for the door, which I took particular pains to open for her. As she passed and
stepped down, I casually inquired, “Did you receive a letter from the State
Commissioner of Motor Vehicles?” She stopped, turned facing me, and in an irritated
voice accented by a stamp of her foot, said “I have not been to the Post Office.” Time
has proven the words to have been her valedictory speech. Ten years have sped. “Tho
lost to sight to memory dear.” As I emerge from dreamy meditation it seems all too
strange to find myself humming the air and repeating the words of Ralph Ruckstraw to
his sweetheart: ‘Farewell my love,
Light of my life, farewell
I go alone
Alone to my dungeon
“Parting is such sweet sorrow”
Though my office hours were plainly stated on all tax bills, too many preferred to act
their own convenience, rather than mine. My residence was subject to attack any old
time between 7 AM to 12 midnight. Often stopped on the street, I felt obliged to accept
their money rather than offend them. Some came to my office out of my regular hours.
Finding my door locked, would later make an awful howl and want to know why in Hell
he didn’t attend to his business. Yes they preferred to act at their own convenience
rather than mine, little thinking how much such actions were to blame for many errors in
previous times. Opening my small brownbag for ‘change’, making out a duplicate bill
because of their negligence; jotting down a memorandum of the transaction rather than
trust my memory, required time. An interested gathered clustering which watched to see
that the payer received the correct change, also to wondering how much money was in
the little brown bag, thus thoughtlessly exposing me to dangers they thought not of.
Mrs. Partington’s story of the “Joys of Infanticide” were brought to mind, the while I was
obliged to smile and consider it routine duty. Had I refused, some would have insisted,
they had proffered the sums due which had been rejected; therefore the bill had been
paid. Others would have called me something less than a “son of a Nobleman”. At
the Annual Meeting of the District I had been elected for the eleventh consecutive time.
Some days later my dear wife found me in bed entertaining a stranger. She called a
physician, he called my ‘company’ a case of pneumonia. The MD saved my life. Upon
recovery of strength sufficient to permit a searching of my mind together with the aid of a
lab serology, my condition came to light.

Youth had forsaken me while Old Age relentlessly pursuing was about to grab me. I
suddenly decided it was time for all octogenarians to come in out of the wet. My
relations with the Fire District had always been pleasingly satisfactory. The Attorney,
also the two members of the Executive Board congratulated and told me that I was doing
a fine job. The CPA (auditor) saw fit to write approving words in their annual reports.
Treasurer said “10 year service and a clear record. That is Grand!!” It seemed a golden
opportunity while the sunshine was overhead and all earthly surroundings calm and
undisturbed, that the hour of my departure had – under these favorable conditions –
arrived. All was serene at the Indian Ocean, described by Kipling’s poem:
“The Indian Ocean sits and smiles
So soft, so bright so blooming blue
There’s scarce a wave for miles and miles
Except the jiggle from the screw. “
May 1st 1945 my resignation was submitted and accepted. Quietly stepping down and
out, to enter and review the cherished high lights of Reminiscence. The verdict: Youth
had forsaken me while Old Age had pursued relentlessly and was about to catch up. It
suddenly came to mind that an octogenarian had come in out of the wet. April 1st was
tendered – just one month after my election. Illness is always a good excuse though in
my case there were other reasons.
Evening finds me seated in my easy chair by the ingle nook smoking, dreamily sifting the
ashes of my remembrance. Each week finds some of my grandchildren clustered about
my chair begging for another true tale, that had happened or been seen or heard along the
route of a long and contented life-time journey,. The request of these young folks could
not easily be ignored. Not too much fuel that would burn could be expected from sifting
ashes, they would make a lengthy story that could be recounted in short chapters. So it
was decided that I should begin at the cradle and continue from there at not too fast a
pace to wind up the yarns during the long winter evenings until we reached to the second
childhood. Little by little a new tale each session was related until arrived at the terminal
of second childhood.
After my travel along my path through life, the multiplicity of minor events – contacted
and recalled – are in quantity and variety. The bits and pieces would not be out of place
if gathered and received in a kaleidescope and would be more interesting than my attempt
to describe them.

Born in Old Mystic, September 17th, 1964
Initiated, Stonington Lodge #26 IOOF Feb. 5th 1890 PNG
“Mystic Encampment #17 IOOF PCP
I was elected President of Board of Directors of Stonington Lodge Corporation in 1917
and served in that capacity to date - a matter of 35 years. Now at 87 years of age the

infirmities of a long life lessening my abilities confirms to me that the time has arrived
when it will be best for all concerned that I retire as a member of this Board.
In closing it is my desire to express highest appreciation of the Board’s earnest and
fruitful labors. Each one is competent and eligible to continue his duties; they should be
continued in service. Herewith is my resignation as a member of the Board of Directors
of Stonington Lodge #26 IOOF to become effective on adjournment of this meeting
Yours in friendship, love and truth.
November 13th 1951
Geo. E. Tingley

